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Jack Biner, folklorist and gifted listener, imagines 
Windru p is just another country town and its 

people. But soon he is entrusted with the vivid 
and often moving world of these people's 

memories. His need to remain an impartial 
collector is shaken. He finds he must live through 

much more than his own dilemmas as he 
meets Mrs Bukowski, the moody landlady; 

Laura, the painter; her cagey husband; and the 
enigmatic Fisher . . . 

, ... poet Philip Salom's first novel (has) an 
intensity and strong contemporary motion which 

will 'honey the nerves' of its readers ... ' 
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HAL COLEBATCH 

The Return 

The old couple's visit was part pilgrimage, part tourism. Now, as they left their 
hired car, their gait as well as their voices betrayed a mixture of fear and resolution. 

"I'm sure it's safe. They know who we are. They granted us visas, after all. 
And nothing happened at the hotel. If they were going to do anything they would 
have done it by now." 

"Who knows how closely they read the application? They might be re-reading 
it and realising who we are at this moment. Or it might be a cat-and-mouse game." 

"I'm sure it's safe" Paul's sister said to him again after a pause. Not far to the 
back of both their minds was the voice of a ruined century's wisdom and the stench 
of an infinity of graves: let's go back to the city. Keep our heads down. We 
shouldn't have come. Part of the purpose of their speech now was to drive that 
wisdom away. 

"They're not going to arrest us! We don't matter to them one way or the other. 
We're simply an irrelevance." 

"They never forget." The voice was of those memories that were never far 
away in this country. 

"The past is too far past. They don't see us as Enemies of the People any 
more." 

"How do we know?" 
Both were nervous now, giving each other courage. "This is 1990. Look, we 

have our passports. The consulate knows where we are. The worst they'll do is 
deport us." 

But this time is a moment, an episode, a temporary accident, the voice said. 
"The place seems deserted." 
"It's the off-season." 
"They probably won't let us in." 
"Well, we can ask." 
"Are you sure it's wise?" 
"We should have checked the opening hours." 
They needed protective camouflage here. A busy day would have protected 

them, bustling with parties of tourists to see this ornate relic of Feudalism. Among 
the crowds in Moscow they had, after the first few days, felt safer. But still the 
thing that had brought them spoke against wisdom, among the dusty sunflowers. 

"Would Father have hesitated? Or Grandfather. Come on!" 
They looked in awe as they approached the palace up the rutted, unkempt 

driveway. 
Ancient sepia photographs had given them some idea of its size, but not, 

somehow, of its reality. Photographs on a sideboard in Paul's home now, that had 
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once been treasured in their grandfather's Paris tenement. Those photographs had 
been talismans in years of utter loss and emptiness for two generations, easier to 
look at, even now, than the albums of dead faces. For the third generation of exiles, 
for Paul and his sister, foreign born, they were talismans still, though it sometimes 
seemed they were changed by time and circumstance towards mere curiosities. 

Am I tourist or pilgrim? The old man wondered again. Or am I just a part of 
a century when all sign-posts have been erased, when the only certainties are 
crumbling photographs? Then he stared again at the reality of the palace. 

"My God! No wonder they ... " 
"Can you see anybody?" 
A couple of dilapidated vehicles were parked before the collonaded entrance. 

The bell was broken. The old man knocked with a tentative hand, then, and it 
seemed he needed to summon up some resolution to do so, with the handle of his 
cane. 

After several minutes an attendant appeared. He was tired-looking, unshaven, 
heavy-set and wearing the same drab clothes they had become used to during the 
past ten days in Moscow. 

"What do you want?" 
"We wondered if we could visit the museum." 
"Is closed." 
"Yes, I'm sorry to trouble you, but we're visitors. We've come a long way," 

said the old woman. 
The attendant looked at the pair incuriously. The foreign accents and slightly 

strange idioms, the obviously Western cut and quality of their dress, made no 
apparent impression on him. The doors began to close. Then the old man spoke. 

"Our family used to live here." 
"So?" 
"You understand, Sir? I mean our family used to live here." He stumbled. 

Had something come into his voice? The visit was becoming an ordeal as he had 
expected. Easier to tum and go, yes, even to obey instinct and run, but... "Our 
father ... We would like to see where our father was bom." 

"Museum is closed." The door began to shut. Then the attendant spoke again: 
"Who was your father?" 

"Alexis Birilov ... " began the old woman. She stared at the attendant defiantly. 
Alexis Birilov had died the part-owner of a tiny photographic studio, his dead hands 
stained with developing fluid. And his father had died of pneumonia and 
malnutrition, in a dingy room on a bed of rags, staring up at a photogrph of this 
place propped on a shelf beside an album of dead faces always kept closed because 
he could never bear to look into it. 

I might as well say it, thought Paul. What can they do to us at our age? 
"The Grand Duke Alexis. His father was the Grand Duke Vladimir." 
There was silence, then, after a moment a brusque demand, "Passports!" 
The old couple fumbled in pockets and purse. Passports were produced, 

examined and handed back. The attendant withdrew and the doors banged shut 
unequivocally. The sentimental pilgrimage had ended at a blank wall. They looked 
at each other. Both, without surprise, felt something of relief. 

"Well, that's it." 
"I think we were pushing our luck." Even the English phrase felt suddenly 

reassuring. 
"We did our best. Let's go back." 
"We should have come with a crowd." 
"Well, we weren't to know the opening hours. Perhaps we could come back 

another day." 
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"Yes." Yes, thought Paul, perhaps they could come back another day, pretend 
to the attendant that this visit had never happened. He would, like, after all, to see 
the upstairs nursery his father had told him about, the room with the sunny windows 
and the rocking horses. 

I am still an exile, he thought, but I have only the icons of my father's 
childhood memories to cling to, not my own. Why do I remember his stories of that 
sunny room like a beacon on the other side of the ocean of blood? Sentimental? 
Mawkish? Yes, of course, but where had denying such things ever got anyone? Or 
should we just go home? 

We've made our point, as well as we can, he thought. Let's just go home. 
"We'd better get started." 
Very faintly, as though from a great way off, he heard the sound of running feet 

and shouting inside the palace. It is nothing to do with us, thought Paul. I will not 
panic. My sister and I will leave at our own pace. It is nothing to do with us. They 
have forgotten. He controlled himself with a fierce effort. 

We will not be made to run now. We will go with dignity. They have 
forgotten. Honour made him ignore his sister's tremulous hands, and his own. 

"Yes, it's a long drive." 
"Shall we take a photo in case we don't come back. We need a new one." 
"What's the point? Another icon?" 
"I don't know. Somehow I'd like to prove we came here. I'll get the camera." 
He was returning from the hired Lada with the camera when the doors of the 

palace opened again. The director and the staff were lined up in a row behind the 
attendant, who had changed his clothes. They came forward, some bowing and 
curtseying clumsily. Someone at the rear held up an icon, and a child carried bread 
and salt on a tray. 

The old couple stared in bewilderment. Then the Grand Duke replaced his 
camera in the car. 
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JAMIE STEWART 

The Projectionists 

He sits at the local, sipping Guinness until closing time. He is by the window, 
shrouded in a neon twilight made regimental by vertical blinds. In the incessant 
mechanical flicker she reminds him of a silent movie star. 

She knows all the men that surround her at the bar. Like her they are regulars. 
"I want to travel," she says, " ... you know," and waves a thumb, seasoned. Mistaken, 
the men look at each other. If pushed they would describe their glances as 
'knowing.' 

In this tavern there is a blackboard suspended above the men's urinal. 
Someone has engraved in the paint, "What good is a blackboard without chalk?" 
Chalked on the surface a short space below, allowing just enough time for confusion 
to set in, comes relief: "What good is a blackboard with chalk?" Recently the 
thoughtful drunk has chimed in, his words seem measured: "It's the possibilities that 
matter - with chalk you can write 1000 things, as soon as you get sick of something 
you can just rub i ... ' 

When finally she meets his glance he feels momentary regret and stares into the 
richness of the stout. Its darkness has a certain muddy purity. Reassuring, he 
thinks, feeling his gaze lift and trace her naked arm to a spirit's glass. Gin and 
tonic, at a guess. The menace of a dancing, bubbled emptiness. 

She had seen a figure in the comer, but only a passing silhouette had registered. 
Now she notes that it is mainly age that has disguised him. He looks down when 
she recognizes him, then back, but his eyes somehow miss her. They point in her 
direction but are unfocussed. She wonders what he sees. 

The man and woman are old acquaintances. As they sit, memories are played 
back like newsreels, then splinter, fold and fade. 

When he leaves, she follows his shadow out the door. For a time her eyes fix 
on the doorway until somewhere in the foreground a cigarette is offered. 

Outside, walking past the window, he sees her framed successively in spaces 
between the vertical blinds. Like film, he thinks, eyes fixed, and notices something 
else - a reflection. Written on the glass next to her he can see his own image, 
wraithlike, discolouring every frame. Opaque inscriptions without origin, celluloid 
flux on the immutable screen. 
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CARMEL BIRD 

Woman in Dark Clothing 

The house where I live is opposite a park. Some nights at twilight a woman 
walks slowly past my house, crosses the road, and goes into the park. When I look 
out the window I can see the woman doing exercises under the trees. One night not 
long ago I looked. I looked across the rose bushes in my garden - the yellow and 
white ones were blooming and they looked like butter and cream - across the road 
and past the trees, and I could make out the figure of the woman. She was sitting 
on a bench in the half-light, wearing the dark clothing she always wears. From 
where I was standing, looking past the dairy textures of the roses, through the 
strange lilac air of twilight, into the framework of the trees in the park, I kept 
catching glimpses of something white and almost luminous. The dark figure on the 
seat was slowly waving a small leg of lamb. 

I hate all the horrible things that keep happening in the world: planes crash in 
icy mountains and the survivors eat each other; children massacre the animals in the 
zoo. One night some people lured two young policemen into a quiet street in a rich 
neighbourhood and then those people shot the policemen dead. I do not watch the 
news on TV any more. 

I stood in my front lounge room that is decorated with prints by Monet and 
Manet and some unknown Victorians, and I looked out the window and I saw what 
I saw. Then I looked harder; I concentrated. A stray ray of light, or else common 
sense, showed me after a while that I was mistaken. The woman in the park was 
only doing a special kind of very slow exercise. The leg was her own leg, the skin 
exposed from the knee to the ankle, and she was contorted on the seat, moving only 
the lower part of one leg very slowly in the air. 

I realised what I saw was almost normal, but I still found the scene alarming. 
What kind of world is it where people go to the park alone at twilight and do slow, 
spooky movements of a leg. I closed the curtains and I turned into the darkness of 
the room where the fat shadows of the shapes of empty armchairs were a sort of 
comfort to me. I ran my hand across the linen cover of an armchair; the texture was 
familiar. 

I turned on the light and I stood in the lounge room thinking for a while about 
what I had seen happening in the park. 

If it had been not one woman but two. Or more. A group of people doing 
these slow actions in the park. I have seen that. I have seen twenty people in track 
suits on a tennis court at eight o'clock in the morning slowly bending their legs and 
waving them in unison in silence like a line of clockwork Chinese dolls. I have 
seen, as I have driven past the swimming pool in the early hours, people with short 
hair going in to do their morning laps. I have seen joggers on the Tan; people in 
helmets, shining with dedicated sweat as they ride and ride along the bike path. 
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They work out at the gym. They pump iron. Aerobics and royal tennis. Squash. 
I work in an office, and so there is not much time for exercise during the day, 

although I always try to go for a walk at lunch time. I walk through the Botanical 
Gardens for about half an hour. Then after work I take Jack - he's a border collie 
- for a run. We go along the bike path beside the river and come back through the 
park where I saw the woman. 

Tonight as Jack and I were coming through the park, we passed the woman 
who was sitting perfectly still on the seat in her twisted position. I could see across 
the road to my house. The roses were a pale blur in the distance, and I imagined 
myself standing at the window watching. Jack kept going, but I stood for a moment 
observing the still woman in dark clothing on the seat. As if in a trance, and with 
a movement that was at first barely perceptible, she began to wave her leg. 

FAYE DAVIS 

The Guest Speaker 

10 

He spoke of a comet witnessed as a child, 
when his father took him warm from sleep. 
And he spoke of periods past, of the rise 
of man, and earlier tertiary time when mountains 
were formed, pushed out, he said: it sounding 
all the more like the great birth it was. 
He spoke of a palaezoic or primary time 
when there were many shallow seas, when life 
emerged on land, of early fossils, possible 
pre-Cambrian world catastrophe! 
And he spoke of light years, distance, and 

instances 
in detail: things of which he had vast 

knowledge. 
Precarious this, in one man's mind, as the last 
drops of water, held in a fragile jar. 
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FAYE DAVIS 

The House at Caversham 

Love your rambling house, a girl 
from Scarborough said, who lived with her 
war-widow mother in 
a small neat house continually refurbished. 
The vineyard took more than its quarter. 
Things barely got done in our house, 
a three-generation house, 
though large, still overcrowded. My father 
and his brothers must have made the marks 
we saw in doors and architraves. 
To think you were born in this house, 
we said to him. I would imagine 
then the lying in, although I could not 
imagine my grandmother young, 
still pictured her propped up in bed 
white pillows piled behind her head 
old, as we knew her then. 
Yet, shame is not hate. I loved 
that house with its aching beams, 
ramshackle, the front door at the back, 
the long passage down the middle 
with hooks on the walls for hats and coats, 
dust from the vineyard blowing in. 
Once, at the school in town a teacher 
asked us to describe our house 
and I wrote my first fiction, 
not knowing then that fact can be 
more interesting (in spite of what is said). 
The low brick fence I coloured in 
was a puny thing, that wide 
stretch of finely-mown lawn was 
in fact insistent grass creeping 
out to where a fence had been, 
the iron gate still stood there closed 
somewhat idiosyncratically 
beyond the peaches and a lemon tree. 
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Rite 

12 

Low-hanging iron roof, 
tall chimneys, chimney-pots intact, 
it has been razed. And I grieve 
for that house and the years of shame, 
remembering nights of sleep in iron beds 
on dark verandahs, frog-sounds in the garden 
and in the swamp across the road, 
a vast clear sky of stars, and cousins, 
always cousins coming. From our beds 
we pointed out the Milky Way, 
the saucepan and the Cross. 

FAYE DAVIS 

He is standing on the bank, calling to the man with 
the boat. Do you mind if I take her for a ride 
on the flood? And he laughs as adults do when they ask 
things that are really for themselves. He is wearing 
his going-out look, is flushed, happy, his best 
trousers, high around his calves, wet and mud-spattered. 
She is afraid, is excited, to see brown water swirling 
beneath the boat, to see leaves and sticks and debris 
rushing past. The boat begins to rock, nearer 
the bridge, nearer the boat shed where the young priests 
swim in summer, the water swirling muddy and high 
about the sides, his strong arms pulling hard against 
the current, dipping oars, splashing water all over her. 
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BARBARA GILES 

Half an hour till my class. I'd look through the new Westerly. There on page 42, was 
Virginia Bernard's 'Intimacy'. As I read it my hackles rose. So crass, so cruel! a 
poem in answer began to shape itself ... 

Personal Space 
In answer to Virginia Bernard 

'What do old women do for intimacy?' says youth unkindly, 
misliking 'invasion of personal space' on public transport. 

Old women are kissed by the soft lips of children, 
hugged by young arms, by balding sons. 

Old women are soothed by the soft petals of flowers, 
licked by the raspy tongues of cats. 

They're surprised by blue skies, 
fanned by warm breezes. 

And there comes an end to wanting, 
contentment laps like a downy comforter. 

The fIre in the loins is dying, 
She hears earth's homing call. 

Someday she'l1 consent to listen 
to that insistent lover. Ardent, 

flesh melting and ravished 
into embrace like no other. 
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GRAEME WILSON 

A selection of Chinese poetry in translation 

Yes 

The whole night long she cannot sleep, 
So bright the moon's persistent glare. 
To who knows what imagined question 
"Yes" she answers to the empty air. 

Tzu Yeh (fl.c.375) 

Official in Old Age 

I was born on a farm, and was happy there to handle 
A world where to write five words was reckoned brains. 
Who made me sit by the window, swot by candle 
And dispossessed me of the ploughing-rains. 

Fang Yueh (1198-1262) 

Telling the Truth 

14 

Coquettishly she asked "This flower or I, 
Which the more lovely?" 

"Knowing", her lover said, 
"Our love is such you would not have me lie, 
I think the flower". 

Outraged, "You think some dead 
Plant more pleasing than my living flesh? 
Tonight", she ripped the flower shred from shred, 
"Tonight, my truthful fellow, you just try 
Popping your precious plant-life into bed." 

Tang Yin 0470-1533) 
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GRAEME WILSON 

Translation of a Modem Japanese Poem 

Red Light District 

Fenced off behind its palings of tall board, 
How glumly shadowed is this pleasure-ward, 
This Yoshiwara ... 

Through a vacant lot 
Staked with one tree, one single growing tree, 
The dark ditch wanders slowly and sluggishly 
While, all around, the heavy air hangs shot 
With smells of white carbolic. Like a dead 
Frog on some wet embankment spread 
White belly upwards, so this district lies 
Sprawled for the louche inspection of the skies. 

Inside the sad enclosure of that fence 
I heard the girl whose body's eloquence 
Best answers mine, weep bitterly and late. 

Yet later still, lit by the sooted gleam 
Of one electric bulb, she blew the steam 
From indigestible noodles and then ate, 
Ate as though eating held the world together. 

Do come again, she paused to beg me, please. 

Even on days of that most clouded weather, 
The weather of one's innermost despair, 
Her photograph, like some old bill-of-fare 
Sepia with sadness, smiles from the brothel billboard, 
Its patchwork of priced faces and their fees 
Framed for inspection: faded, but always there. 

Hagi wara Sakutaro (1886-1942) 
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DAVID BUCHANAN 

Portrait of PJ 

16 

My five month old son 
lies in his pram 
screaming delight 
at the light pouring 
like rain through the leaves. 
Under this canopy -
of Cape Lilacs, various variegated 
ivies, vines and creepers 
is a kind of Cathedral 
to one so innocent. 
Freud's oral phase. 
Erickson's trust versus mistrust 
and Piaget's stages 
cannot explain his image. 
A Honeyeater flits 
from bough to flower 
then away, beyond 
apostori Ids Egos and Super-egos. 
Baffled, momentarily with the bird's 
sudden flight, he falters, 
glances at me along side 
seems to gasp slightly, then 
with one hand in mouth and legs 
kicking, his whole putative being 
laughs with the trees, 
and does not seek confirmation. 
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NICHOLAS MANSFIELD 

"A Pleasant, Meaningless Discord" : 
Helen Garner's The Children's Bach 

What is fascinating about Helen Garner's The Children's Bach I is its scope. In less 
than a hundred pages, the novel develops a complicated discussion of human 
subjectivity and modem aesthetics from a treatment of a relatively unspectacular 
domestic situation. Athena Fox's flight is more than a rejection of household 
routine. She is also escaping the heroic role that has been thrust upon her by others, 
and the aesthetic which is its corollary. The aim of this article is to trace the 
development of these issues from the novel's outset, to its end, where Garner's 
treatment of aesthetics provides an interesting, and for the student of Australian 
Literature, important image of her own project. 

The Children's Bach opens with a detailed description of a photograph of 
Tennyson's family that Dexter has affixed to the kitchen wall: 

Dexter found, in a magazine, a photograph of the poet Tennyson, his wife 
and their two sons walking in the garden of their house on the Isle of 
Wight. To the modem eye it is a shocking picture ... Tennyson looks into 
the middle distance. His wife. holding his arm and standing very close to 
his side, gazes up into his face. One boy holds his father's hand and looks 
up at him. The other boy holds his mother's, and looks into the camera 
with a weak. rueful expression ... Tennyson's hands are large, square paws, 
held up awkwardly at stomach level. His wife's face is gaunt and her eyes 
are set in deep sockets. It is a photo of a family. (I) 

This family, with the father at its centre, admired by a faithful wife and son, and 
supporting a more or less absent second son, replicates Dexter's family. Dexter acts 
as if he is the unquestioned head of the Fox household. Elizabeth wonders if 
"anyone [had] ever crossed Dexter before" (38). His wife indulges him by thinking 
"every man she met was inferior"(41). Arthur dutifully leams patriotic folk-songs 
word-perfect (38). The autistic Billy is detached from this little group that centres 
on Dexter. His gaze drifts like that of the second son in the photograph (7). 

From the outset, Dexter is associated with a faith in the family and familial 
responsibility. Yet there remains something ambiguous about this description, 
particularly considering the juxtaposition of the statement "it is a photo of a family" 
and "to the modem eye it is a shocking picture". Paternal authority is unstable. 
Tennyson, like Dexter, is awkward. The devotion of his wife is at the expense of 
her well-being. Her face is "gaunt, and her eyes are set in deep sockets". There is 
nothing dogmatic or polemical about the discussion of the family in this novel, yet 
from the outset there is a nagging sense of unresolved problems. Dexter imagines 
himself the centre of an unsophisticated and unexploitative domesticity that eschews 
the decadence of social grace, and the predatoriness that underprops Elizabeth's 
worldliness. According to Dexter, the only alternative to his sort of responsibility is 
an indefiniteness of self. '''What else is there?' he says. 'Otherwise we're all just 
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dry leaves blowing down the gutter'" (12). Yet, this ideal is questionable. 
Gamer has already sown doubt in Dexter's heroic sense of responsibility in an 

earlier passage, describing the trip back to the Fox household from the airport: 

Vicki ... saw her captors as they would never see themselves: two silly 
heads of hair, two sets of shoulders, two unsuspecting napes. She hated 
them. She closed her eyes with hatred. Dexter saw her in the mirror and 
thought she had fallen asleep. Unresisted now, his tenderness for the 
whole world rushed to envelop her. (9) 

Here Vicki's disaffection is momentarily translated into an intolerant fury. Dexter 
misreads her expression, smothering her image with a sentimental, self-satisfied and 
impersonal affection. Yet the phrase that defines Dexter's opportunity - his affection 
is "unresisted now" - implies that there is something all but cynical about this 
sentimentality. His tenderness does not recognize any resistance. It ignores 
immediate disagreement and discontent in order to promote its own righteous sense 
of necessary concord. It is not personal concern for Vicki that motivates Dexter as 
much as an impersonal "tenderness for the whole world". The issue of Vicki's 
immediate needs and problems is abolished by an heroic, egotistical, gesture of 
imagined solidarity. Tennyson, we recall, is gazing out of the picture "into the 
middle distance", rather than at the dutiful faces of his family. Dexter's doctrine of 
family and responsibility has a self-serving, almost ideological quality to it. It 
promotes an image of familial and humanitarian harmony achieved by way of an 
insensitivity to the immediate situation of those nearby, especially Athena (9). 

The pathos of fatherhood is a persistent theme, made most explicit in Dexter's 
inability to cope with the household during Athena's absence. His helplessness is 
not purely personal, however. As the focus of the novel's treatment of fatherhood, 
Dexter is merely the most frequently discussed of a series of gentle and patronizing, 
but less than competent fathers. His own father, Dr Fox, remembers treating 
Elizabeth ungraciously, and is treated by her "like a child"(7). Philip forgets to take 
his daughter to her cello lesson (56). Fathers are careless and impractical, exercising 
an idealistic authority that remains fundamentally abstract and inhibiting. Dexter is 
generous and gentle but also self-dramatizing and opinionated. He is only half
sensitive to Athena, offering her a life she describes as half-death (70). 

Dexter's insensitivity to Athena is manifested in his patronizing approach to her 
values and interests. He denies her autonomy by speaking for her. In an exchange 
between Athena and Vicki on the subject of make-up, her tentative remark, "I 
wouldn't mind a bit of feminine mystique, once in a while", is bowled over by 
Dexter's statement "you don't want that rubbish" (48). His emphatic response 
terminates this discussion, foreclosing any possible arrangement between the two 
women, and disallowing the development of Athena's interest independent of his 
dogmatism. 

Dexter's patronizing attitude towards Athena is expressed in the discussion he 
has with Elizabeth about her journey to Sydney. Again he is unable to tolerate the 
idea of Athena as autonomous and responsible. He idealizes her by insisting on her 
naivety. When Elizabeth says, "if it hadn't been Philip it would've been someone 
else", Dexter replies: 

"No! It's his fault. She was naive. He saw that. He took advantage of 
her." 
Elizabeth gave a snort of laughter. "You don't think much of her, do you." 
"She's a saint!..." (78-9) 

Naivety and vulnerability to a cynical male interloper qualify Athena for sainthood. 
This stereotype, enforced on Athena by Dexter, precludes any functional autonomy 
on her part, presenting her as a victim of Philip, and incapable of any freedom of 
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desire. This stereotype is, of course, self-serving, freeing Dexter of any need to 
scrutinize his own relationship with Athena, allowing him to ignore her earlier claim 
that "at home [she] was half-dead" (70). 

Dexter also belittles Athena's piano-playing, embarrassing her in front of others 
and interrupting her whenever he likes. When Elizabeth and Vicki show interest in 
her music and encourage her to perform, she replies "you don't realize what an 
elementary stage I'm at" (29). Dexter clumsily takes this opportunity to ridicule her: 

"Yes, dear," said Dexter. "You ought to practise when you're the only one 
home... It's a bit dreary having to listen to someone picking their way 
through those pieces." (29) 

It is her music that represents her greatest claim to an independent life. In an 
episode that immediately precedes the breakdown of the Fox household and her 
flight to Sydney with Philip, Dexter tries to distract Athena from her playing: 

"Athena! Look!" 
G. octave, then up and down in thirds she went. taking no notice. He 
tramped over to the piano in his stockinged feet and stood behind her. Her 
straight back, her shoulders square with concentration, her ankles crossed 
under the bench, her whole posture drove him to distraction. Without 
taking his hands from his pockets he shot out his foot in its holed sock and 
thumped it onto the upper keys. (63) 

Dexter is more than merely insensitive to Athena, sentimentalizing her role as 
mother and saint in their unmodem household. He is threatened - driven "to 
distraction" - by her possibility of her autonomy. Her music must be trivial, her 
journey to Sydney must not be an expression of discontent, so that Dexter may be 
protected from coming to terms with her separateness. 

Dexter's refusal to grant Athena autonomy becomes part of a general 
repudiation of what he calls "modem life", which he blames for her relationship 
with Philip and his own compromising dalliance with Vicki (93). His confused 
rejection of the modem is linked to an uncritical anti-Americanism. He hates 
television (10, modem American manners (28) and American music (37). This 
petulant intolerance of things modem and American is not merely intemperate, 
however. It is part of a fully developed attitude towards history and art, that 
privileges order and integrity over change and ambiguity. "Dexter wanted to live 
gloriously" (2), we are told. 

This glory is understood as his persistent claim to an audience; when they are 
out walking together, he makes sure Athena is watching him when he hits a specific 
note (2). In another episode, when he comes out of the kitchen to admire the 
evening sky, Gamer writes: 

The three women stood in a row on the path and looked up at him. Their 
attention! He loved it. (35) 

An almost theatrical wish to be the centre of attention expresses Dexter's attitude to 
art, which he understands as heroic and dramatic. When he takes Arthur to the 
National Gallery: 

he spoke to the boy in magisterial tones about the lives of artists: Dexter 
loved tales of exalted suffering, of war and failure and unsympathetic 
wives and alcoholism. (24) 

This melodramatic way of characterizing the lives of (male) artists as victims of, 
amongst other things, women, stands opposite Athena's practice of art. Athena 
seems to repudiate the sort of fictional self-importance that Dexter favours, for the 
sake of a more open-ended, indefinite aesthetic. Art for Dexter is an adjunct of the 
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heroic self. For Athena, it is a process of personal satisfaction and pleasure. The 
great artists of the past are part of Dexter's faith in history as the only way of 
knitting "meaning into the mess of things" (3). It is exactly this sort of meaningful 
heroism that Dexter and the other characters try to impose on Athena from the 
outside, and that her music and her flight to Sydney are trying to resist. 

In the photo Dexter has pinned to the kitchen wall, Tennyson's wife gazes up 
dutifully into her husband's face. While the poet directs his eyes out of the picture, 
evincing a self-sufficiency that is not untheatrical, the gaze of the wife and mother 
is inward, to the centre of the family circle. We have seen above how this paternal 
self-sufficiency may merely disguise an awkwardness, even a lack of competence. 
The mother's suffering face, even when read as evidence of noble self-sacrifice, 
displays the price of her concentration on her family. Her "face is gaunt and her 
eyes are set in deep sockets" (I). Under the shadow of her ebullient husband, 
Athena lives out this same contradictory life, admired for her quiet effective 
handling of her family, on the one hand, and tacitly craving release, on the other. In 
the view of the other characters, she assumes as iconic or, as Dexter puts it, a saint
like quality. While her family eat soup, even the hardened Elizabeth admires how 
she "spread around her a shy, attentive calm" (II). When Athena bursts in on her 
in the shower, Vicki is 

shocked and moved. like a tourist who. bored in a gallery. has turned a 
comer and come face to face with a famous painting. (34) 

These admiring tableaux of Athena as ideal mother or famous painting, depend for 
their force on completely ignoring her perspective. It is by keeping Athena more or 
less silent, by surrounding her in mystery, that makes her appear to Vicki to be 
"contained, without needs, never restless" (26). Athena's maternal heroism abolishes 
her subjectivity altogether, denying her perspective and desire, subordinating her to 
the bluster of her husband and Vicki's adolescent idealism. 

Once her perspective is revealed, it is clear Athena is disaffected. She indulges 
in fantasies of escape. While waiting for a tram, she imagines fleeing with a man 
she sees passing in an orange camper van (21). She imagines the new life she could 
have in flats and cottages she sees advertised (22). She embraces the fictional 
identity of the goddess of needlecraft (38). The final breakdown of her relationship 
with her family is expressed in terms of a night-time wandering that does not respect 
the conventional boundary between dream and reality: 

She comes to visions of meadows full of flowers, white ones floating like 
a cloud above tangled green stalks, or to visions of great machines, or of 
galleries. endless, with high deep windows and velvet curtains and noble 
pieces of furniture. leather-trimmed, Florentine galleries along which her 
disembodied consciousness progresses to a stately pulse. (64) 

In contrast to the constricting selfhood enforced upon her by her role in the Fox 
household, and the model of Tennyson's wife, this fantasy of liberation demands a 
selfhood that is dynamic rather than calm, antagonistic rather than supportive, and 
fragmented rather than iconic. The selfhood available to Athena here is strung out 
in an open-ended list of possibilities, repudiating the static model of unitary selfhood 
that imprisons her in an imposed meaningfulness. Athena lives out the possibilities 
of this new selfhood in the company of a worldly, almost cynical man who allows 
her a journey of liberation but never stabilizes to become its fixed destination. 
Philip represents the opposite pole to the contrived authenticity that underprops 
Dexter's heroic, Romantic view of life and art, and entraps Athena in her domestic 
role. It is Philip that makes her realize that "great passions are ridiculous" (41), and 
invites her into a relationship which relies on no serious moment of mutual 
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recognition for its value. When Athena and Philip share Melbourne, they enjoy the 
indefinite; they replace the discipline of recognition with the pleasure of agreement. 
"They did not discuss or pass judgment," Garner writes, "they wanted to know each 
other less than they wanted to agree" (42). 

In the same way that Athena's flight questions Dexter's understanding of her 
identity, her art radically questions his heroic aesthetic. Instead of an art that 
demands admiration like Dexter's, Athena's art is solitary and modest (30), seeking 
personal consolation and pleasure rather than public glory. The triumph she seeks 
in music is the triumph of personal emotion which makes her "run to stick her hot 
face out the window" (2). Instead of an art of "the lives of the great artists", 
Athena's art concentrates on "people busy on humble matters" (88). Art for Athena 
is not an adornment of the heroic self as much as a way of giving coherence or 
direction to a selfhood defined as some alternative to the inhibiting identities that 
have been forced upon her. 

This personal unpretentious aesthetic of Athena's is captured in a description of 
her walk past the Sydney Conservatorium: 

She stopped on the slope of the lawn and stared up at the lighted first-floor 
windows: they were open, and three students, each in a separate room, 
were practising: a piano, a violin, a clarinet. The threads of melody, never 
meant to combine, mingled and made a pleasant, meaningless discord. (89) 

Athena's music is exuberant but raw, and combines with the novel's other musics to 
avoid the rigours of artistic mastery for the sake of "a pleasant, meaningless, 
discord". This incompletion is most manifest in the novel's final pages where 
instead of a climactic confrontation between Athena and Dexter, Garner supplies an 
energetic evocation of an ongoing domestic love. These closing pages draw together 
the different lives and perspectives of all the various characters, refusing to 
subordinate them to a single narrative voice. This pluralism has been typical of 
Garner's technique throughout, where rapid changes of perspective continually open 
up the narrative to new possibilities and values. Let me offer two further examples 
of this process. The first is when Elizabeth and Vicki first meet Athena: 

The three women stood still and stared at one another. "Sisters," thought 
Athena, with that start of wonder that family resemblance provokes. "Big 
one's tough. Little one's miserable." 
"She's beautiful," thought Vicki. "It's wann. I wish I could live here." 
Her chest loosened and she began to breathe. 
"She's a frump," thought Elizabeth with relief. (10) 

The second example is the description of the coming of spring (24-5), where 
Dexter's excursion to the Art Gallery with Arthur, Philip's clipping of Poppy's 
toenails, Elizabeth's disaffection with Philip and Vicki's uncomfortable stay at 
Elizabeth's, are each granted a paragraph. The lives of the characters are juxtaposed 
rather than blended, in the same way that their disparate musics are never rigorously 
subordinated to a single principle. Rapid shifts of subject-matter and perspective 
display a pluralism that is sceptical of the finality of resolution and truth admired by 
Dexter. Gamer endorses Athena's flight and aesthetic but not in a rigorous or 
intolerant fashion, preserving its flexibility and its disaffection with authority. 

In modem literature's most famous treatment of the connection between music 
and literary form, the "Sirens" episode in James Joyce's Ulysses, music also func
tions as a synthesizing principle for prose. Yet the symphonic resonance Joyce 
provides here is not different from other episodes in the novel, where other human 
arts perform a similar purpose. The treatment of music is part of the overarching 
assertion of the importance of Style in general. Style provides human behaviour 
with a sort of heroic, even epic coherence, an analogue of which is the virtuosity of 
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the onmicompetent artist, Joyce himself. The Children's Bach dramatizes the con
trast between this sort of heroic universalizing aesthetic, and one that is more 
specific, contingent and personal. It would be possible to say that this makes 
Gamer's novel a post-modem book, without using this term in a tendentious way. 
In Australian literature, "post-modem" usually refers to texts like Mark Henshaw's 
Out of The Line of Fire that proclaim their self-referentiality and inter-textuality very 
loudly. These texts repeat, rather than reject, the claim to aesthetic absolutism that 
the post-modem movement originally aimed to repudiate. Gamer's novel, despite its 
apparently simple use of naturalistic technique, provides a quiet corrective to this 
tendency. 

NOTES 
1. Helen Gamer. The Children's Bach. Fitzroy: McPhee Gribble. 1984. 

CATHERINE CONZATO 

Still life on the sink 

22 

Georges Braque did them in Paris against folds 
but here Faduma pegs them out with a nonchalance 
more staggering than the plates. 

With my teapot anchoring form to the tiles, 
a papaya lip 
Arab print coning 

cloves and from an iron, 
flower-hemmed dish 
a fish. 

Today the men will come to fix the doors, 
if they come. 
Faduma makes one addition to Braque's fray: 

the spray cleaner, a rag as old as your shoe, 
ready to smear down the window pane 
and three schisms of blue. 
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ANDREW LANSDOWN 

That Bird 
for Zenon Pirga 

Hiking in the Avon Valley 
I saw a wedge-tailed eagle 
circle like a bomber-plane 
unsure of its target. It flapped 

periodically to keep its height, 
pumping the air between pauses. 
Then suddenly it hit a thermal 
and spiralled up, hanging 

in the hammock of its wings. 
Without thought of me and 
without my thought, the eagle 
edged into and out of my vision. 

That bird - so utterly other. 
All day, it hung on the chain 
of my thoughts like a crucifix. 
In camp, I imagined it roosting 

somewhere in the darkness, 
blood on its talons, meat 
in its gut. Like its prey, 
it was bound for oblivion. 

It was going into death without 
knowing or being known. But by 
this poem (imperfectly, temporarily) 
I lift that bird above its destiny. 
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Sailors 

24 

ALAN ALEXANDER 

1. 

Through you, my friend, 
all things south seem approachable, 
by widest bays, shy wetlands, 
forest, and brows of stone, 
by fetch of these words 
I begin that encompassing. 
I count my way in the Great Southern 
where the air is kind, 
where the nap is blown inland; 
a temperate mistiness of bole and cup
and Albany asleep 
above the harbour, a royal sleeve of water. 

2. 

In Albany your stone house stands, 
the porch glinting. 

Birds squall 
down in the mud. 

I sit to white cloth 
and country cuisine, 

to moments in and out of conversation
as if a room 

were under full rigging 
in a place torpid and quarrelsome. 

3. 

There, as the sun dipped 
on the sauceboat and the silver, 
like a first note 
stirring the root of the spirit 
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hinted that munificence 
lit for Earth, little marble. 
How the quality went then, 
Ictus and runningfloor! 
On the dinner hum 
a music of cities, gravely pelagic. 

4. 

My friend, 
put on your officer's cap; 
there's space for the taking. 

5. 

You sailed North; 
wrote of heads bumping on polished wood 
and washdays with colourful flags. 
There was gay exchange with other gypsies 
when you put in. 
But something was distressing Edna 
and the children fretted as the trouble grew, 
and when you raced in under the cirrus 
the aliment gave way. 

6. 

When I search the rhythm 
I find a woman convalescing, 
and a sailor's cap hangs 
from the corner of the eye. 
Who can call the laws 
before the eyelid closes? 
Stone and kelp, I wish the south its moods; 
June's come on. 
As my hand notes on its track 
it brings a sweeping winter rain. 
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STEPHEN MAGEE 

Bondi Beach, midwinter afternoon 

26 

Almost Italy: the sun ascends the 1930s; 
a hill of rendered brick aspires 
to age and all the baggage lost on voyage. 

Clean sand, clear water, a Korean 
jogger gets her feet wet, building warmth 
against the wind. A photographer 
tries to box this scene, to hold 
against the hammerheaded white of summer. 

We face New Zealand, the coffee shops 
behind us lighting up all over Europe. 
The wind flies in across the grey Pacific, 
its sting - half cold, half salt -
reminding us of snow, or Hannibal 
crossing the Alps. 
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ANN DOMBROSKI 

Jealous 

He rings her when I am in the shower. I put my head outside the shower curtain 
and listen, hear a murmur and low laughter. I don't know this woman. He says 
she's an acquaintance from his past, his year in Port Moresby. No-one special. He 
says. All the same he waits until I'm in the shower before he rings. 

I pick up the soap and consider the number of women in his life right now. 
The woman from work. Tennis with Rachel. Messages, names on a paper. Then 
there's this new chivalry. Towards Vanessa and the others. He's opening doors, for 
God's sake. Not for me, of course. 

You don't do it for me, I say. 
He says: But you don't believe in all that nonsense. 
No, I don't, I say. And bang the door. 
I tum round and face the taps. Let the hot water warm my chest, stream over 

and around my pregnant belly. The yellow tiles in front of me are discoloured. In 
the grouting are creeping lines of brown mould. Mould is a problem in this damp 
flat. 

Lately we argue a lot, about who does what. Now that I'm not working, it's 
hard to decide what's fair. I tell him: All I want is an equal relationship. Is that 
so hard? 

Well. He stops. He shuts his eyes and fingers his beard. If you take the long 
view, he says, and look at the entire relationship over its full duration, you could say 
it would work out equal. He opens his eyes. Over all. But at any given moment, 
no. 

He scratches his beard under his chin. This scratching irritates me, it's so 
languid. 

At any given moment, he says, it's not possible for two people to be 
completely equal. 

I am rinsing my hair out under the water when I hear a telephone ring. I stop 
still and listen. The phone in the flat next door has exactly the same ring as ours. 
I tum the shower off. No, it's definitely our phone. I pull back the shower curtain 
with its chorus line of penguins, step out of the bath and pad over to the door. I 
ease the door open and stand there wet and soapy, listening. He's answered the 
phone and is talking in a very low voice. 

So, she's ringing him back now. 
I shut the door and see the puddle of water around my feet. Tugging the towel 

from the rung, I rub myself down, then use the towel to mop the floor. I go out of 
the bathroom and he comes off the phone, humming. He's humming some tune I 
don't recognise. He doesn't let me know who rang. Just smiles and packs his 
tennis gear, mentions something about a change in the court booking. Says: see you 
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later, alligator. The door slams. He hums as he goes down the stairs. From the 
bedroom window I watch him place his tennis racquet in the boot, get in the car and 
do a deft three-point tum. 

I return to the bathroom and have a good go at the mould, using an old 
toothbrush and a commercial product, which makes my eyes stream. I scrub and 
scrub but the mould is hard to budge. Then I think: a pregnant woman should not 
be doing this, and I stop and open the window. I open the big window in the 
loungeroom also, and stand there taking in the air. My eyes smart. 

In the parking area below a man is slowly circling his car, checking for 
scratches. Every now and then he rubs at the duco with a chammy. I know this 
man. He owns the entire block of fiats opposite. He also owns three other 
apartment blocks in Woollahra. His car is a white Mercedes. I think how unfair it 
is that his car is worth about the same as our fiat. I think somebody should steal 
his car. Or scratch it. 

Behind me the telephone rings. I wait a moment before picking up the 
receiver. It is a woman who wants to speak to my husband. I tell her he's not here 
and she asks where he is. 

- He should be at tennis, I say. 
There is a silence. I hear opera music in the background. 
- Tennis? When did he leave? 
- About half an hour ago. 
I have difficulty breathing, as though I've got asthma. I take short sharp 

breaths. 
- When will he be back, do you know? 
- Oh, in a couple of hours, I would imagine. 
I am annoyed with myself for being so polite and helpful. And for letting my 

vowels take on the same rounded sound as hers. 
The woman rings off before I have time to ask her name. 
You find things if you go looking for them. A condom in the top pocket of a 

jacket. A telephone number on the white undersleeve of the Tally Ho. And photos, 
there are always photos. Group shots, lots of mouths open, laughing. Red-eye. In 
one photo he appears to have his arm around a woman's shoulders. I hold the photo 
up close and study her blonde beauty. Is that her hand settling on his knee? He 
thinks they're innocent these photos. He doesn't bother to hide them. He doesn't 
know I can read the signs. 

In bed next to me, he sleeps without a conscience, his buttocks tucked into my 
side. This is the man who used to hold me tight at night and say, I want a baby with 
you. 

He is half-undressed - the Woman with him is skinny and also half-naked - She 
is about to nose-dive into his lap - I shove her viciously - she goes crashing into the 
tiled wall - There is blood - Blood - All over the tiles - A cracked skull? - An 
enormous weight of guilt - We are driving in the car - He is telling me how it is all 
my fault - How I overreacted as usual - Letting my feelings get out of control like 
that - When anyone could see it wasn't serious - His suspicious angry looks that say, 
you've flipped, get a hold of yourself. 

I land on the bed. 10lt awake. In this room where the clock ticks like a bomb. 
I take stock in the darkness. Wonder at the strength of my jealousy. It is a feeling 
outside of myself now. Bigger than myself. It has a body and a presence. It fills 
the room, the house. Prowling like a beast. Waiting. 
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SUSANNE GERVAY 

And Then Paris 

Being twenty years old and having a boyfriend are acceptable reasons for doing 
everything. 
There might have been revolution in Laos, but we were going to see the old French 
colony anyway. 
The overnight train from Bangkok to somewhere near the Laotian border was a ride 
on colonialism. It was the Orient Express in the real Orient. Dinner was served on 
starched linen with silver service and china plates. It wasn't even a disappointment 
when spicy noodles and vegetables arrived instead of roast lamb and potatoes. 
At twenty, heartburn was just a deliciously warm sensation and didn't call for an 
antacid. 
The sleeping compartments were not made of plastic, but of heavy wood, smooth to 
touch. Red curtains closed off white sheets and soft pillows from the rest of the 
carriage. It felt decadent lying in privacy watching oxen and rice fields slide past. 
Sometimes a decaying temple pointing skywards streaked tradition against the train 
window. Idyllic. 
In the morning we shook off news of a grendade thrown into a crowd in a town 
nearby. Six people died. But revolution couldn't touch us. We wore T-shirts and 
thongs. We were just foreigners with backpacks. I asked anyway. "Will we get to 
Laos Peter?" 
Peter scratched his two day old stubble. He'd decided not to shave. There were 
distinct red bristles growing on his chin. It matched his hair. Cute I thought. 
"We'll get there." He smiled. "More importantly, where's breakfast?" Peter was 
always hungry. 
We had breakfast and lunch and dinner and the train stopped. I stuck my head out 
of the window. "Come here. It's wonderful. Look." 
We sensed the Mekong River closeby. It was dusk and the earth smelt cool, not like 
the unbearable heat of Bangkok. 
"We're here." I grabbed Peter's arm. 
"Nearly here." Peter pointed to a rickshaw. A thin Thai man was standing near a 
well used bicycle attached to a wooden cart of sorts. 
"We're not getting into that. The man'll die of exhaustion." 
"Listen, your Western guilt will make him starve to death. He'll get money for 
giving us the ride. Anyway you wouldn't make it." He tried to feel my non-existant 
muscles and laughed. 
That annoyed me so I hit Peter. He still laughed, pulling me into the rickshaw. 
We made it to the river and paid too much to the rickshaw driver. That made me 
feel better. There was no boat. That made Peter not feel better. 
Peter tried to question the few people who still lingered there waiting for the boat. 
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One man speaking a confused Thai-English kept saying - "fighting, fighting". He 
shrugged his shoulders accepting it as life there. 
We weren't going to Laos. At least not on this day. It was dark by then and we 
ended up following the man with the broken English. He took us to a local style 
inn. 
It was cheap and the room even had its own ensuite. As we got near the door I 
sniffed something. "I'm not going in." 
"Don't be ridiculous." Peter opened the door. There were no keys. A double 
mattress sat in the middle of the floor. It was stained. Horrible really. It was the 
only furniture. I froze. Small lizards were climbing the walls. They were 
everywhere and I hated them. Peter was unsympathetic. "They're good. They eat 
the spiders and mosquitoes." Peter enjoyed baiting me. He was becoming a rat. 
My nose was right. It looked like a running sewer in the "en suite". Peter went to 
investige. "There's a hole in the floor. Do you need the ..... "Shut up Peter." 
I was exhausted. We didn't change clothes. Peter actually lay on the mattress. 
Honestly, he was disgusting. I stood on it refusing to take off my shoes. "I'm 
sleeping standing up." Can you believe it? Peter just turned over. "Your choice." 
In the morning I found myself lying in Peter's arms. We laughed because we were 
still students and because we didn't have much money and it didn't really matter. 
We wouldn't do it today. I still hate lizards. 
There was no way we could cross the Mekong there, but Peter heard of a local bus 
going further down the river. He always heard or knew something. "We'll be able 
to cross downstream." 
We lined up with the locals when demented steel came grinding to a stop - THE 
BUS. No vehicle inspections here. Everyone seemed happy scrambling onto it. So 
we joined them and grabbed a seat. There was lots of talking and discussion when 
I noticed a Thai woman getting excited. It seemed to be about us. I smiled 
nervously. Peter ignored it all. The bus driver shouted something and we just sat. 
The whole bus seemed to get involved in it. The noise became quite frantic. It even 
bothered Peter. The bus calmed when the small woman started shoving Peter 
against me. You see the seat was meant for three people, not two. 
We crammed against her. She kept falling off the seat at different times. Peter 
couldn't help it if he was six foot - built for Australian surf, not Oriental transport. 
The bus settled into murmurs with chickens and pots clanging. Paddy fields merged 
into isolated pagodas and wandering yellow robed Buddhist monks. Tawny skinned 
women bent working in the earth and the scenes gently eased Asia into permanent 
memory. 
The bus jerked to a stop, shaking us back into the reality of Thailand. There was 
a makeshift shelter and soldiers and a boat. For now we could cross the river. It 
was a short trip. Armed men checked our passports on the other side. 
We were in Laos. 
Vientienne was strange. There was jungle and Asia and a town which was French. 
The old colonial French style buildings were magnificant and we tasted its decayed 
opUlence. We stayed in a once palatial hotel. The luxurious room with lace curtains 
and Louis XIVth imitation chairs overlooked the town and the main street. 
"There's soldiers." I sneaked a look out of the third floor window. "Peter get your 
camera." He was a camera fanatic - even developed his own photographs. That 
was the trouble with Peter. He could do everything. He put on the telephoto lens 
and hid behind curtains clicking guns and grenades and rows of shiny bullets. 
And I saw that the people were afraid. 
The soldiers disappeared along the road and we prepared to be real tourists. In fact 
the only tourists. We visited local markets and bought cheap gemstones - bargaining 
for blue glass or maybe sapphires. We admired the grand temple in the centre of 
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town and the only bitumen road disappearing into dust after a few kilometres. 
We ate French Laotion food at the local eating houses and paid a mountain of 
worthless Laotian money for wonderful gluttony. We were rich there. 
The old royal capital, Luang Prabang was only hours away by bus. That was our 
next destination. But the buses had stopped. They were being ambushed on the 
road. Too dangerous the locals said. But not for us. We were brave, oblivious to 
any real understanding of danger. Our friends were crossing Afganistan, travelling 
through Morocco, trekking Nepal. Rebels weren't a problem. 
Planes were still making the trip and it was cheap. We were going. An old plane 
with propellers was sitting on the air strip. Peter was impressed. He was an aircraft 
fanatic of course. 
We flew over jungle, rivers, a few scattered villages. Peaceful. I could see a cleared 
field ahead. It was filled with planes. As we got closer Peter became excited. 
"Great isn't it?" He identified planes from Hungary and Czechoslovakia and Russia. 
To be honest I was more interested in the cows on the air strip. I was relieved when 
we started to land. "They've cleared it. There's only one cow left near the fence." 
We had to share the one hotel in town with the Eastern Bloc it seemed. They 
weren't very friendly and we never found out what they were doing there. 
Luang Prabang was lovely. There were temples surrounded by deep green 
vegetation. The people were beautiful. They lived in well kept houses overgrown 
with flowers and vines and we walked in the sunshine. We saw no soldiers. 
The town and a twenty mile circumference around it were controlled by troops who 
were Royalists. But we didn't see them. Didn't understand what it all meant to the 
Laotians. We met an American living with a Laotian girl. He said he'd take us up 
river while he still could. 
The boat was roughly made, hacked from trees surrounding the town. It was a large 
canoe - stable, taking us deep into the country. We watched the river lapping the 
sides of the boat. Laos didn't seem like a real place. We could see villages with 
huts and vegetable gardens and water wheels to harness the river and grind the rice. 
There were wooden boats with paddles and children running half naked playing 
among the trees. It seemed like paradise. 
We stopped at a village. An old man was brewing a concoction in a drum. He 
indicated that Peter should drink some of it. It was Peter's first taste of Mekong 
whisky - freshly brewed. Peter reeled. We laughed - the old Laotian man laughed 
most of all. 
The American suddenly got up pushing us towards the river. We moved quickly 
away from the village into the boat, away from the huts and gardens. "Look 
behind" the American said. 
There was nothing. Two men. Their faces were smooth, youthful. They turned. 
Casually slung over their shoulders were machine guns. 
"Guerillas" he said. 
The water smoothed. I wanted to do something. Tell them that they could make 
their whisky and grind their rice - that there'd be no killing because I came from a 
country where there was no war. But no-one spoke. 
A compound high on one side of the river flew a flag flickering in the breeze. The 
American pointed to it. "After that post, your life can't be guaranteed." The post 
seemed to mark nothing. Just jungle before it and jungle after it. 
The American motioned towards the other side of the river. We tied the boat to 
shore. I remember bending my head backwards stretching to see. Remarkable steps 
were carved into the cliff. The steps rose nearly vertical into a natural cave. We 
climbed towards the cave. Its mouth was narrow. And we kept climbing upwards 
slipping on wet steps barely visible in the shadows. Images of boats and green 
jungle filtered my thoughts as Peter pulled me forward - higher into darkness. I 
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couldn't breathe. Then I felt a sudden levelling - a platfonn. Looking up there was 
an expanse - an opening into a large cavern. 
It should have been dark. I held onto Peter focusing. Hundreds of lighted candles 
glittered - glowing on rock worn smooth by generations of Laotians kneeling -
making it a temple. 
We lit candles. 
It wouldn't be safe to visit again. We were silent as the boat splashed back towards 
Luang Prabang. I noticed for the first time trees broken by gunfire scarring the 
fertility of the villages along the banks of the river. 
We arrived back in town and were quiet that night. 
The next day was bad. "I have food poisoning" I told Peter. 
He answered. "It must have been that local place. I told you not to go there." 
I was not in the mood for Peter's know-all explanations, but he insisted. "When I 
went round the side I saw the cook cutting his toe-nails with the vegetable knife." 
"Shut-up Peter. Leave me alone to die" I shouted at him. But it was more than 
food poisoning. It was the river and gentle people. 
We flew back to Vientienne and crossed the Mekong River into Thailand. 
I think we were the last tourists into Laos before the borders closed. Before foreign 
planes blew up water wheels and war made mass graves of women and children. 
I hear people are travelling to Sri Lanka these days or is it the Middle East? People 
have died there I've read. Wouldn't travel to Laos today or those other places. 
We're older and have responsibilities now - a son. Maybe we'll go to Paris. 
But I'm grateful for being twenty then and brave. I look for small references to 
Laos in Austrlian newspapers before reading the headlines. 
Sometimes I look at our blue stones bargained in a Laotian market. I shine light 
into them and see broken trees and burning candles reflecting faith in a dark cavern. 
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PM. MARSH 

One 

Henry woke early and lay with his eyes closed against the light. He could hear, 
outside, the faint rattle of a train as it headed for the city. Next door, Mrs Andrews 
was moving her furniture about. The lift doors in the corridor closed with a soft 
thud. Soon, doors through the building would start opening and closing, as tenants 
left for the day. 

"Life just goes on and on," he thought - but he wasn't comforted. Instead, his 
sense of isolation increased. 

It wasn't that he was the only one who'd been sidestepped by life - just that 
others seemed to cope better. Mrs Andrews. The other tenants. 

"Things could have been different. I might have married." 
But even as the thought occurred, he rejected it. There was something 

ludicrous about the act of sex - besides, picturing himself in such a position was 
distasteful. 

He opened his eyes. The sun was well up and the glare through the bedroom 
window blinded him. He groped his way to the bathroom, tipped a spoonful of 
Enos into a glass of water and turned on the shower. 

When he returned to the bedroom the clock-radio was on and the telephone 
was ringing. He turned off the radio and let the phone give three more rings before 
he answered it. 

"Henry." 
"Jane." Her voice was unmistakable. 
"Thank heavens you're there. We've people coming to dinner tonight and 

we're one short. Could you be an angel and fill in? They're not friends - just 
business - but a couple of them are quite amusing. You will rescue me, won't you." 
She didn't wait for his answer. "I knew you would. You really are an angel. I'll 
expect you at seven. It's black tie, by the way. Must fly. 'Bye darling." 

Henry stood with the dead receiver in his hand. 
Morning noises rose from the street below. Voices called to one another. Car 

doors banged. Engines started. 
"Damn her," he thought. "I'll ring and tell her I'm busy this evening." But 

instead, he started to dress. 
Buttoning his shirt, he walked over to the window. Below, in the park, a small 

black and white dog sniffed its way across the grass. As Henry watched, it stopped 
beside a park bench and lifted its leg. The couple sitting there got up and walked 
towards the road. 

The dog followed them for a short distance, then turned and ran to a small boy 
who was chasing a bright plastic ball along the path beside the sea-wall. 

Beyond, a forest of masts bobbed up and down on the rising tide. On one of 
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the moored boats, two young people were scrubbing the deck. The boy leant 
forward and gave the girl a playful slap. She turned towards him. The boy said 
something. The girl laughed. 

Henry turned back into the room. 
The noise next door had stopped. He pictured Mrs Andrews appraising the 

rearrangement of her furniture. This evening, he knew, she would return each piece 
to its original position. 

"Perhaps there are others like me," he thought. 
He knotted his tie and went into the living-room. A letter from his sister was 

lying open on the desk - one white page, covered in her impetuous scrawl. 
He picked it up and reread the second paragraph. 
"Fiona has to go to Sydney at the end of the month for Tony Hudson's twenty

first and I told her you'd love to put her up for a few days. You're her favourite 
uncle you know .... " He didn't bother with the rest. 

"Damn and blast them," he thought. 
It was three years since Fiona's last visit. She'd usurped the towel-rail, 

squeezed the toothpaste tube in the middle and monopolised the telephone. She'd 
also left his treasured first edition of "The Magic Pudding" lying, open and face 
down on her bed while she packed her suitcase on top of it. "I'm not going through 
all that again. She can stay somewhere else." 

He sat down at the desk and took a sheet of paper and an envelope from the 
top drawer. Pen in hand, he listened to the sounds coming in through the open 
window and to the silence in his flat. Then he wrote - "Dear Helen, I'll be delighted 
to have Fiona stay with me for a few days. Just let me know the date and flight 
number and I'll collect her from the airport .... " 

He finished the letter, folded it meticulously and placed it in the envelope. 
Then, in his small, precise hand, he addressed it. 

"After all," he reminded himself, "she was only sixteen last time ... " 
He took his jacket from the cupboard in the hall and opened the front door. 
The telephone started ringing. 
For an instant he hesitated. Then he closed the door behind him and hurried 

towards the lift. 
He pressed the down-button and waited. The ringing had stopped. Time 

seemed to stretch on for ever. He realised he was counting. 
"Seven ...... eight... ... nine ...... " 
The lift arrived and the doors slid open. 
Henry stepped forward. At the same moment he heard the muffled sound of a 

telephone ringing. 
Bracing his hands against the sides of the closing doors, he stepped backwards 

into the corridor. 
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HUGH ROBERTS 

Colour me Black 

The driver's aura hit me as I got on the bus. It was a cold clammy grey and it leered 
at me. I was twenty one, just arrived from Australia, and I didn't need this. 

"Shepherd's Bush," I said, "and no backchat." 
"I never said a word, Miss. " 
"You didn't have to, you leered at me and I didn't like it." 
The driver shook his head. "You meet 'em," he said and started up. I dumped 

my rucksack in the luggage compartment and he came back with "Don't forget to 
punch your ticket." 

"Down Fido, " I said, "and keep your eyes on the road. " By this time most of 
the passengers were looking at me or else carefully looking away. There wasn't a 
seat to be had, so I stood there strap-hanging while the driver did his Monte Carlo 
specials around the comers. On my left was an overweight bottle blonde, occupying 
two seats and glaring at me. I don't know why - maybe I reminded her of her lost 
youth. Her aura was a mottled maroon, moving around like stirred soup. 

"Know me again," she said, "wontcha?" 
"I hope I never see you again, " I said, "you should go on a diet - you can't 

be healthy carrying all that blubber." 
"You've got a nerve, " she said. Her aura was vibrating now, stripes of black 

racing across from left to right. 
"Better calm down, " I said, "or you'll blow a gasket." 
"I don't need advice from any colonial bitch," she said, pressing the bell. 

When the bus stopped she got out, still glaring at me. 
I waved my hand in farewell. "Bye-bye darling," I said. She looked back at 

me in fury, and tripped on the kerb. I took one of her seats and looked out of the 
window as the bus pulled away. She was lying on the pavement motionless, her aura 
gone. I smiled to myself, she was no great loss. A man on my right smiled at me, 
I smiled back. Civility costs nothing and the results are often worthwhile. He was in 
his fifties and well groomed, in a hacking jacket with a tweed tie to match, corduroy 
slacks and suede boots. His aura was emerald green, with bands of orange. 

"Been over here long?" he asked in a good-humoured brogue you could have 
cut with a knife. 

"Just one day," I replied. "Are you Irish?" 
"How clever of you to guess, I'm from County Tyrone." I knew this was in 

Ulster, myoId granny came from there. 
"How d'you get on with the Catholics?" I asked. Not a diplomatic question, 

I knew, but if often paid to stir a little when you could. 
"Very well as a rule," he said. "Many Anglos and Catholics are finding 

common ground. We can live and work together if we get the chance." 
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Fat chance, I thought, putting on my holier than thou face. 
"Good on you, can we Aussies help?" 
"Yes you can, stop sending money for arms and ignore the bigots on both 

sides." He got out at the next stop with a parting wave, almost a benediction. I 
gave him the benefit of the doubt and let him go in peace. The iron would enter his 
soul soon enough. 

I didn't have much further to go but I copped another approach. A girl in a 
thin and grubby frock, with tangled hair, was shivering in her seat across the aisle 
from me. Her head was down almost to her knees, she seemed to be staring fixedly 
at her bare and dirty feet. "It's all right for some," she said, looking up and rubbing 
her nose. "You don't have to sleep in the streets." Her aura was pale and flickering, 
hardly there at all. 

"What's wrong?" I asked, "you look sick." 
"Of course I'm sick," she said, "so'd you be if you hadn't had a fix for three 

days." Her aura convulsed and a wave of grey swept through it. She staggered 
across the aisle and collapsed on my lap. "Oh, can you help meT she wailed. For 
a moment I wavered, then I saw my own aura reflected in the window of the bus. 
H was a lovely black, spoilt only by a pitiful wave of cream scrambling through it 
- a touch of human kindness I thought as I mercilessly squeezed it out. 

"Come with me, little darling," I said. "I'll see you get what you need. You 
never need worry again." She looked at me uncertainly, as if unable to believe what 
she was hearing, then laid her head on my shoulder. She was a windfall - the first 
recruit to my new coven. I stroked her hair and looked again at the window. I could 
see my aura again: it was a beautiful solid black. 
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DAVID BUCHANAN 

Looking off the Southern Edge 

Today the tide is low and the water a glassy calm. 
Winter storms have exposed the rocks 
and water-coloured the world a light-blue wash. 
How a curtain of rain frays out to sea 
and waves with white-water bright as neon 
fizz like spilt soda water before 
disappearing beneath my feet. 

I come here to compose my argument 
to walk this beach in winter, 
after or during storms, when in rare 
moments of desolation beachlovers abandon 
the coast to images of log fires after 
dinner sipping whiskey, listening to music. 
Ours is a city of comfort. And when it rains 
people can dream they are in Europe, far 
from the antipodean songs that sang 
this place into existence -
that mapped the songlines. 

Listen! The breakers are in D minor 
the wash descends the scale to A. 
As it is sucked back out to sea -
upto diminished C. I breathe in 1/4 
walk in 4/4, my pulse in 2/4. 
A Gull's call, in oblique motion, 
A short breeze adds another timbre. 
Derbal Yarrigan ... Derbal Yarrigan 
A place without a postcard, 
a place, that like the words 
of a chant, only have meaning when 
named in song and born 
not unto dreams of sedentary comfort 
but of sacrament to the land -
here, now, looking off this southern edge. 
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MARTIN R. JOHNSON 

Elegy: for my father 

38 

They told me you planted that first steep row 
of pine-trees down Gilberts' ridge, braced against 
the biting wind of mid July, your belly warm 
with wine you smuggled in your bag as your boots 
squelched in the soggy ground, driving in the thin blade 
of a spade, cutting mud slits for each seedling. 

Then they told me you always made them laugh 
to get through the day. That's why no one took you 
seriously 
when you rolled in the dirt, crying out for death. 

Now 22 years on, I brace myself against the chill 
sweeping into my heart, and reach across that empty space 
to touch the first in line of that first steep row, 
and as my hand comes to rest on its cold, scaly bark, 
feel your arm thrust sixty feet into the air. 
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BRUCE DAWE 

Mortal Instruments 
Reflections on the Ending of an Academic Autocracy 

Between the acting of a dreadful thing 
And the first motion, all the interim is 
Like a phantasma or a hideous dream. 
The genius and the mortal instruments 
Are then in council, and the state of man 
Like to a little kingdom, suffers then 
The nature of an insurrection. 

Julius Caesar 

I 

IN THE FOREST 

When tyrants fall, there's first a kind of silence, 
before the tree, long-standing, crashes down ... 
Then there's the early cracking of twigs and branches 
and the sudden tilt of that so-distant crown. 

Next comes a groaning somewhere deeply trunkwards, 
as central fibres crack and tear apart, 
a shrilly sustained keening from the timbers, 
from that protesting desperate despot-heart ... 

Neighbouring trees, too, witnesses to its downfall, 
feel the rush of wind, the limbs that flail 
- their roots grip tighter in the forest sub-soil. 
The ground vibrates beneath the last travail... 

And all those creatures who, before the axe-man 
set blade to wood, were comfortable there, 
have long since fled. In its prone, dying moments, 
the fallen monarch lies, bereft and bare. 

Elsewhere in the forest now, the possums 
groom their thick fur, and build their homes anew, 
while birds, who for so long bedecked those branches, 
also elsewhere commend their latest view ... 
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40 

II 

TRIBUNES 

o wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me 
from the body of this death? 

Romans 7:24 

It wasn't the days as such that made that month seem long, 
although each rolled along nerve-wrackingly slow 
as tumbril-wheels through noisy cobbled streets. 

It was the fact that every day and night 
the executioners lived, in advance, 
the scaffold-hour, the victim's basketed head ... 

And all the possibilities of that time, 
rehearsed beforehand, still seemed infinitely far, 
like any wished-for and yet dread event. 

They felt the despot's range of doom, each twist and tum, 
the shoulders hunched (in private) in defeat, 
the public body braced, the cheerful tones. 

They saw his ex-friends and acquaintances 
smile now at them, as they passed through the town 
- the superstitious smile men pay to power ... 

They told themselves there was no room for guilt, 
recalling the bill of indictment they were bound 
to stand by as the people's elected tribunes; 
there was no other way that they could see 
to heal the state except by severing 
the crooked head from that most human trunk, 
and only then (the common will defined 
by the unequivocal blade and the glaring trophy 
held up to please the crowd, 
with the tricoteuses furiously knitting) 
could they afford to think beyond that time 
to all those other mute momentous tasks 
which flowed from that first blow for liberty ... 
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III 

SURFEITS 

Too many 'put-downs' in too many places, 
too many insults, too much damaged pride, 
too many gagged mouths, too many silent faces, 
too many times when real opinions died ... 

Too many talents held back, too many 'nodders' 
promoted and preferred, too many schemes 
depending on one person, too many plodders 
incapable of fulfilling too many dreams. 

Too many missed occasions, too many times 
when truth was needed, not veiled threats, not bluster, 
too many 'fat cats', too many starved for dimes, 
- too many Indians, in the end, for Custer ... 

IV 

INTERREGNUM 

All that bold energy that stopped the ears, 
All those great visions that made blind the eyes, 
The greedy reaching after Paradise 
Built up from year to year on threats and fears 
- Immoderate ambition led to this: 
A ziggurat of bricks and mortar where 
Only one language was pennitted - his ... 

Now Babel's tower stands tenantless in air. 
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BRUCE DAWE 

The Dark Room 
Going to war is like walking into a dark room. 

42 

Adolf Hitler 

Five-and-a-half months after the ultimatum the second Gulf War started. 
At first it was all bright lights, CNN, and Fourth of July, 
after-burners glowing like meteors in the night sky, 
and no reason at all why anyone should feel down-hearted. 

At press conferences the Secretary of State was clear 
(as was the President in his opening speech) on specific war aims; 
General Powell discounted any intention of making extravagant claims 
- this was going to be one war we had no good reason to fear. 

Well, around about seven or eight days into the show 
the media turned sour, and the surgeons began to look grave; 
there were fewer British Tornado pilots taking off with a cheery wave, 
and all of our time-clocks all of a sudden went slow ... 

The Scuds kept coming, Patriots notwithstanding, 
they were talking in months now, the operation (as operations can) 
seemed far more contingent, less just a matter of plan, 
arrows on nightly maps hypothesized an amphibious landing. 

Then smoke from burning wells began to darken the sky, 
oil-slicked cormorants flopped on the Saudi shore, 
environmentalists with millennial jeremiads joined the war, 
bruised faces of captured pilots haunted the eye. 

Televisions screens began to fill up with the forlorn rubble 
of Tel Aviv and Baghdad, stretchers hurrying away 
the wounded, gas-masks presaging a latter-day 
Bergen-Belsen (man, says the Book of Job, is born to trouble). 

We learned then of reinforced aircraft hangars sneakily concealed 
under the desert sands, of mobile launchers, inflatable dummy tanks, 
of fake damage painted on runways, the kind of pranks 
best left to mischievous kids; our senses reeled. 
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But we knew we were right. We had to be; there wasn't any choice. 
We'd gone in with everything - a new world order depended 
on willing unconditionally, although when we would actually be ended 
we had no way of knowing, so we clung to the first clear voice 

Of the general and the Secretary of State, and religiously kept 
our rendezvous with them and an increasingly nervous press corps 
trying with note-pads and biros to get hold of a greasy-pole war ... 

By the rivers of Babylon, if they'd let us, we'd had sat down and wept. 
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ANNE FAIRBAIRN 

A Litany of Light 

44 

Swifter than sound, starsoft shadows 
of Stealth and Phantom, crossed Sumerian tells, 
ziggurats of Ur and Babylon's waterlifts. 
Flying low, bombers hoodwinked radar 
but not the wild marsh geese which rose 
as one screeching protest. 
Soon laser-guided bombs obeyed 
a hairline cross but not without 
collateral damage, while nosecone cameras 
transmitted closing targets (even faces) 
to gleeful screens at Riyadh's OHQ. 
This invading host of shadows grew 
to include those of Weasels, Eagles and B52's. 
Anything that moved was targeted each night 
and as bombs and missiles exploded into stars 
Baghdad's hell became a litany of light. 
But daily satellite reports revealed 
the smouldering city rubble and the dead. 
Finally, along a desert highway, 
crushed like cockroaches, retreating soldiers lay 
in the ugly sprawl of death, in soft-topped trucks 
or on the sand amidst their looted trinkets. 

Faraway, in the USA, 
many celebrated a necessary victory 
while others quietly knelt to pray. 
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PATSY COHEN, 
MARGARET SOMERVILLE 

Reflections on Ingelba 

These essays, by Patsy Cohen and Margaret Somerville, were first given as papers 
at the 1991 Perth Writers Festival, in a panel session on "Cross-cultural Boundaries". 
They provide reflections on the book Ingelba and the Five Black Matriarchs and its 
reception. Patsy Cohen is an Aboriginal from Ingelba, near Arrnidale N.S.W., who 
was taken from her mother as an infant. Margaret Somerville is a white Australian 
who worked with Patsy Cohen to prepare the book. Ingelba and the Five Black 
Matriarchs depicts the strength of women within Aboriginal culture, particularly as 
that culture undergoes profound change. 

I. 

PATSY COHEN 

Because of being ridiculed, whites only gaining from information, Kooris are very 
hesitant to pass on their knowledge of their past and cultural background. If they do 
its only to a certain extent or to someone they completely trust and respect. I 
believe this is why our project was so successful, all information was given freely 
and enthusiastically. 

There were some older ones that wouldn't respond, my mum was one of those. 
There are certain things Kooris would prefer Gubbas not to know, especially stories, 
sites and also minerals. I always advised Marg how far she could go. Because of 
a changing lifestyle, passing on of stories, information, the kinship network are not 
as it was when I was a child. I believe my inspiration to write a book came from 
those days. I was always inquisitive, and always sat down and talked to the old 
people. But because of lack of education and confidence I couldn't do it. Marg 
came along and because of her genuine friendship and status I knew she was the one 
to help me. After some convincing we could both achieve something, Marg agreed 
to do it. 

I decided to get myself educated so I could get the skills to work with Marg. 
I had no idea how big it was going to be and how much interest there was, it 

was a bit scary for me, but after seeing the reaction of my own community to the 
book, I was glad to do it. Also other communities wanted to do theirs in the same 
way, they all had the same experiences and could relate to our book. During the 
process of our project my research led me to the tribal man that survived. For me 
to be here it was most rewarding, because over on the eastern side where the impact 
of white invasion was first to be felt, not too many Kooris know of their tribal 
ancestors and tribal lands. I can understand now the feeling I get from Ingelba. 
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After the book had gone to the publisher I learned of my German heritage. 
Although I know my white side relations I just don't fit in and don't feel 
comfortable with them. 

I appreciated being sent back to my Koori kinfolk at a very young age. After 
seeing Kooris adopted to whites and after they get old enough they look for their 
Koori relatives, they never seem to fit in anywhere. The same with the coconut's 
families. I believe changes are broadening in the younger generation, in schools, 
socialising and marrying. Though we were twenty years too late doing the book on 
our community, it was vital to record as soon as possible as three or four deaths 
have occurred. I feel confident now to complete my next project on my own which 
will be on a documentary of the old photographs of the 1950's and the Association 
for Assimilation of Aboriginals from my community. 

II. 

MARGARET SOMERVILLE 

When Patsy and I began to prepare our talks for this panel, she asked me to explain 
to her what "cross-cultural boundaries" means. I noticed that in trying to explain the 
meaning for both her and for myself in the context of our work I kept on using the 
words "crossing cultural boundaries" rather than "cross-cultural boundaries". This 
prompted me to reflect on the difference between the two. The notion of cross
cultural boundaries seems to set up fixed and immutable barriers between two 
different cultures of which Patsy and I are representative. "Boundaries" itself 
suggests a mapping of respective territories which, once defined, we can then go to 
war over. Fixed social categories such as black/white and male/female operate in 
this way. Who belongs, who doesn't belong and what behaviour is acceptable in 
each category are some of the things that are regulated and controlled by such 
boundaries. On the other hand crossing cultural boundaries suggests an active 
disruption of fixed categories of thought, the work of making the lines of 
demarcation blur, while at the same time still respecting, even celebrating difference. 
In the Introduction to Ingelba I wrote that there are many similarities between Patsy 
and I just as there are many differences. Ingelba is mainly about difference, about 
what makes a distinctive sense of cultural identity, but our working together was 
only possible insofar as we could permeate boundaries. For me as a feminist some 
of our strongest similarities were in our experiences as women and mothers. If we 
examine the intersection of the two major social categories with which we are 
involved I am white in relation to Patsy's black but in relation to another common 
cultural dualism, that of man/woman, Patsy and I are in the same category. Patsy 
speaks from a centre as black which has been defined as other in relation to white 
and I speak from a centre as woman defined as other in relation to the dominant 
category, Man. To write cross culturally then, (and writing represents the whole 
process of working together), is a matter of blending these two speaking positions in 
a disruption of cross cultural boundaries. 

Shifting the Centre 

To be able to cross cultural boundaries I had to see the world from a different 
perspective. I called this process shifting the centre. I first had a sense of this when 
I lived with Aboriginal women in the Northem Territory. I spent several years living 
in the desert but the most critical experiences in relation to shifting the centre were 
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with a group of older women who had had little white contact and maintained a 
strong interest in their ceremonial traditions. In the settlement they were a ragged 
and pitiable lot living in squalid conditions in humpies, sharing a single tap, with 
little or no access to the privileges of white society. I was not seen as part of the 
establishment and had access to a vehicle so these women persuaded me to drive 
them far from the settlement to their ceremonial grounds. We did this on many 
occasions and each time I was expected to participate fully in their ceremonial ritual, 
from the body painting to the singing and dancing. It is hard even now, nearly 
twenty years later, to find adequate words to express the power of those experiences. 
I had no white framework within which to understand what was happening and no 
other white woman was ever present. Instead of seeing these women as pitiable 
objects, in the desert landscape these women reigned supreme, and my life was both 
literally and metaphorically in their hands. It wasn't however an absence of power 
that I experienced but a profound shifting of centre, a different view of the world. 
Here these women were at the centre of their world, enacting their own reality and 
creating and recreating themselves as they had always done. The shift operated on 
many levels and raised complex personal and political dilemmas. I was left with a 
permanently changed consciousness and a deeply grounded political commitment. 

Shifting the centre in research 

Later in working with Patsy I decided to shift the centre in very much the same way. 
This time the shift was informed by feminist theory as well as my earlier 
experiences. A study of feminist research methods enabled me to think through the 
practicalities of shifting the centre from white to black in research. Feminism had 
challenged established male-based research methods and the power relations implicit 
in them and offered alternative research paradigms. 

Instead of operating from within the framework of academic knowledge as the 
centre, Patsy and I worked together to establish a framework that enabled us to 
translate her ideas into research practice. In doing this several strategies were 
important. In the beginning we developed a process that I described as dialogue in 
which we recorded all of our early conversations about the research. Patsy had 
approached me saying that she wanted to research Ingelba and the five black 
matriarchs and it was these initial words that I teased out during the following 
months that formed the framework of all that was to follow. For me it was a matter 
of making the familiar strange and not assuming that I knew what was meant. The 
second strategy was simply continuing negotiation. We negotiated each step of the 
process as we went which didn't mean that we always did the same thing or even 
that we always agreed but that we each had power and control of the process. 

Writer/speaker relationships 

Much of our negotiation centred on Patsy's position as speaker and embeddedness 
in an oral culture and my position as writer even though we didn't define it that way 
at the time. Patsy chose for herself a speaking position in relation to my position 
as writer and in doing so handed me a large amount of the responsibility for 
decisions regarding the construction of the text. I think that Patsy had expected me 
to take a more dominant role in relation to writing up the material but I was much 
more interested in the oral form. I saw myself not so much as a writer but as a 
weaver or stitcher, linking all the assorted material together into some sort of 
meaningful whole. Some of our most difficult decisions were regarding the use of 
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the oral fonn. Prior to our research I had several years experience teaching 
Aboriginal adults reading and writing and was acutely conscious of the cultural 
dominance of white written language, fonns and genres. When people translated 
their oral stories into writing they seemed to lose a lot of their original beauty and 
fonn. When we began recording people's stories I soon became committed to the 
idea of challenging the written fonn by the intervention of the oral. Given my 
position as pseudo-writer it also seemed essential to have a text with multiple voices 
and that those voices should be in the spoken language. When Patsy first read her 
transcripts she was horrified at her use of English. For her the use of the oral fonn 
meant that her Aboriginal way of speaking, which is usually regarded as deficient 
from the nonn of standard English, would appear in print. We talked over this issue 
for some time and it wasn't until some of her college lecturers responded 
enthusiastically to the original manuscript that she agreed with me. 

Question of audience and critical response 

From the very beginning many expressed their opinions about what we were trying 
to do - whites, blacks, academics, landowners and so on. We became aware that the 
question of audience was a very important one. Who were we actually writing for? 
It was clear that our first audience should be the people from whom the stories were 
collected. So we were committed to making a text that was accessible and 
meaningful to the local Aboriginal community. This meant getting such fine details 
as people's kin networks, the authority of stories and the names of people in the old 
photos exactly right. A local audience cares little about the politics of construction 
and much more about authority and accuracy within their knowledge. Patsy also 
wanted the story to reach as large an audience as possible, which meant a popular 
white audience rather than the smaller academic or Aboriginal audience. Writing for 
both a local Aboriginal and a white audience is a complex task and raises many 
questions about language and style of discourse. Another potential audience for me 
was the broader feminist one because of my own feminism and an increasing 
interest among feminists in cross-cultural questions. The response from the feminist 
audience has been the most critical and I would like to talk briefly about the nature 
of the feminist debate because it raises some key issues about white women working 
with black women. 

The crux of the debate seems to be that on the one hand white "middle class" 
feminists have been criticised for speaking for all women and ignoring the 
differences between women, more especially ignoring the differences and oppressions 
based on race. On the other hand there has been a growing tide of criticism against 
white feminists who do speak about such matters on the grounds that they have no 
right to speak, especially where Aboriginal women are concerned. 

The main criticism of lngelba, voiced by a white reviewer in the feminist press 
reflects this contradiction. While she was very positive about the project as a whole 
- and I quote, "The book has many wonderful photos and very interesting quotations 
from Ingelba people" and "It originates in an aspiring project for community 
consolidation" - she goes on to say that "the commentary has the effect of reducing 
Patsy Cohen's voice to one among a set of providers of oral material on tape. . .. 
Patsy Cohen is not the speaking subject of the book. She does not control it. 
Control instead reverts to the commentator." She concludes that "we are unable to 
restrain ourselves from pushing the Aboriginal voices back into the landscape, from 
reducing them yet again to the silent focus for our intenninable babble." The 
reviewer here assumes either that Patsy had no choice in the matter of voice and 
control or that she knows better than Patsy what is good for her and that Patsy made 
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the wrong choice. She seems to have a need to deny my role in the project as well 
as the writing, she assumes that my voice should be silent. In this model of the 
politics of writing, what happens to the people who choose not to write or even 
more strikingly choose not even to learn to read and write? Does their story never 
get told to a broader audience or should the context of the telling remain 
unacknowledged? Is the writer's position always more powerful and must we 
always judge from the basis of that position? For feminists, to be involved in such 
a project and remain silent would mean a dangerous return to the voiceless, 
supposedly objective male-based paradigms of research. I am left then with the 
question, what sort of voice should a white writer have in relation to such projects? 
How does she acknowledge her presence? 

I think there are two important criteria for judging the productions of cross
cultural work - firstly what social and political change has occurred as a result of the 
process and the product? and secondly does the text work as an artistic creation? I 
do not think there is one correct form of representation but believe that we should 
wrestle with the words and the form so that the text embodies the artistic struggle 
to make sense of the experience in multiple ways. I am in favour of a multiplicity 
of resistances to the dominant social order. I would like to see a proliferation of 
Aboriginal voices, in not one form but many. There is clearly a great need for more 
Aboriginal writing and publishing houses, for more Aboriginal control of the 
processes of production. For me, however, there is great joy in hearing the stories 
that Aboriginal women tell, in knowing that in hearing them I can provide a context 
for the telling and that each time a story is told and heard the strength of the centre 
is somehow reinforced. 
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ALEC CHOATE 

Russell Square, London 

50 

Parting that morning, 
I said she would find me walking 
the evening away in Russell Square, 
though I was early and sat near the garden fountain 
with my shoes frothed over with pigeons 
crowding for bread which I did not bring. 
Looking up to the imperturbable grace 
of my roofing of copper beech branches, 
it took me moments to wake 
to the deeper but eerie hush, 
for between the square and the great hotel 
the road had been closed to traffic, 
the hotel's staff and guests 
miraculously shuffled in no time 
across to the pavement by the garden railings. 
Facing them from the hotel's front, 
the single policeman stood, 
his authority's calm 
at one with the patiently breathing trees. 

I became one of the crowd, 
and standing close to three cooks 
who were broadly amused 
and outstandingly white in their jackets and aprons, 
I heard the story 
of the terrorist bomb on the menu. 
By now, in the hotel, 
the police were prying the wardrobes and pantries 
while their keen dogs nosed the savoury warmth 
of the waiting dinner for the spice of evil. 
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Tiring of waiting, I returned to the fountain, 
and near the further end of the square 
I saw her hat, the glint of her glasses, 
her cardigan, the slender parcel she nursed like a child. 
Meeting, we sat on the garden seat 
where the pigeons came crowding again 
and a sparrow flew to her hand as she cried, 
'Remember that art shop in Kingsway? 
I've brought those wonderful William Blake prints! 
Look! God creating Adam! 
God admonishing Adam!' 

CATHERINE CONZATO 

Abdullah's shirt 

Our watchman Abdullah's t-shirt says 
we are in the same boat. 

He scrambles up from praying thighs 
skinnier than my sister's, 

(In his long checked skirt 
he does not trip) 

pulls, on the flower of keys at the gate, 
and lets us in. 

We are not, 
and Abdullah goes back to pray. 
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PAT BORAN 

Lower Main Street 
(i.m. Eddie Boylan) 

52 

I remember your room and the table, 
and your brother hovering about in the background, 
the knots of knuckles in your fingers, 
the way you eyed my cassette machine with suspicion. 

But I do not remember exactly how I came to be 
close to you in your final years, to coax you 
back to when you were my age, a boy 
in a tum-of-the-century midland town where newspapers 

where the post-communion liturgy at the back 
of church. And in the richness of tea 
and grain, scents I did not recognise 
then, nor have I since, we faced each other, 

young men across a century of change, our town 
outside your grocery shop, transformed at such a pace 
that, stepping out from your fading world, rich 
in an obsolete currency, the notes 

for that article in my hand - only 
the butcher's greeting made me real in time, 
as the clocks of his hanged carcases dripped 
seconds on the slab behind the glass. 
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GAIL BELL 

Thirroul, 1970 

Anzac Day, 1970, Thirroul. 
Dear Mum & Dad, 
Having a lovely time. Weather sunny. 
Today we walked along the beach. Don't 
forget to give Caesar his worm tablet after 
breakfast. 

love. Mrs. VAN DYKE 

She was sitting in a cane chair on the closed-in verandah of their hired 
honeymoon cottage. The verandah was clad in fibro to waist height. Glass louvred 
windows on three sides chopped up the view into shiny mosaic tiles. It was a 
pleasant place to sit, rug around her knees, coffee, book, pen and postcard in easy 
reach. Like the inside of a prism, where light is bent and fractured. 

The view was pure green, falling away gradually, then slipping suddenly, 
steeply into the sea. They couldn't see the ocean from the house, only the crooked 
line where the land vanished. There was no doubt, however, that the sea lived 
beyond the reach of the eye. They could smell it, touch its saltiness on the glass 
panes, taste it on the wind. And if their other senses failed them, there was the 
constant chafing slurp-slurp of waves breaking somewhere below. 

She drew a smiley face under her new name. 
She drew a sad face on her blotter. 
It was so quiet, she could hear the seagulls nattering. 
She sipped her coffee and tucked in her blanket. She imagined herself as an 

invalid, waiting for nurse to wheel her out of the shadow into the sun. 
Anything. She could be anything. 
The clouds leaked cold drizzle. Gerrit had taken the car to town, to buy milk. 

Public holiday or not, someone would be open. He insisted. He knew about these 
things. He knew a thing or two. He'd slammed the car door as if the point needed 
underlining. When the wheels skidded in reverse, she turned. She was trying to see 
the expression on his face. 

Door-slamming has its beginning hours, maybe days before the event. But 
even if you retrace the steps, one by one, you will not necessarily find the place 
where it started. Perhaps you will stumble against it, but because it is a thing so 
small, so unassuming, you might not recognise it for what it is. 

Nights in the cottage are like nights at sea. The wind howls, the panes creak, 
the tin roof keens - will it blow away? how can it keep a grip? - and there is no 
sound you can make that is not drowned by the sound of the elements. 

They are making love sounds. 
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She is shy. She doesn't know where to put her hands and when she is shown, 
she recoils. He is patient, he can wait. They have two weeks. He can wait. 

In the daytime, if the sun is shining, they walk on the beach. Gerrit's crisp 
shadow strikes out ahead of him. Today he has a stick in his hand. He stops and 
marks out a rectangle. Inside the rectangle he writes their names. He draws a 
straight line from this rectangle to a second one, then another line, another box, and 
another and another. He is standing with his stick, pointing. This is a map of their 
lives. 

She tells him her thought. He laughs, then he grows serious. He draws two 
balloons. These are the babies. He says: What do you think? She cannot answer. 
She is looking at the first balloon. She only has two years to fill it with arms and 
legs. He notices her face. He says: is something wrong? Her mouth smiles. She 
is thinking, two years is a long time. A lot can happen in two years. He wants to 
hear what she is thinking. Nothing, she says, everything. All I know is, I want to 
be with you. I just want to be your wife. And a mother. One day. 

He studies her face. She puts out her hand. He throws the stick into the sea. 
It's turning cold. They go home, put on jumpers, reach for the Milo. But she's 

forgotten to buy enough milk for three days. It's no drama. There's no problem, 
really. They'll take a drive to town, make a nice break in the afternoon. But it's 
Anzac Day. No worries, they'll go anyway. But first, she wants to change out of 
her jeans. She wants to write a postcard, a quick one, to catch the early Tuesday 
mail. 

A few spots of rain hit the window. This changes the matter. He cannot wait. 
A wet mist slapped against the glass. She packed up, covered the chair, 

wrapped herself squaw-like in the blanket. In the slightly warmer kitchen she 
discarded the blanket, flicked on the old-fashioned toaster, and discovered there was 
no bread. 
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Rosaleen Love 

Strange Things Grow at Chernobyl 

Three years ago they burned what was left of the forest and buried it. Nearest 
the site the soil was dead for a while, no tumbling microfauna, but soon they 
returned, churning the dirt and ash and extracting the radioactive nutrients. Cycles 
of carbon and nitrogen resumed, but other patterns of life took longer to return. 
Some things will never be the same again. 

Some things will never be the same again. I know this is true, with me. 
Though I do not live at Chernobyl, and when I am thinking straight, I know the 
people who live there just outside the zone lead lives which are far weirder than 
mine. 

I rang her, and I said "I want it back. What you have taken from me. I want 
my life to go on, as it has always gone on. I want to be part of the great sweeping 
cycle of things." 

Of course, she knew better than me, she always does, and she told me what 
was wrong. With me, not her. 

At Chernobyl the rats are doing very well. They say they thrive on radiation, 
but that I don't believe. I will believe some things, but not that one. Cockroaches, 
yes, I could believe it of cockroaches. Give them a blast of radiation and they grow 
another pair of sucking regurgitating smacking lip-like protuberences, that I do 
believe. 

They say the rats at Chernobyl show radio-resistance. Those that survive can 
take higher doses of radiation, before the death threshhold is reached. They are 
larger and sleek, showing some abnormalities, it is true, but abnormalities that will 
make the difference, provide them with a boost up the ladder of existence. Watch 
out for super rat. 

She is a rat. She is a cockroach, the person who has something of mine that 
I value. Something she won't ever give back. The thing is, I don't know how to 
ask for it. She will think I am silly, not being able to tell her exactly what it is. I 
should know what it is, so I can ask for it, properly. It would be easy to say, you 
have my cat, or my book, please will you return what you have that is mine. She 
has something more. She has my self-respect, and that is why I have all these 
problems, asking for it to be returned to me. 

It was like this, how she captured what I have, which is mine, and which she 
has taken. She told me nothing, I couldn't work it out that way, what she did. But 
she told Nicholas one thing, and the others, the people who know more than him, 
more than me, she told them something quite different, and that is how it happened, 
how she hurt me, how she has kept what I want from me. Nicholas doesn't know 
what has happened. The story is about him, but he thinks he knows the story, and 
that I have it wrong. It is me who is to blame, so he tells me, often. She has been 
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clever. She has taken what belongs to me, but she has taken it in such a way that 
they say, look, you never had it in the first place. It was never there. It's your 
imagination. You are the only person who sees it that way. 

I am the only person who is right. 
Strange things grow in my mind. From the dead forest of my thoughts new 

shoots are pushing up, but their growth is far from normal. At Chernobyl the young 
pines grow without symmetry. The needles are large, but the trunks of the trees are 
stunted and twisted. The oak trees are sprouting giant leaves, white, without 
chlorophyll. 

They are using the plants and animals in the zone as indicators of change. I 
read that in the paper. Biological indicators of change in the earth, air and water. 
Earth, air, plants and animals are collected and studied, killed if that's what it takes, 
and the results are reported somewhere, though not usually until they have been 
cleared by the appropriate agency, and that can take some time. 

There are other ways that people notice things are different. The forest is dead. 
People have been taken from the zone. There are other ways of knowing. 

No one tells Nicholas there is more to the story. No one tells him, and me, I 
have to ferret the knowledge out for myself, pry at secrets, stir up the dirt, chum out 
the thoughts, the ideas, work through the problem. 

I ferreted out the knowledge about Chernobyl. People ask me how I know all 
this. I read a bit here, a bit there, I put all this together. I am sleuth of sorts. 
Because I care, I really care. 

She sits in judgment, she is the censor, the executioner. She is the person who 
takes from others something they think is theirs, and they will take it by force, 
because ... 

Nobody meant it to happen. It was an accident. Error just built upon error, 
sloppy construction added to human inattention, moments of tiredness overlapped 
with shouted bad-tempered orders, resentment, confusion, a switch turned there, a 
red light glowing, unnoticed. 

"Nobody meant it to happen", she said to me. "I thought you wouldn't mind." 
She thought I wouldn't mind, which is why she said nothing to me. Errors 

built on errors, omissions on assumptions, pain upon misunderstanding. "I thought 
you wouldn't mind." That's what she says now. But then, she knew I would. 

She has taken what I value, but she has told him another story, and he believes 
he is in the right, that she has good reason for what she has done, that she is doing 
what will in the end be for the best. They say that, when the pain goes one way 
only. 

Wild strawberries are growing, without seeds. Perhaps their sterility is the best, 
too. Mutant strawberries which cannot reproduce their kind. No-one eats 
strawberries and cream at Chernobyl. Iodised strawberries. Caesium flavoured 
cream. 

Nothing is for the best. I know I shall be thinking like this, forever, thinking 
that she has taken something from me, and I am searching for it, and I want to ring 
her to tell her I am searching for it. I want to ask her, where is it, what you have 
taken from me, give it back to me, give part of me that is my own self, give it back 
to me, the part that I have lost, so I can become whole again, so I can know I am 
whole. I want back part of me that is taken, that she has taken because she wanted 
to go her own way, but she wanted to feel important doing it, she wanted to discard 
without telling, without benefit of words, for words are hard to say. 

I want, I want ... 
Strange things grow at Chernobyl. Storks roost in the chimneys of abandoned 

villages. Wild animals survived two hard winters, eating the crops left standing in 
the ground. They say there are moose there, but I have never heard of the Ukranian 
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moose. It must be an error in translation. 
She has taken, she has taken ... 
They must mean something different. Not deer, because they talk of both deer 

and moose. Perhaps it is the wild caribou, something larger than a deer, but smaller 
than the woolly mammoth. Both deer and caribou, (moose, they say, though I do 
not) show abnormalities in their bone marrow and their blood. Of course they must. 
They are the indicators of change, and the change is there for anyone to see. They 
do not need blood tests, to know it. 

They are paying the price of ... progress? More like this. They are paying the 
price of chaos. 

I am paying a price. 
In the cooling ponds of the reactors carp have grown to an enormous size. 

Small fish left in small baskets when the blast occurred have grown to fill their cage, 
thriving on the radioactive sludge. No-one will come to eat them now. They are 
being observed to see if they will grow to a ripe old age. 

Microfauna, strawberries, pines, oaks, fish, rats, deer, the unlikely moose, the 
lower on the scale of existence, the less the effects of sub-lethal doses of radiation. 
The rats are the exception. 

I have learned to think of her as an exceptional rat. 
At Chernobyl people are coming back. They stand with their back to the ruins, 

having their photograph taken. Old people return to the villages, though it is 
supposed to be forbidden. They chase the storks from the chimneys and the deer 
from the streets, and go on with life as they have always lived it. If they feel 
sluggish and out of sorts, there is a natural explanation. They attribute it to old age. 

The children evacuated from the zone are growing in strange ways. They are 
sluggish and withdrawn, with disorders of the thyroid gland. 

My children grow strong and well. 

My wife Ruth is a perfectly rational human being. She is one of the most 
rational people I know. But on one subject Whew! She is quite quite irrational. 

I have given up trying to reason with her. 
It must be her time of life. They called it involutional melancholia, when the 

Queen had it, I remember it said so in the Women's Weekly. 
Yes, I read the Women's Weekly. I'm not ashamed to say it. I read it because 

I happen to pick it up sometimes at the dentist and I like it. 
No, it can't be wholly that, involutional melancholia, the menopause blues. 

Because she doesn't have it about anything else. And she's 38, that's all, though 
they say it can happen earlier, the change of life, if something happens, as it has 
with Ruth. The operation. Still we are blessed, two fine children. 

Yes, I was present at the births. 

I know it, when it starts, the irrational bit, I know it, but she doesn't know I 
know it. I see her grow white about the eyes, and then she says "I heard something 
about Chernobyl on the news today, and I know that words will flow, and I shall be 
powerless to stop them. 

She has it on tape, the satellite pictures of the disaster. Blurry concrete 
buildings with flames shooting from their roofs. 

Morbid. 
Especially in everyday conversation. Not everybody wants to be reminded of 

these things, not while they're choosing tomatoes at the market. Red tomatoes. I 
make a good tomato soup. I make it when it's high summer, and the tomatoes are 
50 cents a kilo. The secret is, don't add water. Ridiculously simple, isn't it? And 
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basil, you need plenty of basil, and one small onion. 
She looked at the tomatoes and she started talking rapidly about fall-out, but I 

know these tomatoes do not come from the Ukraine. They are tomatoes from 
Werribee. 

She will not listen. Her breathing, it falters a little, she has to catch her breath 
and start again. Odd, that. It never happens to me. My breathing is flawless. 

Being present at my children's birth has made me aware of feelings that were 
a bit of a surprise to me. There's a marvellous release of a deep instinctual flood 
of energy. The father's job isn't just a support. It's absolutely critical in the first 
two months of life, when the other parent, the mother, may be feeling rather dazed 
by the physical aspects of it all. 

The physical aspects of childbirth, I think we've come to see in recent years, 
are really rather less important than the mental aspects. Yes, the physical in 
childbirth has always been strongly overrated, that's my view, and the spiritual, the 
mental, the flow of life energy, the bonding experience, they're where it's really at, 
and it's high time that we was all got out into the open, so that fathers can assert 
their importance in the birthing process. 

As I did. 
That's why I stick to Ruth now, though she is having a hard time. I try not to 

mention X-rays, or Strontium 90 in passing conversation, not that I usually talk 
about X-rays, but its a funny thing, the moment you decide not to mention 
something, because someone else goes into an entirely irrational tizz then it's 
amazing how often the word starts to crop up. All these topics of conversation I 
can't mention, which means it cuts them down, my options. To football riots, that 
kind of thing. Except Ruth doesn't express much interest one way or the other in 
football. 

She either cares too much, or not at all. 

Ruth and Nicholas, what can you say? He's a prick, and she's a clinger. One 
of the wimps of this world. 

I needed him, but I didn't need her. For the club. We have this club. It's not 
a social club, I have to keep reminding the committee. We're not here to give 
anyone a good time. We have a job of work to do, and we have to get it done. We 
don't want hangers on and moaning minnies. They can go off and do something 
else. 

They'd be much happier going off and doing something else, rather than 
hanging round us, getting in our way. 

So this is what I did. I told him to come, but not to bring her. 
Then I told her he didn't want her to come any more. 
Then I told the committee that their relationship was on the skids, that she was 

about to leave, he was about to leave. Her hysterectomy. His wanting more kids. 
Her mopishness. His impatience. Vote her off. Keep him on. 

I didn't lie to the committee. I never do that. It was the truth then, if not now. 
They didn't separate. They should have, in my opinion. Both be better off. Might 
still do it, go their separate ways. Then I'd be right. 

I usually am. 
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DAVID COHEN 

People and how they Respond to 
Bagpipes in the Evening 

The day is turning into the night and you are on your way home. Winter is almost 
here and you count the slabs of pavement to take your mind off the distance which 
must be walked. When you reach the roundabout, you cross the road like you 
always do because your house is on that side and you want to be ready. There are 
no paving stones now but old bitumen, warped and cracked and covered with yellow 
leaves. You keep your eyes on its bumpy surface, glancing up occasionally to make 
sure you are moving in a straight line. 

On Sunday everything appears sadder than usual because the strangers you see 
on the street during the week are all out at once today and you feel less a part of 
their lives and routines than ever. And you know they are walking or sitting or 
talking with a purpose, whereas you are going home because there's nowhere else. 

The air grows cooler and your nose begins to run as you look up ahead. You 
wish there wasn't so far to go because you have no coat, yet you don't want to get 
home either because all you will do is sit and wonder about the people outside and 
at least now you can look at them. While you are still thinking these things, you are 
interrupted by odd sounds, fragments of music, sounds which suggest an orchestra 
tuning up. You wonder where it comes from, but you continue walking until 
suddenly the music starts up in earnest and before you know it you are walking 
through a suburb of bagpipes. Looking some distance up the road to that greyish 
two-storey stone house with the spiral staircase you perceive a figure moving about 
the garden. The figure is that of a man playing the bagpipes. You are surprised to 
see only one man because the pipes ring out like a marching band. They seem to 
contain all instruments at once. They play familiar music. You slow down and 
begin to look at those people whose lives are so distant from yours, because if you 
can't enter their lives, at least you can learn how they act in the face of bagpipe 
music as evening descends. 

You watch as people start listening. Even the old man with the sharp nose who 
sits on his front wall all day in a blue thin jumper even when it's cold like this 
uncrosses his legs, places his left hand on his right thigh and twists around to look 
up the street in the direction of the music, although the music is not coming from 
anyone place but simply covers everything like a circus tent. Then the old man 
crosses his legs again and returns to his meditations without so much as a smile. 
The woman in the phone booth across from the old man sitting on the wall looks up 
from her conversation and wonders where the music is coming from. You have 
passed this young woman in the phone booth many times, wondering who she talks 
to with such an air of seriousness. You have been impressed by the bone structure 
of her face and the way in which her skin literally glows, and you think that you 
would like to embrace her one day. But now she pauses, appears trapped, then 
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opens the phone booth door and listens to the bagpipes. You watch as she holds the 
telephone receiver out into the open air so the party on the other end can hear. 
Maybe this person is in another country - Japan, for instance. You wonder what the 
Japanese think of bagpipes, or if they think of them at all. 

You are taken by the continuous humming and buzzing which goes on behind 
the tune being played. Everything fits together, harmonizes so well that you must 
listen carefully if you want to separate the different strands of melody until, just 
when you think you have them untangled, they are all pulled back together and you 
give up, realizing that the music is woven like an exotic rug and should not be 
divided up. But you still wonder about how the music doesn't seem to swell up 
from the ends of the pipes but rather fills every particle of air simultaneously, 
continually heralding its own arrival. Even the pizza delivery man, a perpetually 
nervous expression on his long, bearded face, stops, holding two Family-Size pizzas, 
and opens his mouth as he looks for the source of the music. You watch him 
standing there with his mouth open wide and think for a moment that he is about to 
sing, and you think that you would not like to hear the pizza delivery man sing, even 
though he may have a perfectly good voice. Even those lovers who walk by arm 
in arm and dressed in black and who you envy so much are momentarily diverted 
as one spell is broken by another and they tum their heads, then incorporate the 
bagpipe music into the sphere of their love and smile at one another and kiss briefly. 
Meanwhile the two Mormon missionaries are strolling along with briefcases. They 
wear immaculate black suits and you remember how in the supermarket someone 
asked them where th Frozen Foods section was because they thought the 
missionaries were supermarket officials and how luckily one of them happened to 
know where the Frozen Foods section was anyway and gave directions. This was 
the only glimpse you've had into their lives beyond the promotion of Jesus Christ 
and it made you wonder what they do for entertainment. Now they stop for a 
second, listen, exchange a laugh, then store the event in their mind to tell a potential 
convert while making small talk at some other time. 

You see people walking towards you, some on your side of the road, some on 
the other side. There are also people several houses behind you, and you slow right 
down to let them catch up so you can see exactly when and how they greet the 
bagpipes if they haven't done so already. The pipes are in full swing now and 
nobody can pretend to ignore them. Even the girl who rides past on her bicycle and 
wears a red velvet coat and whose nose is usually in the air can not help looking 
around, pedalling a bit more slowly, before riding away with her nose back in the 
air. You have often wondered where she lives and you will again. That old woman 
who wears the scarf and who clutches the bent walking stick and who could be a 
witch and who slowly makes her way along the path and who looks at nothing but 
the ground turns her head ever-so-slightly in acknowledgment of this music, then 
turns back to the footpath into which her shaking hand presses the cane. 

Familiar people tum the comer into your street and are instantly engulfed by 
the high-pitched and low-pitched sounds of bagpipes. The piper's house is almost 
opposite this comer, but they still look up and down the street as if the music is 
emerging from every house: a hundred and fifty pipers all playing the same march 
which floats up and joins the other same marches in the air above the street. Even 
the tall man with stringy grey hair under his American Civil War cap looks to the 
right and to the left as he wheels a decrepit shopping trolley stuffed with an old 
mattress, broken chairs, bicycle parts, a table lamp, used clothing and other items 
from front lawns and garage sales. You always imagine his house and think does 
he have a wife and children? When did he start collecting junk? Was it a hobby 
to begin with but developed into a full-time occupation which overshadowed his 
home life and well-paid job so now he does nothing but wander the earth with a 
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shopping cart badly in need of oiling. When he speaks to other people, is junk
collecting the sole topic of conversation, and, if so, are they happy to accept this 
restriction? Is he interested in football? Nonnally, you are obsessed with such 
questions but now all you care about is what he will do since he has wheeled his 
trolley into a blaze of bagpipe music. He nods briefly and straightens his cap, but 
did he do this in honour of the bagpipes or for some other reason unknown to you? 
But he nods again, and you realize that he is nodding in time with the march. Then 
he notices you watching him and you quickly tum away. Your attention is 
immediately occupied by the appearance of a large Alsatian on a leash. Holding the 
other end of the leash is the hand of the woman with the eyepatch. You think about 
her at least once a day, and now you can look at her whereas before you were 
slightly afraid, not just because of the dog, but because you were afraid of feeling 
sad that she was one mystery you would never solve. You are astonished to see a 
smile appear on her solemn face - a smooth, maternal smile which seems out of 
place below the eyepatch. You are grateful, however, that she has smiled because 
you too have wanted to smile at the music. 

The bagpipes play on as evening comes down well and truly. You can still 
make out the shapes of people as they walk or ride or trudge or tramp or plod or 
promenade between the trees. Even that ancient man who you sometimes see on 
windy afternoons is changed. You always wonder what he does or did with his time 
as he drifts into view like an old sailing ship which appears and disappears on the 
horizon. But today you can only observe how he is pinned down for a second or 
two by the bagpipe music, and you see the silhouette of his enonnous beard as he 
looks across the street and his ghostly walk is transfonned into a more lifelike one. 
You challenge your own ideas concerning people in the light of how they react to 
bagpipes. 

Now everyone on the street has paid their individual tribute to the pipes. Most 
of them are gone, some can be distinguished in the distance, and some are still 
nearby. But the music continues, and now you are right outside the piper's house 
watching him play. He marches up and down, up and down the garden, blowing a 
familiar tune. He has single-handedly filled your street and the neighbouring streets 
with music, and you imagine everyone you have seen today passing by his house in 
tum and tossing their spare change into the garden. They just throw it over the wire 
fence because the piper has no hat or case and he is not paying attention anyway. 
So the coins land on the grass or among the rosebushes; one- and two-cent pieces, 
fives, tens, twentys, fiftys and even dollar coils bouncing and rolling around on the 
unmowed lawn, some clinking against one another before they fall face-down. But 
he doesn't notice; the music drowns out the jangle of money, unless you get down 
very close and even then the coins are like a tiny waterfall trickling between the 
blades of grass and the weeds and plants and along the top of the soil. 

Huge yellow leaves scrape along the footpath as the wind blows more strongly, 
carrying the music to nearby suburbs. You watch the piper as he marches his march 
once more, then climbs the stairs, still playing, then stands on the balcony, still 
playing, then faces the street, still playing, and produces one final burst of melody 
which remains in the air like smoke after a battle as he stops and takes the pipe from 
his mouth, turns and carries his instrument inside and closes the door. 

The remaining people head back to their lives as the cloud of bagpipe music 
begins to dissolve. You start the remainder of your journey, wading through leaves 
and taking care not to trip over the place where tree roots have forced the pavement 
upwards. There are not enough lights along here. Except for the melancholy sound 
of distant cars the street is silent. You are on your way home in the dark, and for 
a moment you feel slightly less alone. 
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YVE LOUIS 

The Walk 
(New Street, 1937) 

It was decided. They would walk to the creek. 
'All hold hands!' says Doris Foster, reaching for Mellie. 
'All together!' she says, taking Bobby's smaller hand. 
'Daddy!' she reminds him, 'you too!' 
Now, now she has them close. Happiest when they are linked, often she thinks: 
These are my treasures. And then suddenly becomes afraid of losing them. 
Hold hands are the words that bind them to her. 
But Mellie, at eleven, will not be held for long. In one swift movement she slips 
from her mother and springs ahead, down the hill. Her new floral skirt balloons out 
with a rush of air as she leaps, dancing, over straggled clumps of grass on the rough 
path. Her brown legs shine in the sunlight; her arms lift and glide. She is a leaf, 
a shower of petals carried on the breeze. 
'Mellie! Come back!' 
She hears the frightened, clinging voice but flies higher. 
(At home, the poem under her pillow is Mellie's one secret.) 
Bobby is running up behind her, but he is not part of her dance. 
A boy. 
'Smelly ... Smelly-Mellie!' he screeches because she can still beat him. 'S-m-e-l-l-y!' 
She is merely disdainful; takes longer and lighter leaps into her private space of blue 
air. 
'Hey! Hold on, you two!' calls Reg Foster. 'Right there!' 
The creek is off the road to the right. Inside thick tea-tree scrub, they are plunged 
into airlessness; heat belts up at them from the sandy track, a white-shimmer glare. 
Doris brings a hand to her throat, shields her eyes. Her face looks twisted and hurt. 
Mellie always noticed that look and is sorry now that she had run from her at the 
top of the hill. 
The track opens out to slabs of cool sandstone, airy leaf-clusters of tall gums. Doris 
can feel the heat being drawn from her by long fingers of shade. 'Oh, this is 
lovely,' she sighs, sinking down by the water. 
The children kick of their sandals and splash about in the shallows. Fast-running, 
the water is cold, silvery cold. Mellie sees her feet tum whiter underwater against 
the orange and tan rocks. She moves like a skater over satiny surfaces - with her 
toes, maps contours worn smooth by a constant flow. Water, her own skin are 
preparing her for the journey of her poem: 

Through green channels of the sea 
Gentle waves will carry me ... 

In the middle of the creek the rock-shelf gives way to a deeper pool. 
'Careful!' cries Doris. 
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Mellie barely hears. With her eyes she is following a shaft of light that wavers 
through overhead leaves to pierce deep into the pool. Intensified by water, pebbles 
glow like topaz, flash like ruby, amethyst, amber. A shoal of tadpoles darts from 
leaf-shadow to sunlight; their dark mass swirls, disappears. 
She hasn't seen her brother come up behind. 
'Tadpoles!' he shouts. 'Dad, look! Tadpoles!' 
From where he is sitting beside Doris, Reg uncoils his long legs and stands, ready 
for action. 
'Taddies, eh? Well, I'll be blowed.' 
'Can I catch some and take 'em home?' the boy yells back. 
Mellie doesn't want them caught; taken from the pool where they gleam, black as 
eyes. 
'You can't catch them,' she says quietly. 
'Why not?' Her brother doesn't understand. 
'Because things shouldn't be caught. They should be free.' 
'Pooh!' he scoffs. 
'Anyway, you've got nothing to catch them in.' 
'Yes I have!' He points. 'See! there's an old tin on the bottom!' 
So the father hooks it up with a branch and says OK, he'll help with the catch. 
But the tadpoles scatter and shimmer aside when the tin is dipped among them. 
Their panic makes Mellie feel that she, too, must hurry away from the moment of 
capture. 
'Stop them, can't you? Please, Mum!' she pleads. 
A little boy must have something,' Doris answers sadly. 
She fixes her daughter's ribbon. Strokes the dark hair ... 
'Melanie, Melanie,' she croons, soothes, so that the child will understand. 
(These children of hers. Children to whom she has given names, much as magic 
talismen. The boy named for a famous aviator - the girl for a great soprano. She 
is superstitious enough to believe that with names as charmed as these her children 
will ascend. Indeed, for the hardships she must endure now, her own reward will 
be to gaze up at them, grown, in later years ... her star-children.) 
Shadows were growing longer and wisps of cold air were blowing off the water. 
'Come and have apples now,' she calls to the tadpole-catchers. When the tin is put 
down, Mellie counts six tadpoles inside. 'Nice fat ones,' Doris praises. Then, 
pulling some weed from the creek, she gives a smile to Mellie. 'Don't worry, 
they'll be alright,' she says and puts weed in with the tadpoles. Mellie is glad she 
cannot see them under the weed, but is sure she can hear them. Round and round, 
bump, bump, inside the tin. If only they could escape! 
A spurt of apple juice trickles down her chin. She has an idea. 'How soon will they 
grow legs?' she asks. (Hop away!) No one is sure. 'A week,' guesses Reg. So 
they continue to sit, crunching their apples. At the last bite they put the cores back 
into the bag. 
As they set off the last heat trapped by tea-tree envelopes them once more. Powdery 
sand kicks up where the barefoot brother and sister trail. Soon the path is too hot 
for comfort and they hurry to the road. With feet brushed and sandals on they begin 
the walk back up the hill. This time it's Mellie and Doris in front with the bag of 
apple cores, and Bobby and Reg behind with the tadpoles. Like a little army they 
advance, tadpoles slopping in the tin. 
'Left, right, left, right,' Mellie begins to chant. She is 'making' - transcribing into 
words the music of their feet on the road - experimenting with the rhythm of 
language. Doris mistakes the chant for nothing more than a game: joins in. 'Right 
tum!' she laughs at the top of the hill. They have been swinging arms but as they 
tum the comer she reaches for Mellie's hand to give an extra squeeze. 'Isn't this 
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fun?' she says, forging the bonds stronger. All together now they pass Old Tranter's, 
the Morris's, the Pattersons' ... they march (discreetly) past all the houses to their own 
gate. 
'Compan-ee, ha-alt!' commands Reg at last. (He has played his part, now his 
garden waits.) 'Snail time,' he absents himself, kneeling amongst his precious beds, 
forefinger and thumb already plucking from leaf and stem. Doris hands Mellie the 
bag of apple cores and goes inside to tidy the house. 
Mellie knows what she must do. The compost heap is down the back. With arms 
and legs outstretched like a dancer she takes flying leaps down the sideway. The 
print skirt that her mother made from a remnant, the pretty floral, balloons up again. 
In one graceful arc she lets the cores fall into the pit with every other core or peeling 
to come from the kitchen. Nothing must be wasted. 'Waste not, want not,' she 
mimics in her mother's tone. And is immediately repentent. 
Fussing with a creased pillowslip, Doris discovers the poem. 

channels of the sea ... will carry me ... 
She turns cold reading what is written in Mellie's best hand. Channels of the sea? 
Her instinct is to crumple the paper; to crush these disturbing words. (Wherever can 
the child have got them?) They are horrible. They echo through her like some kind 
of parting, or loss. 
Mellie turns toward the house. On the verandah Bobby is tipping tadpoles into a 
clean jar. She walks up the path to the steps, up the steps to the landing, across grey 
boards to her borther. She stands watching the tadpoles swim round and round, 
chasing each other senslessly. Round and round. This is how the walk ends. 
'Melanie Foster!' 
She swings to see her mother at the back door. The unfolded poem is in her hand. 
'You didn't tell me you'd written this?' she accuses, 'it's a poem! She steps forward 
with reaching arms. 'If you'd only shown me ... well .. .! could help you.' 
Her poem - those two unfinished lines, those 'given' lines which she herself can 
only wonder at - her secret trembles in her mother's hand. 
With a sudden, vicious kick, she sends the jar of tadpoles skidding along the 
verandah. It hits the landing post so hard that it shatters and spins, spraying water 
and tadpoles through the air. The wriggling, frantic creatures slide over the edge 
and disappear. 
Mellie will not see her mother's hurt-twisted face, or hear her brother's cries. 
Nothing will reach her behind hard, gleaming tears. Below, tadpoles convulse in 
their dying freedom amongst ferns and fragments of glass. 
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PAUL GILLEN 

Jack Lindsay's Romantic Communism 
I began as a poet and feel that my devotion to poetry was determined my 

writing career in all its aspects.~ 
Marxism I've always seen as a creative philosophy of development:' 

At the beginning of 1936 Jack Lindsay became a convert to Communism. 
From then on he publicly identified himself with its political mission, although he 
did not join the Communist party of Great Britain until some years later. In 1936 
this was not an unusual thing for an intellectual in Britain to do. It was less usual 
that despite many disagreements with the Party's policies and with developments in 
officially Marxist states, Lindsay continued to identify himself as a communist for 
another half a century. 

Through the following decades of World and Cold War and the erratic but 
inexorable demise of marxist politics, Lindsay's reputation sank as the scope and 
profundity of his writings grew. Especially after By::.antium into Europe (1952)\ 
widely misconstrued as some sort of attack on 'Western civilization', book after 
book was thrashed by the reviewers. 'Idiosyncratic', 'boring', 'wildly uncritical', 
'incomprehensible', 'appalling', 'murders the language', they chorused. Marxist 
intellectuals also became wary of Lindsay. To them his interests seemed arcane and 
his outlook idiosyncratic. For decades he all but ceased to receive attention of any 
kind and disappeared from anthologies and literary histories. 

It is doubtful that the attacks of the thirties and forties had bothered him. He 
thrived on controversy and always welcomed serious criticism. Many times he 
acknowledged mistakes and misjudgements. But the uncomprehending dismissals 
of the fifties and sixties hurt. On the back of an effusive letter from a young French 
admirer, Monique Bach, dated I July 1961, he wrote: 

I have felt intensely miserable today - worn-out, useless, repeating to 
myself 'In 1955-61 I realised that my work had effected and affected 
nothing, was lost and useless'. Monique's letter momentarily awoke me, 
then its pleasant note vanished. Nothing whatever of what I have tried to 
say seems to have got across to anyone.' 

He was not defeated, but wrote less and less fiction and political history, turning 
instead to cultural history and to the books on art and artists which may tum out to 
be his most significant achievement." 
Lindsay's political evolution passed through three fairly distinct phases, bounded by 
crises which were personal as well as intellectual. There was a pre-Man:ist phase, 
dominated by the spell of his father, the artist and novelist Norman Lindsay. Jack 
was born in Melbourne in 1900 and spent his early years in Sydney. His parents 
separated when he was nine, and he and his two younger brothers Ray and Philip 
went to live with their mother to Brisbane. Jack did not see Norman again until 
1920, by which time Jack was a precocious classics scholar and poet. Lindsay 
claimed in his autobiography that before meeting Norman he rejected the elitism and 
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anti-historicism of Norman's gnomic manifesto Creative Effort. But when the two 
met all qualms were swept away: 

Abraham and Isaac went out to enact the rite of murder and the angel of 
the lord stayed the hand of the destroying father. The father-in-the-father 
stayed the murderous hand which submitted in all things to his will; and 
the son was saved. His life was thenceforth a dedication. He had nothing 
more to fear. Nothing to fear as long as he kept intact the sacrificial 
relation. To do that, he had to surrender the earth. history, and the mother; 
nothing less would content the jealous one. For ten years the dialectic of 
that surrender was to obsess me; and then the son's revolt, all the more 
violent for its long damming-up, was to burst forth - defending the earth, 
history, the mother7 

Father and son propagandized noisily on behalf of an Antipodean artIStIC 
Renaissance, abetted by a cohort of talented young poets and artists. In 1926 
Lindsay came to England, where he and P.R. Stephensen owned and ran the 
Fanfrolico Press.R Itinerant years of poverty and personal crisis followed its 
collapse, but by the mid thirties he had found his feet as a successful writer of 
historical novels. 
The Marxist phase lasted until the mid-fifties. Until then Lindsay threw himself 
wholeheartedly into Left political activity, while maintaining a phenomenal literary 
output. Much of his writing during this period is fairly described as propaganda, 
though it is not necessarily bad writing on that account.9 He wrote criticism in a 
heavily Marxist idiom, \0 admiring accounts of visits to Eastern Europe, II and a 
trilogy of novels about post-war British working class struggles. 12 In 1946 he was 
involved in founding the radical Theatre 46 with Bernard Miles and Montagu Slater, 
and with a miner wrote a documentary play for it, The Face of Coal. He was also 
the chief director Fore Publications and the main force behind the short-lived 
monthly Our Time. He belonged to Communist Party cultural committees and to 
many left-wing cultural and political groups affiliated with the Communist Party. In 
spite of constantly feeling himself to be an 'odd man out', for the most part he 
played the part of a prominent Party intellectual. 
But something happened around 1955 or 1956, the time referred to in the depressed 
note quoted above. Already during his visit to the Soviet Union in the Autumn of 
1954 he was 'noting various shortcomings, especially in the question of Marxism', 
though he managed to maintain his 'general enthusiasm' .13 In the Winter his wife 
Ann Evans had died of cancer . 

.. .I 
am tom. in no quick symmetry of wings 
but chafing bleakly now against division, 
scooping these blessed waters with grateful hands, 
blinded with a blight and coldly cursing ... 
then let me stare between my empty hands 
telling no lies of comfort, asking nothing. 
That way if any drops me to my centre." 

Ann was a dedicated Communist of great energy and personal charm. Her death, 
occurring within a week of Dylan Thomas's, was a heavy blow. A few years later 
Lindsay wrote to Edith Sitwell: 

... death nowadays becomes a daily skulker in one's shadow, a familiar 
creak in the furniture, a dull companion .. .1 suppose I have been lucky. 
Only with 1953-4 did this darkness come so close behind my back. I seem 
somehow young, despite my years, till then," 

The powerful elegy 'Last Words with Dylan Thomas' was the last flare of his 
optimistic 'Marxist' phase. It pictures the poet 'innocent under a guileful mask of 
innocence', tom between commitment to communism ('life', 'the people') and the 
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forces of darkness. 

The murderers got you Dylan 
and now they praise you in their church of death 
and those who were waiting with outstretched hands to drag you 
up the jagged shores of safety 
mourn and remember you another way 

We turned to look at the dawn gone out of your eyes 
and burning securely along the shores of the gathering people 
and there your play with the apple has lost the sting of its guile.'n 

But the 'Krushchev revelations' in 1956 of the horrific scale of Stalin's tyranny 
'shattered' him. It was not Dylan but he who had been playing with the apple. 
Today this brands him as nai've, but the shock was genuine and deep. After 1956 
he withdrew more or less entirely from active involvement in politics except to 
argue against Stalinists in the Party, and though he wrote six more contemporary 
novels there is a marked shift of tone and subject matter. Class epic is abandoned 
for social satire and family drama. 17 

Lindsay's crisis of faith in the 1950s was shared by many intellectuals whose 
socialism had been shaped by the traumatic events of the preceding decades. In the 
background were the revitalisation of capitalism and the failure of the working class 
to sustain the radical momentum of the immediate post-war years, as well as 
information about the actual situation in the Soviet Union which could no longer be 
dismissed as capitalist propaganda. 

I thought your world at last had woken 
beyond this bitter dream and broken 
the bonds of tragic contradictions. 
That thought was born of roseate fictions." 

Lindsay never ceased to proclaim himself as some kind of Marxist, but it is 
reasonable to tag his position after 1956 post-Marxist, in the sense that the theo
retical foundations of Marxism are no longer taken for granted, but probed in terms 
of specifically Lindsayan ideas. 
In a short article published in 1966 he affirmed that 'in many ways the indictment 
of capitalism that goes deepest' had not come from Marxists. In particular they had 
given insufficient attention to 'the deadly and dehumanizing effects of the division 
and fragmentation of labor', and in fact 'socialism has no easy answer' to this 
problem. Marxism's preoccupation with political economy had been a 'one-sided 
limitation'. To be effective it must 'absorb whatever elements in Existentialism or 
Freudism or any other body of thought can stand the test of its criticism' .19 

In the late seventies, in the wake of a short-lived 'revival' of Marxism, Lindsay 
returned to political philosophy, trying to work out his position in relation to the 
current debates. The extent of his revisionism may be judged by the argument of 
The Crisis in Man:ism, his political last testament. It announces flatly that Marx 
'bequeathed as many unsolved problems as thoroughly worked-out analyses' and 
that there has been an 'inability to recognise outwom formulations and to keep 
abreast of history in all its complexity and richness'. Indeed, in spite of its 
'important revelatory elements', Marxism had always been in crisis. 

As a result there has so far been nothing like an effective gathering of 
the forces capable of resolving the inner conflicts of the capitalist system. 
Yet all the while those conflicts have been dangerously intensified.'" 

The 'socialist countries' of that period were the product of military interventions or 
coups which had occurred during severe crises in states where capitalism was in its 
early stages. 'Nowhere has a developed bourgeois state broken down through its 
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inner contradictions; no where has power been seized from the bourgeoisie by a 
revolutionary proletariat' .~I Official Marxism had 'become a sort of scholasticism, 
obstructing any movement of thought to grapple with the fundamental problems of 
development in our world' ,~~ while Western Marxism political failure had led to 
disillusionment with the working class (Horkheimer, Marcuse, Adorno) or 'a retreat 
into extreme intellectualism' (Althusser)Y 
Yet Lindsay refused to recant. Unlike many of his generation and background, he 
did not become anti-Marxist. He stayed in the Party, even if, as he admitted, it was 
'a passive staying in' .24 

You must pierce 
to the core of the moving whole 
with its tangle of choice and of chance, 
its shrouded and shining goal. 
Now cast all illusions aside 
but reject disillusionment too'." 

Loyal? Yes, very. Stubborn? Perhaps, and also caught on the complex and 
unresolved relationship with the bitterly anti-Communist Norman. But more 
important than these personal factors was the commitment to 'my dialectic',26 'what 
I call Marxism':~7 the philosophical position which Lindsay had arrived at in the 
thirties and elaborated through the war, the debates, the Party meetings, the study 
and the work. 
He would not abandon the Communist Party because, for all its faults, it represented 
humanity struggling for at-onement with nature, and engagement with this struggle 
was a primary ethical and political responsibility. Communism was a moral 
compass, a guide through the tangled maze of history. 

It has happened all before, and yet 
it all has to happen. So it seems. 
Darker grows the manic threat 
and richer swell the answering dreams. 
Just past our straining fingertips 
it lies. And that's the very thing 
they said two thousand years ago, 
broken, with hope unslackening. 
At every gain, away it slips. 
In struggle, entire and strong it grows; 
the bonds of brotherhood hold fast. 
Someday the treacherous gap will close 

and we'll possess the earth at last." 

Lindsay was aware of the religious inflection of his stance and untroubled by it. His 
novels and histories referring to the rise of Christianity display great sympathy with 
salvationism. Like Georges Sorel, he was inclined to celebrate Communism's 
religious aspect. When Edith Sitwell became a Catholic in 1955 he confided to her 
that: 

I think the Reasons why I am a Communist are not so far from those 
which are impelling you to this step. Both Communism and Catholicism 
seek to express and incarnate the human universal in a concrete way .. .1 
have myself at times been very close to the Catholic creed ... The theme of 
acceptance or rejection of what I may call the sacramental unity with life 
is a main theme in my work." 

That religion and the struggle for humanity are at heart the same thing and that both 
are founded on poetry is a perception Lindsay took from William Blake, who had 
moved 'to the centre' of his being30 when he was an adolescent and to whom he 
returned throughout his life.11 
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The Poetic Genius is the true Man, and ... the body or outward form of 
Man is derived from the Poetic Genius ... As all men are alike in outward 
form, So (and with the same infinite variety) all are alike in the Poetic 
Genius ... all sects of Philosophy are from the Poetic Genius adapted to the 
weakness of every individual... 

As all men are alike (tho- infinitely various), So all Religions &, as all 
similars, have one source. 

The true Man is the source, he being the Poetic Genius.-" 

Lindsay's outlook was indelibly unmarked by the theory of the sublime given 
feverish expression in his father's artistic manifesto Creative Effort. Supposedly 
Nietzschean in inspiration, this curious text with its mighty abstractions of Mind, 
Art, Creativity, Life etc owes little to Nietzsche apart from a contempt for 
ordinariness. Its style is reminiscent of the tedious grandiloquence of Spiritualist 
and Rationalist propaganda. There is an unremitting diatribe against the 'stupid, 
blind, resentful mob'33 and 'feminine half-minds'.34 Life is a struggle, and just as 
well, 'for it is by the struggle man develops'. From struggle emerges a creative 
nobility of great artists, poets, musicians and thinkers, men like Nietzsche, 
Beethoven, Rubens, Shakespeare and Rabelais. Creative effort is the only thing that 
makes life worth living, the only thing that offers redemption from Death. As for 
death-fearing, life-denying, feminine, modem decadents, they should learn to be 
silent. 'If you cannot give a great effort to life, at least send no more base impulses 
down the centuries'. 35 
Nothing could be further from the dispassionate tone of Jack Lindsay's mature style. 
But Norman's insistence on the transcendent power of the created image remained 
compelling. In the end what makes life worth living is the conceiving and realising 
of vivid and exhilarating images, the distilled expressions of intense experience. 
Creative expression is the mark of 'life' as opposed to mere' existence'. 
The son never abandoned this idea. In an interview with me in 1984 he stressed that 
the poetic image had been his starting point and centre: 

1.L.: In my early youth I wanted to be a poet and nothing but a poet. From 
that various ideas about the function of culture and literature developed 
which applied in fields other than poetry. Nevertheless in a sense poetry 
as the creative essence of expression has always been my main interest ... 
P.G.: Can you enlarge on what you mean by 'poetry as the creative 
essence of expression '? 
1.L.: Well to begin with I was interested in the poetic image, the direct 
transformation of experience to some intense form, and the words which 
catch the structure and movement of that emotion. In a sense I would still 
see that as the essence of poetry, though of course it involves other 
elements as one carries it out - descriptive and all the rest. But in the 
sense that I'm speaking of poetry as a pervasive and continuing interest, it 
is the way in which words become part of life and in the process change 
life by understanding, by grasping its essence, structure and development.'· 

Looking back on the impact of the youthful reunion with his father in his 
autobiography he wrote that: 

The son feels that he must now defend the mother whom he has taken 
away, or must meet and overcome the father by becoming the latter more 
than he is himself - i.e. must absorb the essential qualities that make the 
father. and carry them to a position of yet greater power." 

Jack Lindsay found a way of both defending the mother (equated in Romantic 
fashion with the earth) and at the same time amplifying the qualities of the father. 
He achieved this synthesis by widening the theory of the sublime in Creative Effort. 
The struggle for unity was the mother-quest which was at the root of culture and 
history. 
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Though slightly perverse in condemning Lindsay for sharing the sins of the critical 
establishment which ostracised him, John Docker's discussion38 is a penetrating 
critique of this philosophy, even though Docker is concemed exclusively with the 
critical essays in Decay and RenewaP9 and takes no account of the broad sweep of 
Lindsay's thought or its place in twentieth century Marxism. So far the latter issues 
have been canvassed only by Bernard Smith.40 

Docker's main argument is that Lindsay is 'organicist', in that he relies on 'concepts 
of ambiguity, tension and reconciliation of opposites, and the criterion of organic 
oneness of parts and whole'. With Rene Wellek, Docker seems to assume that 
organicist concepts 'ultimately derive from German romanticism and post-Kantian 
idealism'.41 But in Lindsay's case at least this is doubtful. Unlike Lukacs, with 
whom he is in agreement on many points, Lindsay was not deeply influenced by 
Hegel. It is the influence of Blake which is pervasive. 
According to Docker, organicism is Lindsay's fundamental flaw. A host of other 
flaws stem from it: elitism, moralism, racism, sexism, historicism and romanticism. 
He argues that Lindsay's position implies contempt for popular culture and working 
class 'corruption'. 

Opposing elitism, Lindsay nevertheless sets up an elite of literary 
intellectuals, who can create true consciousness where the working class 
cannot even perceive that it lacks it; they can create wholeness in 
themselves, because of the power of art and the 'image', whereas the 
working class, without consciousness and broken in spirit by 'division' and 
'fragmentation' in the workplace, has lost touch with 'the human norms',4' 

Certainly there is evidence for this contention. For example, in 1962 a couple wrote 
to Lindsay criticising All on the Never Never for giving a 'misleading and harmful 
impression of the working class'. He replied that 'in the last few years I have 
decided that any effort to stress the positive aspect of things here is simply to tell 
lies'. The welfare state had 'produced an enormous advance in the bourgeoisification 
of the workers', and Britain was going the same way as the United States, where the 
working class supported Kennedy. Welfare state=hire purchase=prostitution.43 
But remarks like these must be set against Lindsay's criticism of Adorno, which 
ironically echoes Docker's criticism of Lindsay: pessimistic about the working 
class, elitist.44 Contemporary critics of his novels usually attacked them for 
depicting working class characters too simplistically, for 'idealising' them. The truth 
is, Lindsay was ambivalent about the issue, and probably had to be. The 
'corruption' of the working class is surely a problem for any politics that looks to 
it for beneficial social change, just as the 'corruption' of the powerful is a recurring 
problem for conservative philosophies. 
Docker is certainly correct in placing the idea of unity at the centre of Lindsay's 
philosophy. For him, the key idea was neither class conflict nor 'human liberation', 
but the quest for unity. This quest supplies the underlying rhythm of human history. 
Even in the 'fervent' period of his Marxism Lindsay was quite explicit about this. 

I have always tried (and this antedates my Marxism) to see man as a vital 
unity, What Marxism gave me was a method of seeing the vital relation 
of the psychic or perhaps one should say the psychosomatic whole .. '! think 
that if one has this idea and image of human wholeness, one must always 
work towards an extension of the understanding of the interrelated parts -
even if one at times prematurely seeks to establish an organic unit and in 
fact makes an abstraction,"' 

In this conception unity was not merely a prerequisite of class formation, an 
illustration of the dictum that solidarity is strength. Still less was it a matter of 
agitational expediency or a justification of 'democratic centralism'. In Marxist terms 
the struggle for unity could be expressed in terms of class struggle, alienation and 
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historical dialectics. But for Lindsay it is also the essential enlivening spirit of 
poetry, ritual, myth and art. It informs the way humanity sacramentalises the ebb 
and flow of human division and 'brotherhood', misery and contentment, death and 
rebirth. For him the idea of Communism therefore came to signify wholeness, 
equilibrium, and harmony with nature. 
Marx hated capitalism not only because it produces exploitation, but also because it 
creates social division between capitalist and worker, an insatiable need for profit 
and accumulation, and the even-increasing 'rationalisation' of work. In all these 
ways it deprives humanity of control over its destiny. Both Lindsay and Marx used 
the word 'alienation' to damn these 'dehumanising' effects of capitalism, but 
Lindsay's dislike of the 'cash-nexus' emphasised loss of joy and awareness rather 
than loss of control. The cash-nexus (his preferred target, much wider in historical 
scope that capitalism) destroys the beauties of nature, love, work and friendship by 
ignoring the rhythms of birth and death, decay and healing, division and union. 
Communism's goal is conceived as 'unity of man and nature, unity of man and 
man'.46 Marx and Lindsay were both 'romantic' in some sense, but the differences 
are striking. Marx's romanticism had a heroic inflexion, while Lindsay's was lyric. 
Docker is therefore correct in pointing out that Lindsay admired a 'lineage of 
romantic social theorists' which includes Carlyle, Ruskin and Morris (though not 
T.S. Eliot; Jack disliked him intensely). His Marxism belongs to what Ernst Bloch 
called the 'warm' stream, stressing human fulfilment rather than justice or rational 
social organisation.47 
Of course Lindsay was sympathetic to environmentalism, the chief contemporary 
legatee of romantic social thought. In the concluding chapter of his biography of 
William Morris he noted that 'the struggle against pollution and the destruction of 
the environment' was at the core of the latter's socialism and commented that: 

No doubt a sane world-society would find its energy-sources in sun, 
wind, and water, which alone are self-renewing and unpolluting. But 
Morris already knew that the only way in which the destructive tide would 
be turned was by the ending of commodity-production and all competitive 
systems. 

Hence the enormous relevance of News from Nowhere today, while it 
seemed largely an amiable fantasy and little more in the period between 
1890 and 1970. Only for those who can throw off the spell of an idea of 
progress based on ever-increased production is it possible to see any 
rational or happy future for mankind." 

It is unlikely that he had heard of Georgescu-Roegen's critique of economics -
'search as one may, in none of the numerous economic models in existence is there 
a variable standing for nature's perennial contribution'.49 But The Crisis in Marxism 
also stresses that production always 'takes place inside the world of nature'. More 
than once his later poetry gives a green twist to Zarathustra's injunction: 

I entreat you, my brothers, remain true to the earth, and do not believe 
those who speak to you of superterrestial hopes! ... To blaspheme the earth 
is now the most dreadful offence, and to esteem the bowels of the 
Inscrutable more highly than the meaning of the earth.'o 

If all aspects of culture exist in a (contradictory, evolving) unity, then the structure 
of science must reflect the historical and social situation which produces it, and if 
the created, synthesising image is what is liberating then something is radically 
wrong with Western scientific tradition with its claim of human empowerment 
through dissection and analysis. Marxism and Contemporary Science (1949) at
tacked 'mechanism' in the name of 'organic unity' and argued for a continuation of 
Engels' 'dialectics of nature'. In 1966 Lindsay endorsed the existentialist protest 
against the abstract character of science, adding that "I do not see how anyone can 
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seriously suggest that a Marxist cntIClsm of science from Galileo to Quantum 
Mechanics has even been begun in the simplest of terms' Y Such a project is 
implicit in the trilogy of books on Ancient Greek science written in the late sixties 
and early seventies.52 
Lindsay's hostility to the mechanism and reductionism of Western science, similar to 
that voiced today by James Lovelock and Rupert Sheldrake,53 was the basis of his 
hostility to nuclear physics - not just the practice, but the theory as well, as he often 
stressed. Nuclear fission and social fission are complementary expressions of 
alienation, or breakdown. 

The methodology of bourgeois science, being essentially reductive, 
mechanistically analytic, was concerned with breaking things down into 
their components without any accompanying interest in integrative 
processes. The logical result was the discovery of nuclear fission .. .I am 
not saying that nuclear fission is a subjective expression of bourgeois 
positions (fetishism, reification, reduction of people to things), but that in 
the complete perspective it is a combination of certain objective aspects of 
matter and of the subjective presuppositions of bourgeois science. 54 

In a letter he put it more bluntly: "I am totally opposed to nuclear physics in any 
form - and in its theory, which is the pis aller of science, inhibiting the discovery of 
integrative forms of energy".55 

Lindsay's vision of life and history as a conflicted groping simultaneously away 
from and towards unity is meant to explain realities, but it is not purely an empirical 
theory. The metaphors of 'phase', 'strain', 'breakdown' and 'breakthrough' which 
pervade his writing are not simply a rheological short-hand,56 but express a per
vading vision of the pattern underlying individual transformation and social change. 
Docker is incorrect in saying that the novel and drama were the focus of Lindsay's 
critical speculation, though this may be the impression given by Decay and Re
newal.57 Poetry was central to Lindsay's outlook, going much deeper than the 
whimsical habit of attaching verse epigrams to this books or his fascination for the 
youthful poetry of Turner and Marx.5R 
Here we return the issue of Lindsay's relative obscurity. Bernard Smith concedes 
that his lack of impact was not entirely an effect of his radical politics.59 Perhaps, 
he argues, Lindsay's many-sidedness and stupendous output were factors. How 
could so much writing on so many topics be taken seriously? Andy Croft quotes an 
old friend joking 'that he would have written the most important novel of the 
century - if only he had been shipwrecked on a desert island, with enough paper for 
just one book'.60 But fluency and prolixity do not necessarily disqualify a writer 
from serious consideration.61 The dissonance between Lindsay's romanticism and 
the prevailing intellectual and political climate was the key factor in explaining his 
lack of impact. After all, it is not your average socialist who suggests: 

decorating our places of work with masks and images as reminders, not of 
primitive fear, but of all that comes together to make men human and to 
build securely their place on earth.6' 

Ideas like this disturbed even his admirers. Robert Mackie and Neil Morpeth, while 
praising Lindsay's achievement, worry about the 'threads of utopian, even mystical, 
idealism' running through his work, which they associate with 'a deeply ambivalent, 
even contradictory, politics'.63 Perhaps, they even hint, he was touched by the same 
dark irrationalist brush that daubed fascism. To Docker also the idea of organic 
wholeness seems not only irrational and mystical but totalitarian, denying difference 
and the anarchic joys of carnival. 
At least some of these worries may be based on a misunderstanding. Lindsay would 
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have hotly disputed that the unity he had in mind was one of similarity and inertia, 
favouring the dead hand of communal imposition. The unity he had in mind was 
organic. living - and the distinguishing marks of the living are change and 
heterogeneity. In his novels the images that most often stand for unity are sex, 
celebration and drunkenness. 

Without Contraries is no progression."" 

Not all of Docker's objections to Lindsay have equal weight. For example, he 
discerns racist and sexist overtones in Decay and Renewal. Jack Lindsay. But he 
was born in 1900, grew up in a society in which sexism and racism were pervasive, 
and as a young man became infatuated with his father's masculinist and Eurocentric 
aesthetic. There is no question that he some times fell back on sexist imagery and 
ideas, and occasionally used terms with racist overtones. But while worthy of note, 
this hardly weighs against his militant egalitarianism and diverse affinities. He was 
a friend and enthusiastic promoter of Mulk Raj Anand and in Life Rarely Tells 
submits his relations with women to a fierce and humble questioning rare in the 
1950's. 
Docker plays up Lindsay's alleged sexism and racism because he believes that 
evolutionism and organicism imply sexist and racist attitudes. The 'phenomenological 
yearning for oneness with nature' leads to 'the dangerous romantic equation of 
woman and nature', while Lindsay's ambivalent admiration of 'tribal' communities 
is supposedly tainted with Eurocentrism.h5 But these points are debatable. Women 
= nature is an equation many feminists would be happy to accept. And the word 
'tribe' has no racial connotations for Lindsay. In his usage it most often refers to 
pre-Classical Mediterranean and early Teutonic societies. 
Perhaps what underlies Docker's antipathy to Lindsay is discomfort with his 
language. 'The major burden of [Lindsay's] analysis is not a sociological critique 
in terms of class, but a moral and metaphysical critique pursued in a religious 
language of good and evil' .hh 

It is true that for Lindsay morality transcends class. The ultimate measure of value 
for him is what he tendentiously calls 'the human essence'. This is why he feels 
enabled to make judgements across societies and epochs, something a sociological 
critique cannot permit, because for sociology standards of judgement are the product 
of specific societies and epochs. The problem for Lindsay is that the very existence 
of a 'human essence' is arguable, and any claim about it seems impossible to verify. 
The problem for Docker's position is that it grows into doubt the possibility of 
judgement. Morality and aesthetics become descriptions of social norms and cease 
to be guides to action. Within such a relativist framework politics is reduced to the 
strategic interaction of perceived interests - a state of affairs which is 'corrupt' in 
Lindsay's terms. Agnes Heller argues that Marx: 

tends to treat concepts of need as non-economic categories, and 
therefore as not subject to definition within the economic system .. .it is 
necessary to create the positive category of a 'system of non-alienated 
needs', the full evolution and realization of which we place at a future 
point when the economy itself can also be subordinated to the 'human' 
system of needs.o7 

Whether or not it is Marx's, Lindsay would certainly have agreed with this view. 
For him human history is the narrative of the alienation of people from their 
'essence'. 
In early classless society there was already alienation, which is intrinsic to the 
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human condition. Myth, ritual and art assuaged the 'primal division'. In class 
society alienation took on a new pitch, and 'religion proper takes over, expressing 
both the pang of alienation from nature and the inner division of society, and at the 
same time justifying the situation, making it again natural, a necessary part of the 
universe'.6x This is why religion is of central importance in social evolution. 
The Anatomy of Spirit (1937) presents a vivid account of religious evolution which 
is similar to Max Weber's. In the old empires: 

the net of mercantile relations was creating the sense of the essential 
kinship of all human beings ... Yet by its exploitations it seemed to mock 
the emotion it created. The more the intuition of human unity clarified, the 
more dreadful grew the sense of thwarting evil, of frustrating fate.'" 

Thus the breakdown of clan unity was accompanied by a growing sense of human 
unity. The contradiction produced Christianity and the other salvation religions, in 
which 'the human being, baffled of social unity, fell back on a persona formulation 
rooted in a schematic representation of the family'. 
From this analysis Lindsay drew the conclusion that 'class-society alternately, and 
simultaneously, stimulates the hope of security and the despair of it, the idea of a 
universal family-bond and the idea of each-for-himself. At each stage the productive 
advance expresses itself by a richer abstraction of unity' .70 At this point Lindsay's 
analysis of antiquity joins Marx's analysis of capitalism, in which also 'the driving
force that made the struggle for the truth and for genuine unity possible lay in the 
inner contradictions of the system'. 71 

Docker objects to Lindsay's historicism and dismisses his evolutionary assumptions 
as 'meta-anthropological speculations' which 'fall into a whole morass of marxist 
amateur anthropologizing'. It is true that Lindsay frequently fell back on the 
unilineal schema which were going out of anthropological vogue by the time he 
adopted them. Some of his assertions are dubious, although other aspects are 
worked through with enormous erudition and persuasiveness. But surely the 
insistence on a long-term historical understanding of humanity is a valuable 
corrective to the anti-evolutionary tendencies prevailing in the humanities and social 
sciences for decades. In the academies, evolutionism was routed by a cross
disciplinary push towards structuralism and functionalism in the early twentieth 
century, a trend exemplified by Saussure, lB. Watson, Malinowski and I.A. 
Richards. Diachronic explanation came to be widely regarded as less substantial 
than synchronic theory, as Ernest Nagel's influential text argued.72 Some, like Saussure 
and Radcliffe-Brown, rejected historical approaches in their disciplines altogether. 
At the same time Modernism in the arts was busily proclaiming its own break from 
history: 

Imagine all this junk. which till now has been spread out over the soil like 
a dry crust (wrote Le Corbusier of the centre of Paris), cleared off and 
carted away and replaced by immense clear crystals of glass, rising to a 
height of over 600 feet!" 

Who today regrets that Corbusier's Radiant City was not built? Were B.E Skinner, 
Talcott Parsons, Levi-Strauss and Althusser really less speculative and metaphysical 
than the evolutionists they supplanted? But meanwhile a vital dimension of culture 
and experience has tended to be marginalized. As the largely hostile reception 
accorded sociobiology shows, there remains a considerable residue of antipathy to 
the idea that the distant past has a reality, that the world is not created afresh from 
moment to moment - or from the time when someone records its existence. The 
Crisis in Marxism puts forth a still relevant challenge in asserting that because class 
societies have existed for only a small fraction of human history, they exist in 
tension with 'the human essence'. 
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For the vastly longer period there were groups co-operating in the 
transfonnation of nature through the tool and the word. The tool and its 
accompanying fonns of communication are what constitute the human 
essence. With the advent of class societies the situation grows ever more 
complex. but the human essence remains the same.'· 

About the mastersingers' art, Hans Sachs explains that: 

in the wilderness of their troubles 
they fonned for themselves an image. 
so that there might stay with them 
a memory of youthful love. 
clear and finn. 
a reminder of spring." 

This observation is uncannily apt for Lindsay, whose life and works display just the 
kind of conflicted unity his own dialectic would lead us to expect. Often he brooded 
on time, the tangled threads of history and 'the involving thread' of his own life, and 
how 'we move ahead ... yet stay in part where we began/in the stark timeless noon of 
Pan'.76 In such moods a sense of loss came upon him, a memory of the rapture of 
his poetry-drunken youth, 'the flower's burning-glass and the loop of red birds in 
flight'. As he questioned Robert Fitzgerald, 

You and I still converse. 
but where is that reckless truth 
where the oracular answers? 
A wild bird in my hands I caught 
and told it to have no fear. 
But what can a wild thing hear 
in the cage of loving hands? 
I gave it back to the skies. 77 
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NIKKI GEMMELL 

Here is a Woman 

Here is a woman. She has been seen around Darwin for the past month or so, she 
is not forgettable. The skin is smooth, so smooth, there is no smile there never is. 
There are few lines to betray age, it is impossible to tell how old, mid thirties, 
maybe, no, who knows. She is very beautiful, in a mannered sort of way, red lips, 
city dress. It does not fit up here. What is she doing on this bus. 

She is on a tourist bus, chartered from Darwin, for those who do not have a four 
wheel drive and want to go to the open day of the Gunbalanya community in 
Arnhem Land. Today the once a year no permits required open day in the only 
aboriginal community in Arhem to open up their world to white people. She is on 
the bus, front seat left hand side, behind stretch many other single women and a few 
men, some couples, but mostly single women. The others, red black yellow beads 
twisted around the handle of a bag, the islander print t-shirts, the committed faces. 
But her. A large signature shopping bag is placed resolutely on the adjacent seat. 
The bus driver instinctively knows not to begin a conversation. The face is turned 
resolutely to the side window. It does not seem to register the jabiru buffalo spiral 
palms stretching into the distance as the bus sweeps toward Kakadu. There is a 
buzz among the others as the bus passes the columns that signal the entrance to the 
National Park, but the face turned resolutely does not register, maybe it is looking 
at the face in the window, not registering. 
It does not register as the bus screeches to a halt deep into the park and then does 
a painful turnaround as the driver realises he's gone the wrong way. It does not 
register when the woman behind pokes her head through the divide in the seats and 
says "No tourist bus has ever been into Arnhem Land before, isn't it exciting, they 
don't know where they're going!", and then withdraws in pained, embarrassed 
silence when there is no response. 

It registers, barely, as the bus sweeps out of Kakadu and into the secret world 
beyond and the beauty of the land intensifies and in the bus the low hum of sporadic 
conversation bubbles over. 
-Are we here 
-thought there'd be roadblocks 
-waterlilies! 
-forgot my wildlife identi 
-or rangers or something, you know, to check for permits 
-sheer bloody embarrassment if you don't have clearance, and a huge fine, and they 
impound your 
-so this is Amhem Land! 
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The neck strains, a millimetre or two. 
It turns sharply, as the bus sweeps along the ring road by the town that has 
"restricted area" signs set up on drums by the entrance to all the access roads. And 
when the bus halts in the dusty carpark on the township outskirts by the row upon 
row of four wheel drives the body momentarily slumps back into the seat, waiting 
while the rest of the push people trundle impatient out, then slowly gathers up the 
bag as at the end of a long journey to a place one doesn't particularly want to be at 
in the first place. 
It is a school fete. The Italian sandals step gingerly onto the red earth, the 
sunglasses are settled resolutely on the nose, the bag is hugged across the front of 
the body. She hesitates, looks back to the town, checks her watch, walks through 
the school gates. 
Walks past the mining display with the stickers "Support mining - Australia needs 
another billion dollars". Walks past the bark painting raffle, hesitates by the elders 
in a circle, the didgeridoo, the clapsticks. Walks on. Stops, stares at the shy, 
striving to be sensitive whites until the photo opportunity and then in a flash the 
press conference of ordinary people crowding around the face of the old man, the 
body of a woman lying in the dust with the dog, the children piled on the top of the 
slippery dip who suddenly stop their laughter and are silent. Never asked if their 
picture can be taken. The frenzy subsides, the white people drift away smug, 
basking in the afterglow of knowing there is a good picture itching to be developed, 
ah yes Arnhem Land, been there done that. 
She checks her watch. Walks on, to the open fires of the eating area. Stares, for 
many minutes, at the ferocious red black wildness of the turtle meat, ripped apart in 
chunks, two-dollars-fifty-a-piece. After many more minutes she hesitates, picks up 
a turtle egg, feels its rubbery heaviness, shyly shakes her head at the "go-an mada, 
dolla fir you". Settles for pieces of barbequed barramundi, fresh from the South 
Alligator River, a delicate chunk of grey magpie geese flesh, a hunk of bush damper 
smothered in dripping margarine. Three tentative bites, and in the bin. 
She checks her watch. Finds herself caught among people crowding panic pushing 
around a small table with a cardboard notice "sacred rock painting tour ten dollar". 
She checks her watch, waits, signs, makes her way to the jeep, finds a window seat 
and stares resolutely out the window. 
It is a short drive to an outcrop then an awkward climb of vertical rock ledges, loose 
stones, narrow chasms. She arrives at the summit with the last, after the aboriginal 
guide has finished mumble shy explaining the grand spread of every animal ever 
seen in the region crowding in on one another across the ceiling of the rock ledge. 
A super eight camera is set up, people wander off to roam, the more enterprising 
pull out waterbottles. She shies away from a proffered cup. Moves away, sits in the 
coolness underneath the painted ceiling, her fingers tracing again and again the 
small, perfectly rounded mixing well that has been worn away in rock, ten thousand 
years of worn away, as simple and beautiful as a Brancusi. "Amazing the things 
you could do with a scrubbing brush", laughs the man who has followed her to the 
ledge and has been trying to explain how he's been looking for uranium in Kakadu 
for a Japanese mining company, his hat casually brushing against the low overhang 
of the ochre covered ceiling. Her eyes tum to him, she stares and stares, her face 
registers nothing. 
The jeep screeches back to the school carpark in a fanfare of dust. She checks her 
watch, three hours before the bus leaves, and walks quietly out of the back gate of 
the schoolyard. The fires are being stoked down, people stretch sleepily on bare 
earth, the SES volunteers in their bright orange overalls go up and down, up and 
down the banyon tree on ridiculously short ropes, where just before the didgeridoo, 
the dancing had been. The headmaster begins calling out the bark painting raffle 
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winners on the school verandah. No-one claims, so he calls out a second number, 
a third number as she walks away into the distance, past the "restricted area" signs, 
into the township, past the tinshack houses, the satellite dishes, the cars consisting of 
little else but a steering wheel, a gear stick, a bull bar. Past the litter, everywhere. 
She looks and looks, for something, there are no people it is resolutely deserted. 
Stops. Turns in a circle on the spot, to voices, laughter. Three old men, in the shade 
of a towering frangipani. She hesitates, walks toward them, hesitates, strides ahead. 
-Excuse me, Freddy Nungari, is he, is he here, where can I find him. Something in 
her voice, her face. They eye her shrewdly and after a long contemplation, the 
eldest 
-Ah missus he no wanna go back 
-I'm not here to -
-He belong 'ere, happy away from big city and no-one no white woman ever gonna 
-Yes I know. I just want to see him about -
The eldest laughs, gleefully. 
-You wanna see Freddy numbertwo, he the boy, yeah! 
Exasperation, despair. 
-Yes. Yes where. 
-Over there missus. 
A house like any of the other houses. 
She hesitates, steps away, more laughter, as she steps away across the wide stretch 
of street. 
-He big boy now, but you know, he don't wanna become a man, too bloody scared 
of it! Laughter, laughter. 
Two pairs of impossibily thin legs sticking out of the shadow. She strides forward, 
purposely, panicy. Stops too abruptly before them. 
-Freddy? 
Silence, then something inaudible, then quietly, gravely, the journey is over "and is 
this ... " 
The three of them go inside. 
Twenty minutes maybe half an hour. She steps into the sun, alone in the wide 
sweep of the street, a truck rumbles past watering down the dust of the road and she 
barely sees it. There is no resolution. She walk wanders. To a church, a shed, 
broken fly screen for windows, haphazard rows of orange plastic chairs, a meagre 
cross silhouetted on a ledge, a fly stained notice tacked to the back wall from a 
missionary in South Australia, asking for money. She sinks into a chair, her head 
flopped in her hands, and after many minutes takes a slip of paper from her bag, 
stares, takes out an ink pen, crosses something out, writes something in. Stands, 
clutching the paper in hand, strides out, through the town back to the dusty carpark 
the schoolground where there are children with sores clustered around the ankles of 
skinny legs and the white people with the cameras clicking clicking and she sees it 
all around her crumples the paper and flings it away. Goes back to the bus, sits in 
its darkness for two hours until it pulls away from Arnhem land, on that once a year 
day, buzzing with chatter about green ant soup and great photoes and did you buy 
the cloth and how could they eat those termite mound things. She stares, resolutely, 
out the window. 

I have picked up the paper, smoothed it out. Seen before me a woman, front seat 
left hand side, a fling nearly twenty years ago and now a child. The paper is a birth 
certificate. Mother, Margaret Cameron. Father unknown. A son, Timothy James 
Cameron, b.15/8/72 Adelaide Hospital. She has crossed out Timothy James 
Cameron, she has written in Freddy Nujmbatu. 
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BRIGID LOWRY 

Bitter-Sweet 

My son sits eating his breakfast. His head is bowed over his bowl of cereal 
and warm milk. He will have an orange if I cut it into quarters and then he will eat 
two pieces of toast spread thickly with peanut butter. Every day the same. 

"Do you want some more?" I ask him. 
"No, thanks," he answers. 
The question. The answer. The ritual. 
I cling to the rituals. When he rides his bike up the drive I must say "Ride 

carefully, mind out for cars!" in the hope that the power of my magic words will 
keep him safe. My cousin's eight year old son got killed by a truck because he 
didn't look both ways, so it does not seem to me that my fears are entirely 
unreasonable. It is just that there are so many of them that sometimes they tend to 
crowd my mind and weary me. 

"I'll see you at the sports," I yell, but he is gone already, his skinny legs 
pedalling like crazy and the rusty bike careering round the corner. 

Today the sky is as grey as an old school raincoat. I pick two shrivelled 
blossoms off the hibiscus bush and go inside. My son's pyjamas smell of child and 
I pick them up off the floor and put them under his pillow. The house is empty. 
The morning is all mine. 

I don't want it. I am too close to some kind of edge. I am alone with a head 
full of worrying. I am alone with too many thoughts. I am an old grey raincoat, 
dull and creased. I am a broken marriage statistic and I am not used to it yet. I am 
frightened of everything: decisions, loneliness, money, anger, guilt and the future. I 
worry about everything. Did my son brush his hair? Does his teacher be kind to 
him? Will it rain this afternoon and ruin the sports? Let him do well in his race, 
not for me but for him. His little hopes are so big. 

Such a plethora of worrying. It can be partially stemmed by frenzied activity. 
I find security in order, in endless fiddling with minor domestic details. I cook. I 
clean. I tidy. I empty the rubbish baskets twice a day. I pick flowers and arrange 
them just so, in front of the mirror in my bedroom, as elegant and false as a photo 
in Vogue magazine. I arrange all my earrings on the Chinese tray. I make little 
shopping lists and write cheerful letters to my sisters far away. However frantically 
occupied I am, things I do not want to contemplate come to me. I remember my 
sisters telling me how long their marriages had lasted, and how we joked about me 
setting a record. One lasted fourteen years. I made it to nine, against all odds. So 
where is my trophy for second place? 

Nine years. An unmeasurable distance. All those days and nights, the rough 
bits and good bits, the plans, the fights, the journeys ... all those meals and 
negotiations and afternoons and mornings. All that trying hard and never quite 
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getting it right. And then came the end. You can add up the possessions: a house, 
a garden, two cars, a trailer, the telly and the furniture. You can say "We have a 
son." 

Divide nine by Christmas time, multiply possibilities by birthdays. A Chinese 
puzzle we never quite solved. Was it my anger? Was it his silence? Perhaps we 
just lacked the lost art of contentment. I needed a supermarket full of equanimity. 
I wanted ease and acknowledgement. I wanted something sweet. I trusted in 
happy-ever-after, believed in fairy dust... And now I am crumbling to bits. 

I left him. I actually did it, gave up and packed up and went. There is no 
victory in it. I still love him in a way, but there was nothing good between us 
anymore. So here I am. I have a new house. I fill the days with nothing. I have 
no idea who I am now I am no longer a part of that which consumed me all those 
years. I don't know how to divide a son into two equal parts, or to hurry the pain 
away and feel alive and smooth again. 

I vaccuum. I hang out the washing. I make carrot cake. I have a shower and 
wash my hair with shampoo that smells of lemons. I look in the mirror and tell 
myself I look pretty good but I don't really believe it. I put on the blue dress and 
take it off and put on the grey one with spots, because I am going to the school and 
it makes me look normal. I want to look like every other mother. I put on brown 
eyeshadow and fluff up my hair. I make some rye bread toast with alfalfa sprouts 
and ricotta, and drink two cups of tea. It is half-past twelve, time to go. I lock the 
house and hide the key and I walk up the street, past neat little gardens of lawns and 
roses. Past the dead-eyed houses and down the deserted suburban streets to the 
school. 

The field is lined with cars and station wagons. There are ribbons and gay 
pennants. The sun has come out and the oval looks very festive. There are 
hundreds of kids. Each faction is dressed in their color: red, yellow, blue, green. 
My son is in Rutherford, which is blue, and they are ahead on points, or so the 
disembodied voice on the loudspeaker tells me. As I walk across the field I realise 
that once more I have failed in my primary objective. I do not look like every other 
mother. Every other mother has a track suit on. At his old school I would have 
worn my tracksuit and the other women would have been wearing dresses. We have 
changed suburbs and they have changed the rules. These mothers sit in groups and 
have eskies laden with chips and cordial, which are in tum laden with preservatives 
and artificial everything. These women do not eat alfalfa sprouts and ricotta on rye 
bread. They eat margarine and ham on thin white sliced bread, and supermarket 
sponge rolls with jam and plastic cream, which is why they are all rather large. I 
defend my differentness with this piece of bitchiness, but I feel no better. 

Anyway, here I am, now. 
I do not know anyone and I sit down on the grass, opposite the blue team. 

wave to my son and he waves a small wave back. Just a small wave, he likes to 
blend into the crowd himself. The children all cheer wildly for people wearing the 
same color as they wear. They have gone overboard with color. The red team have 
red mousse on their hair and pink-zinc war paint. There is a tall girl with long 
blonde hair sprayed silvery blue. She is like a wraith from the underworld, weird 
and cobwebbed. We didn't have colored mousse when I was a kid. Thinking this 
separates and imprisons me. My approach is all wrong. I should be enjoying the 
mousse, the changes, the day. Fluid with the flow, gracious about changes, that's 
what I wish I was, and am not. 

Some things don't change, though. There are still little fat kids that can't run 
and break your heart as they valiantly thunder up the field, way behind the rest, 
sneaking a look sideways and only seeing that indeed they have come last. They 
walk away from the finishing line casually, as if defeat means nothing. I ache for 
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them; I was always a slow one. The winners are rounded up by eagle-eyed teachers 
in Reeboks and shorts, and they stand on a little podium to have ribbons pinned on 
their chests. The mothers have red, blue, yellow or green ribbons on their hats and 
yell fierce encouragements as the kids pelt down the track. Green faction nearly 
always comes last, and blue is still on a winning streak. I am wishing to hell I was 
somewhere safe, somewhere else. My chest and stomach are tight with anxiety. 
The fact that I know this to be absurd makes no difference at all, doesn't soothe me 
in the slightest. My son is about to run. The voice announces the ten year old boys' 
race and I see him in his favorite turquoise shirt, far away at the end of the track. 
He looks smaller than all the other boys and I am burdened by all my own failures 
and terrified with fear at possibly being about to witness one of his. I am ashamed 
to be a mother who never grew up, so small in my emotions, but it can't be helped. 
The ten year old boys are lined up and ready. The gun sounds. They are running 
like hell, seven little boys: red, blue, yellow, green. 

It is hard to look but this is what I came for, to watch my son running. Loud 
public displays of maternal pride are not in my code of acceptable behaviour, but 
inside I am yelling, GO, GO, GO! His little face is screwed up and angry with 
effort and he races past me, past the other kids and wins. Comes in first, by maybe 
an inch. Holy Shit! I burst into tears because I am proud of him, because I wish 
his father was here, because life is bitter-sweet, because he did good, because in this 
he is not the loser. 

We walk home slowly in the sun, and eat ice-cream to celebrate. Sweet 
creamy success, transitory and lovely. I take a photogrph of him in his first-place 
ribbon, in front of the hibiscus bush, to send to his father. The boy is filled with 
contentment. He decides to get a book on athletics from the library, to run around 
the block every morning, that I must time him. His dreams are Olympic in stature. 
He has two bits of carrot cake and no homework, so he goes to play with his friend 
down the street. 

"Be back at five," I say. "Be careful, don't talk to strangers." 
"God, Mum," he says, and is gone. 
I feel good now, brew some tea to drink outside, gather up my book. I'm 

thinking that we could drive down the coast for a holiday, put in a vege garden, get 
ourselves a cat. The afternoon is warm and languid. It is all mine and I want it and 
I fall asleep on the porch. 
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Falcons 

84 

CATHERINE CONZATO 

My father, old hunter, had a Falcon first. 
White hood, copper flanks, beige -
upholstery. 
Secondhand from John Coote. 

Coming home in the night the hub caps fall off. 
Bush, grey stilling worlds of it 
had gulped up all four. 
In the morning four country kids would play roulette 
or frisbee the cows. 

On the roof in this place we have Falcons unmoored, 
milling billing rank by 
rank unmooring, milling billing again. 
They are crusty old inventions 
of fray. 

In a swarm, 
cock-eyed, 
they would eat John Coote 
his Chargers, Fairmonts, and old tin wrecks. 
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REVIEWS 
R.F. Brissenden, Sacred Sites, The Phoenix 
Review, Bistro Editions 1990. 

Sacred Sites is the volume of poems that 
Bob Brissenden published not long before he 
died. It is bequeathed to us as a final offering 
in the quiet and accomplished progress of one 
of Australia's finest poets, and which many 
would agree is probably the peak of his 
achievement. All his earlier books of poems, 
from Winter Matins onwards have been so 
successful that the quality of such a peak comes 
as no surprise. 

It is from the first section of poems, 
"Sacred Sites" that the whole volume takes its 
title, which is relevant as its idea also reaches 
here and there into the following sections. For 
all their physical contact during the ever 
quickening receptivity of the poet's growth of 
mind, for all their role in his memory, such sites 
are especially sacred once they are fixed in 
poetry: Pleasant Hills, Cowra, Leros, UlufU, 
South Coast Midden, the sites along a life's 
traverse from the childhood of a country school, 
of listening to a father reading Masefield's 
Ga/lipoli, of after school lingering over malted 
milks with teasing unattainable girls, of a Three 
Musketeers boy-friendship and then of the in
bed readings to discover his literary heroes, 
Keats, Horace, Byron, but pre-eminently Byron 
who is to assume his own alter ego poet-figure 
heading towards Missolonghi, the most haunting 
sacred site of all. 

The second section, the five poems of "A 
Country Childhood", takes its place as a quiet 
interlude. Exquisite and simple lyrics, they 
innocently belong to a time before "Pleasant 
Hills: Anzac Day, 1938". The deaths of Rufus, 
Grandad, and the trapped rabbits neither disturb 
nor haunt: 

Living 
He did not think of being alive 
Or dying. 

Death 
Was something that happened 
To other people. 

And in its quiet it is an interlude that 
heightens the power and poignancy of the 
poems that follow. 
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For Bob Brissenden, Byron was always a 
favourite poet. Wallace Stevens became an
other, a poet whose gauze of contemplation 
even his most admiring votaries can rarely 
thread lightly or completely unrnesh. There is 
no touch of Stevens in this book. Byron is 
passion, tears, humour, adventure, a legend 
transcending his own poetry. Byron is flesh and 
blood. He returns in "Remittance Man: Aubade 
at Newstead Station." It does not matter 
whether Newstead Station exists or not, it 
merges with Newstead, near Nottingham, as a 
site vivid within the poet's horizon. But it is in 
the war poems "The M.O. Remembers The 
Nek, Gallipoli, 7th August, 1915" and "Two 
Poems Found on the Body of an Australian 
Light Horseman After the Attack on the Nek" 
and in especially the latter that Byron enters 
most strongly. In the former, where two 
brothers-in-law soldiers, both bereaved by the 
death of a woman in childbirth, wife of one and 
sister of the other, are in a dugout, the former 
husband 

Scribbles by candle-light: ballades, pantoums, 
Byronic verses. 

He smiles 
And says: 'Not twenty miles from here Achilles 
Sulked, Patroclus died, and Hector's corpse was 
dragged in the dust around the walls of Troy. 
And twenty miles the other way Lord Byron, 
Like Leander, swam the Hellespont.' 

The two men, after the death of the mother and 
child, had woke 

to a glaring 
empty day, dry-throated sick and shaking, 
to find we were at war - thank God! 

It was the war 
That saved us. 

In the second, which is a letter to Lord 
Byron, one exile to another, the soldier addresses 
Byron from his grave, the Byron who now 
restlessly looks to discard the turmoil and 
boredom of his wanderings, scorning and 
holding life lightly and ready to risk death 
through a cause, like Liberty, as an atonement: 

If Missolonghi killed you, yet it made 
You too - dying you knew just how ironic 
An end it was. and also how Byronic. 

So too, the poet of this book: 

This hand shakes now, but it has touched 
..... the mound at Missolonghi 
That covers all the dumb heroic dead. 
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Bob Brissenden, suffering for many years 
from Parkinson's disease, reached his 
Missolonghi after a life that strikes a strong 
affinity with this hero. There is much about the 
lives of both that is shared, the love of good 
wine, the love of good company and conversa
tion, much shared in their poetry's spark and 
verve, a sense of outdoor freshness, a feeling for 
light on the sea, whether among the Isles of 
Greece or along an Australian shoreline: 

Diving for Octopus in that glassy water 
you can see twenty fathoms down. Draw 
breath 
At the surface and the smell of summer 
herbs 
From the sun-filled hill-sides seems to 
flood your body. 

There we found our love: there on the sand 
our children 
laughed, licking sea-salt from naked skin. 

Bob Brissenden has been spoken of as a 
poet of quiet and assured voice, grace and 
beautiful craftsmanship, but, although such 
appraisal is true, it is not enough. What 
strikingly gives life to his poems is their robust 
pulse and fibre, the pulse of strong rhy~hm and 
adept phrasing in clean and controlled hnes, the 
fibre of sensuous imagery and the urgency of 
what his heart has to sing and declare. In 
drawing attention to the importance of a poem's 
content, and remembering Ruskin's "great art is 
pre-eminently and finally the expression of the 
spirits of great men", it is well to point out how 
this poet's thorough grounding in the classics 
enriches his poetry, how it refuses to dismiss the 
roots of a great tradition while venturing 
forward its own fine branches of things local 
and Australian. 

There are a number of poems which have 
escaped mention but which continue the book's 
high level of accomplishment, "First Light at 
Wilson's Valley" "The Old Track" "Leaves 
From Dodona" and the series "Top End: Notes 
from a Journey". One of the greatest gifts a 
writer can be blessed with is a sense of humour, 
and with this Bob Brissenden was blessed 
indeed. It sparks in many pages, perhaps 
liveliest of all in "The Shearer's Yam", a 
romping, rhyming ballad around a game of 
draw poker. For a moment we can forget 
Missolonghi, reading 
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.... .it's how 
you win or lose that matters: it's the game 
and not the gel!. What counts is style -
mere cash is here and now. 
In the Last Great Hand all cards are worth 
the same. 

Sacred Sites is a heartening book. 

Alec Choate 

Pamphlet Poets Series One, ed. Gary Anson. 
Number One, John Bray, Tobacco; A Valedictory. 
Number Two, Sarah Day, Untitled. Number 
Three, Rosemary Dobson, Seeing and Believing. 
Number Four, Paul Hetherington, Mapping 
Wildwood Road. Number Five, Jennifer 
Maiden, Bastille Day. Number Six, Thomas 
Shapcott, In The Beginning. 

While some literary journals occasionally print a 
series of poems by a single poet, it is not the 
usual practice; yet reading a small selection of 
poems has always seemed to me a highly 
attractive way of savouring the latest from a 
known poet, or discovering the style and 
potential of a new one. Attending a lengthy 
reading is of course one other way, and a 
dynamic one, but with the obvious limi~tions. 
Now the National Library of Austraha has 
released the first of its Pamphlet Poets Series. 
Edited by Gary Anson, it features the work of 
six poets from six states, three men, three 
women, and ranging from the very well 
established to one yet to publish a book. 

Each pamphlet contains eight poems and 
comes in a wrap-around cover or wallet. And 
yes, reading them is a delight, not only for the 
generally high quality and variety of poetry. and 
for this chance to escape the customary pIece
meal presentation of poems, other than in book 
form, but also for having only eight poems to 
read. It means not having to confront an entire 
book. 

The pamphlets themselves are attractively 
printed and designed, which certainly adds to 
the pleasure, though I must indicate an objection 
to a space allocation where the title of each 
poem frequently occupies the entire page 
opposite the actual poem. A closer layout 
would allow both more poetry and greater 
variety in poem length. As it is, this blank page 
nicety tends to make the pamphlets a bit 
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precious. 
The poets themselves are very different 

and I applaud the choice of such variousness. 
My favourites are Rosemary Dobson, Tom 
Shapcott and Jennifer Maiden. Dobson's poems 
are close to being but are not quite a sequence, 
a lyrical and exacting delineation of ageing and 
illness. This is poetry to truly savour. Much 
less jumpy than the hospital poems of Gwen 
Harwood, these are equally intense and look full 
face on to the shifts and paradoxes of their 
topic. Quite literally, at times 

One day the dark fell over my eye. 
It was like a blind drawn halfway down 

Two poems are about eyesight and there are 
recurring references to seeing, to premonition, 
and to double perception: of the outer and the 
inner, and the shaken, shadowy worlds 

Friends die, one after another; 
each time a dark disorder 
A ceaseless banging of shutters. 

The poems reveal edges, anxieties; they work, 
for all their reference to shadow and blurring, 
with a sharp line and a winning clarity, making 
me think of her years of homage to painters and 
painting. These are strong but subtle, no 
melodrama here, just directness, as the poet 
receives through notation and introspection ... 
the ritual of experiencing, of knowing, all the 
way through 

That her eyes should open briefly to look 
on nothing, 

A flash of blue that repeats the unanswered 
question, 

How long, how much further? 

One of the most characteristic tendencies 
of Thomas Shapcott's writing is the placing of 
specific events and processes into much larger 
worlds and perspectives - of art or history, or 
time itself, as in a poem such as "Numbers", 
wryly conceptualising and translating our sense 
of progress 

... how the Twentieth Century 
begins to thump back like the echo of a 

prison door 

This translation process is apparent in most of 
these poems, happening through a kind of 
reluctance to look at mere surface, though one 
poem here is simply light fun. As is another of 
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the poet's characteristics: irony and celebration 
side by side. Even more specifically, he's 
preoccupied with the double reach backwards 
and forwards in time, of the self seen through 
behavioural and physical attributes. From one 
of my favourite poems in his pamphlet, "Re
discovering deja vu" 

But the surprise was not place, it wasn't 
time 

like a ratchet-wheel, it was the other home 

never your own, claiming you. Such a 
way, a long way 

to be caught in the net cast not the other 
day 

but back in the genes of the old computer 
god 

who sang the beginning, and liked what he 
heard. 

The Jennifer Maiden selection shows her 
usual precision and attack, poems that sit up, 
alert and given to subtle but clear insights. As 
in the imagery of Nelson and Winnie Mandela 
on their great public and rhetorical tour of New 
York - she captures its rich sense of paradox, its 
tone of one thing transmuting into another 

to be seen to be free and to show 
freedom's virile exuberance - at least 
in the small strength of a smile. His wife 
is robust with relief, defiant with it, 
and her movements are a little abrupt 
still from that violence of waiting. 

There is a sharp knowingness in that last 
observation. Her work also is quite various, 
concluding with an oblique and delightful poem 
on snow in Australia where the very thinness of 
Australian snow is what makes it real 

not 
surfed on, skied on, swam in drowned 
or died in, but like a hungry young white 

cat, 
it can obviously 

spring thinly and fill the air, 
not somewhere else, but here 

What a delicious simile that is, made between 
cat and snow. 

I feel a bit driven to grumble here, at the 
awkwardness of discussing all six of the 
pamphlets, especially when it is the series itself 
that deserves the attention. But to continue ... I 
should say the next three poets interested me 
somewhat less, but in ways that are themselves 
interesting. Sarah Day's poems are technically 
fine, especially in their sparkling variety of 
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diction and their quirky exuberance. She is an 
inventive and highly observant poet. For all 
their richness of language, I feel her subjects 
here are not always producing poems greater 
than the sum of the parts, as if she has not, in 
these poems anyway, found fully compelling 
contacts. When she does find it the depth and 
expertise is impressive. I look forward to her 
next full length book. 

John Bray is very formal in style, fre
quently witty and light hearted in content - a 
delight really. Some marvellous, knockabout 
entertainment here, then, and high humour. 
Although the more serious of his poems I find 
rather ponderous, too much of another era in 
manner and decorum to arrest me. 

Paul Hetherington has not yet published a 
collection. The idea of having a less established 
poet in the series is innovative and generous, it 
seems to me, provided the poet has eamed it 
through quality of work. Hetherington's poems 
sound assured enough and he does not actually 
trip, his balance is good. His voice is quiet, 
even gentle. Yet for all the apparent modesty I 
find his work self-referential without achieving 
depth or power; and its low key ordinariness 
tends to the mannered and the flat, especially as 
each poem sounds very much like the others. 
This is made worse by the essential abstraction 
of it. A disappointment, then, in this selection. 

Congratulations, however, to the National 
Library, and may the series prosper. The library 
can now place a copy of each pamphlet straight 
into its own literary archives. 

Philip Salom 

Katherine Gallagher, Fish-Rings on Water, 
Forest Books, London, 1989. 83 pp. + xi. 
$16.95. 

Katherine Gallagher's latest collection of poems 
Fish-Rings on Water is a well-produced book. 
Its 83 pages of text are illustrated with lino-cuts 
by Pierre Vella and prefaced with a 700-word 
introduction by Peter Porter identifying the 
concerns and strengths of Gallagher's poetry. 
Perhaps such careful presentation, together with 
my enjoyment of Gallagher's earlier work - her 
third collection, Passengers to the City (1985) 
was short-listed for the 1986 Australian National 
Poetry Award - had raised expectations, but I 
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found this a disappointing collection. 
In his introduction, Porter argues for 

'lyricism in poetry' and proposes that 'we all 
write and read poetry to project and recall 
heightened states of feeling'. Whether or not 
the comment is true for all readers and writers it 
is true of Gallagher's work which is predomi
nantly Romantic in sensibility and mode. The 
comment also suggests how prevalent this kind 
of writing is in contemporary poetry where with 
terrible inevitability it seems that a group of 
disparate images is left to hang trembling on the 
epiphany of a sensitive soul. 

It might seem unfair to compare modem 
exercises in the genre with the nineteenth
century Romantic poems, nevertheless it helps 
me at least to clarify reasons for personal 
dissatisfaction with so many of the contempo
rary examples. Even such a shaggy poem as 
Coleridge's 'Letter to Sara Hutchinson' im
presses with more than advertisements of 
emotion. If driven by an emotional urgency, the 
poet is also exploring that emotion; even while 
impassioned, Coleridge is analytical. The other 
striking thing is that figuration and diction are 
eamed or validated, they resonate within a 
pattern. The emotion is consonant with the 
formal artistry. 

Many poems in Fish-Rings on Water are 
tangled with problems of imagery and diction. 
'First Communicants, Chartres' is an example: 

Mediaeval glass shapes half-darknesses. 
Children take their places singing. 
faces holding the light as in a painting. 

I cup up pictures from childhood -
a white dress, gift prayer-book, my father's 

story: 
Napoleon confessing First Communion his 

greatest day. 

Memories shredded, gathering like a knot -
tying together what I've lost, 
what I can't have back. 

The poem unfolds smoothly through the first 
two stanzas with a suggestive transition from 
one kind of picture to another, one age to 
another, even that weary old story of Napoleon 
may prove apt, although we wait to see what the 
poet will do with it. But the verb 'confessing' 
in line six sticks out like the proverbial. In 
context this word conjures the sacrament of 
confession, which brings in the theme of 
memory which is also integral to the sacrament 
of communion - 'do this in memory of me' - a 
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connection already offered in the image of the 
speaker remembering childhood as someone 
holding up a cup, suggestive of the communion 
cup. The linking of confession with commun
ion offers a link of guilt and redemption, or here 
of loss and recovery. 

But the third stanza introduces, rather 
theatrically, a set of images which works totally 
against what has come before. The speaker 
laments that faith, innocence, or childhood, the 
father? is what 'I can't have back'. 

So what is 'confessing ... Communion' 
doing? Is 'confessing' there not to activate the 
implications of the sacrament and so of redemp
tive recovery, but merely a synonym for 
'acknowledging'? The word presents a diffi
culty where the resolutions seem to be either a 
problem of the conclusion or of the diction. 

And once you stumble against one obsta
cle, others begin to press. Can something be 
both 'shredded' and gathered 'like a knot' and 
then tie together whatever has been lost? Is 
Napoleon to be taken as some kind of parallel 
or comment, and if so upon what? How do the 
images of art in the opening line work with the 
concluding images? Defying the conclusion, 
the opening suggests that what is gone is 
renovated in a special way by art, as each 
generation of children it seems will re-enact 
what the glass windows 'shape'. This suggests 
a contrast between innocence and experience, 
the mediaeval age of faith and the tough modern 
sensibility. And yet this resolution raises its 
own kind of problems. So are we to take the 
speaker's concluding lament ironically? Here I 
begin to wonder whether the lyric can sustain 
such confusion - wherever it comes from. One 
might dismiss the above kind of criticism as 
pedantry, but that would also be to dismiss 
poetry as capable of anything more than 
effusions of nice sentiment. 

If this poem was not typical, it could be 
dismissed as what Larkin called a 'filler'. 
Unfortunately, jarring or irrelevant details of 
image or diction obstruct too many of these 
lyrics. And often as if giving up trying to 
'make it cohere', the poems not so much 
conclude as stop on a gesture to a right attitude, 
a well-meaning feeling. 

Yet there is a stronger collection here 
blurred by the weaker poems. Perhaps the 
strongest poem is 'Nettie Palmer to Frank 
Wilmot ("Furnley Maurice")'. Here Gallagher 
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depicts Nettie Palmer writing to Frank Wilmot, 
telling him of her artistic desire which has been 
frustrated by marriage to Vance and to his 
ambition. Gallagher then sets alongside the 
public letter a soliloquy which articulates 
Nettie's simultaneous but 'unwritten' and so 
uncensored private thoughts. 

The poem neatly renders a division between 
public and private, between socially imposed 
sense of duty and the repressed private desire, 
and relates this particularly to the female artist. 
The irony is that public unity at the cost of 
individual identity and fulfilment 
'Nettie'n'Vance/ You say it / almost one 
syllable' - produces division. The feminist 
implications emerge more compellingly for 
being unstated, only suggested when Nettie 
remarks that her 'Iife-story ... will never be told / 
except through / my daughters' (12). The poem 
could go further - Gallagher's Nettie is very 
mild-natured, her private 'anti-poem' is less a 
subversive commentary on the public letter than 
a reiteration of it - but it is nevertheless an 
interesting use of Australian literary history to 
explore sexual-politics and deserves a place in 
Australian poetry anthologies. Unfortunately 
this and other attractive poems are not well 
served by the collection as a whole. 

Lawrence Bourke 

Laurie Duggan, Blue Notes, Picador, Sydney, 
1990, $12.99. 
Peter Rose, The House of Vitriol, Picador, 
Sydney, 1990, $12.99. 

What shall a poet do in the crepuscular age 
which we inhabit now? That is to say, in the 
age of the dividual, the age of Right and Left 
materialisms in collusion, the age of academic 
reductionism and of George Bush's Mesopota
mian war. More than ever it is tempting to say 
that poetry makes nothing happen and that our 
poor signifiers are like subatomic particles 
bouncing off one another in a closed system. 
As Peter Rose has it, "Gone are the tiros, the 
misfits,! the Shelleyans, the slim volumes;/ gone 
the ill dress and the unlove." Has the 
unacknowledged legislation all gone, too? 

Joseph Brodsky confronts these questions 
in the course of his eloquent collection of 
essays, Less than One, especially in the two 
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pieces there on Auden. He broods on those 
lines from the elegy for Yeats where the poet 
claims that "Time ... Worships language and 
forgives/ Everyone by whom it lives", passing 
on to ask what Auden actually did in the world, 
given that neither his Freudian nor his Marxist 
nor his Christian stage arrived at any cure for 
the ills of his time. Brodsky then suggests that 

The cure, though, lay precisely in his 
employing those terminologies, for they 
are simply different dialects in which one 
can speak about one and the same thing, 
which is love. It is the intonation with 
which one talks to the sick that cures. The 
poet went among the world's grave, often 
terminal cases not as a surgeon but as a 
nurse, ... 

A poet's language testifies to her or his love of 
the world and the power of the poetry lies in its 
ability to bespeak such lovingness. As readers, 
we feel that power when poems persuade us 
that they are instinct with mimesis, or passion, 
or wit: best of all, when they offer all three. 

Two new books of verse, Laurie Duggan's 
Blue Notes and Peter Rose's The House of Vit
riol, present us with differing stances available 
to a poet here in the Twilight Age. In each case, 
the stance or style - the dialect, as Brodsky 
would say - has its moral implications, but the 
two poets are like cheese and chalk. 

Duggan, older and bolder, has a satirist's 
clarity on show. His plain syntax suggests a 
Poundian polish, he lives in an active present 
tense and he is fond of ending his poems with 
an unrhetorical two-footed line. Many of these 
poems are satirical epigrams, assured and 
uncluttered; when they hit the target (as in 
"Drinking Socially", "Pleasures of the Text" and 
"The Mysteries") they are a delight, but if their 
subject-matter fails to grip the reader they can 
fall flat. I particularly like the quiet wit of 
'Short Story': 

Kevin patted his dog "Bouncer" 
and knew, sadly, that he would 
never go to Fellowship again. 

It epitomizes the modernist strategy which Yvor 
Winters once dubbed Reference to a Non
existent Plot. 

Dugan can also do some remarkably 
painterly landscapes, but it is surely no accident 
that the best of them, "Mont Segur" and "At 
Rapallo", evoke specifically Poundian scenes. 
This is a poet, after all, who knows the lessons 
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of The ABC of Reading. 
The third ingredient in Blue Notes is that 

of translation; Duggan has translated three 
poems of Enzensberger and thirteen from 
modem Italian, especially from the neglected 
futurist, Ardengo Soffici. Soffici's jazzy urban 
poems with their parrotlike brilliance of colour 
add something quite different to the pumiced 
classicism which pervades much of this book. 
They are as far as they could be from satire; but 
then they date from three-quarters of a century 
ago. 
Despite the pierce title of his collection, Peter 
Rose does not pass judgement on experience: he 
collects it. He is fond of the short first phrase, 
leading into a metonymic chain of phenomena, 
often in apposition. He will pace his way 
through an unrolling sentence with the little 
stabs of commas, like this, 

And what if some grave, gelid goddess 
the absolutely emergent divinity, 
prone on a divan, tequila in hand, 
everything svelte and deliberate, 
should tum her head at this precise 
moment, 
interrupting the casual autopsy 
of the beautiful to watch you undress, 
each delving caress in the half-light? 

The self that holds these possibilities in mind is 
mealleable, plural, provisional; well-informed 
and cosmopolitan, it delights in human artefacts. 
Again and again, Rose's syntactical sleights 
insist (if that is not too strong a word) on his 
versions of negative capability. 

From Auden and Porter, I would guess, 
Rose has learned a peculiarly late-modem kind 
of Horatian wit: it might be called the voice of 
tolerance. It represents an intelligence which 
claims to have no solid ego. More remarkably, 
there is a suite of thirteen lyrics here in which 
he turns into Emily Dickinson. it seems to me 
that the best poems in The House of Vitriol are 
"The wound" and "Imagining the Inappropriate"; 
they are two of the poems in which the 
plentitude of mental furniture is held somewhat 
in check, given a telling shape. 

Both these writers, it should be added, are 
concerned that poetry should be pleasurable. 
Their affection for the world is matched by their 
affection for the reader. Both Duggan's 
firmness and Rose's imaginative promiscuity are 
paths by which we are provided with the 
materials of pleasure. And if Duggan's lucidity 
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has the virtues of a belated classicism, Rose's 
imaginary museum is plentifully stocked with 
the busts and scrolls of our classical inheritance, 
our traditional high culture. Both are intelligent 
writers, and our poetry needs all the intelligence 
it can get these days. 

Chris Wallace-Crabbe 

Aspects of Australian Fiction, ed. Alan 
Brissenden, Nedlands, University of w.A. 
Press, 1990. 205p. 

The interesting thing about this new volume of 
essays on Australian fiction, edited by Alan 
Brissenden, is apparent in its title. It is not, nor 
does it claim to be, a comprehensive or even 
consistent overview of the field that is now 
familiarly termed "Aust. Lit.". In fact, the use of 
such familiar abbreviations to classify what are 
really complex and diverse literary fields runs 
the risk of imposing edges and limits; in 
defining categories, such terms tend to be 
dismissive of aspects which don't quite "fit", or 
which overlap with other areas of study. This 
volume, then, is valuable not despite but 
because of its selective concentration on aspects 
of Australian fiction. 

This is not to suggest that no threads exist 
with which to link the individual chapters. The 
collection is dedicated to John Colmer, Profes
sor Emeritus of English at the University of 
Adelaide, and its contributors are his former 
students and colleagues. This fact alone passes a 
thread of commonality between the essays, but 
it is present in other respects too: in taking issue 
with a text, author or preoccupation of Austral
ian fiction, each essay contributes to the making 
of a final text which explores the different ways 
in which national and cultural meaning can be 
assigned. 

Barry Argyle's essay on the "Aussie Bards 
and Pom Reviewers" of the 19th century 
provides a suitable opening to the book, not 
only because of its chronological starting point, 
but also because of its introduction to a "new 
world" of writings which avoided classification 
according to (English) social expectations. In 
juxtaposing the Aussie Bards and the Pom 
reviewers, Argyle exposes the gap of under
standing between them as being not so much 
geographical as discursive. As he emphasises, 
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the English reviewers' favouring of "facts" in 
"Antipodean" works, whether those works were 
non-fictional or fictional, merely amounts to a 
favouring of what seemed "natural". In other 
words, what English readers wanted from 
Australian writers was material that would 
support an already established world view: 
anything that stretched beyond given horizons 
(opening up a world that was not "serviceable"), 
or that was too socially introspective (that might 
"portend revolution"), or that raised awkward 
questions about crimes of the convicts or 
"brutalities" of the Aborigines (leading to more 
probing questions about the imperial structures 
underlying those crimes and brutalities) was 
dismissed as excessive melodrama, as "gro
tesque imaginings". With such responses, these 
reviewers were refusing to acknowledge a 
society that, in being displaced, was already 
showing the signs of shifts in social roles, in 
language, and therefore in a given "reality". The 
authority of the fact becomes undermined; the 
"intellectual gulf' already separating the parent 
country and its "offspring" becomes deepened. 
What arises from these fresh gaps, however, is 
the possibility of difference and therefore of 
change. As Argyle concludes: "Neither grammar 
nor syntax, the language of choice or the ciphers 
of change, could ever be quite the same again, 
in England or Australia, or anywhere else for 
that matter. It was not Utopia, but it was 
certainly different." 

Robert White's following essay on "Grim 
Humour" tackles a different ground. Unlike 
Argyle's broader consideration of British per
spectives of Australian writing, White concen
trates on a very specific form of Australian 
fiction (the short story) in a very specific era 
(the nationalistic I 890s). At the same time, he 
avoids the limitations of the purely historical 
argument by looking at the culturally-specific 
features of what has entered national conscious
ness as Australian humour (whether real or 
mythic) within a broader philosophical and 
psychological context. From Aristotle to Freud 
there has been the recognition of humour as a 
means of dealing with ambivalent responses to 
the world (as a means of rationalizing the dark 
side of a situation; of relieving some repressed 
fear or of confronting the unspeakable). The 
forging of this kind of nexus between the comic 
and the tragic is of particular relevance to 
colonial Australia, where ambivalence was the 
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primary response of a recently-arrived race to a 
seemingly impenetrable, unpredictable or hostile 
environment. Moreover, its double-edged qual
ity enabled that ambivalent humour to perform 
widely different social functions: the entertain
ment value of Steele Rudd's equally sentimental 
and malicious stories about settler life, for 
instance, contrasts the biting political aim of 
Price Waring's satirical stories about social class 
warfare. And here the link to Argyle's quite 
different paper becomes clear: what both these 
critics are exploring is not so much the national 
importance of their chosen aspects of Australian 
literature, as the ways in which those aspects 
reflect the process of constructing worlds from 
culturally, politically and economically invested 
perspecti ves. 

The dimension of discursive power that 
underlies all such perspectives is highlighted 
from another angle in the several chapters on 
Australian women's writing. Implicit in each of 
these essays is the recognition that women's 
involvement in literary traditions (whether as 
readers or as writers) has always been prob
lematic because the dominant voice of culture 
has always been masculine, but that different 
textual strategies can be adopted in order to 
question that dominance. Virginia Kenny's 
paper on Angela Thirkell, writer and "recorder 
of her times", addresses the way in which the 
ambivalent voice of an upper-middle-class 
Englishwoman can use satire as a means of 
interrogating the social structures surrounding 
class and gender in the Australia of the 1930s, 
and so of opening up the kinds of hierarchy 
which form around those structures. In a shift of 
emphasis, Diana Brydon points out that the 
intersection between women writers caught in 
patriarchal structures and colonial writers caught 
in imperial structures occurs most powerfully in 
the case of expatriate Australian women writers, 
who take up a space of "double alienation". 
This specific group becomes the focus of a 
paper which examines the ways in which a 
textual strategy like parody, "that interplay of 
repetition with difference", can operate from a 
position of both familiarity with, and critical 
distance from, the dominant tradition to reveal a 
different kind of experience and a different 
voice. Andrew Taylor, in his paper on the novels 
of Helen Gamer, applies the Lacanian analogy 
of meaningful "absences" in the signifying 
chain (whereby "present" meaning is only given 
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shape and sense by what is left out) to the fact 
of women's silence in cultural traditions. For 
Lacan, it is lack that constitutes desire, and by 
this argument women are not disabled but 
empowered by their desire, for it is from the 
space of lack that meaning is determined. 

In his essay on Stow's Tourmaline, Russell 
McDougall again picks up on the silence that 
"is the sign of ... cultural alienation." In contrast 
to the feminist concern, his reading is framed in 
the allegory of colonialism, and he argues that 
silences between words represent the spaces 
"through which the repressed and alienated 
might articulate their own presence, deflate the 
dominant cultural ideology, carry forward strate
gies of subversion and transformation." The 
structural irony of a text which must "speak" 
these silences through language demands a 
literary self-consciousness that implies further 
acts of deconstruction. In fracturing not only 
"the culture of narcissism" but also its own 
authority, this is a text which invites a 
movement, as McDougall says, "towards a 
realization of relativity". 

This "realization of relativity" is apparent 
in a variety of ways in other of the chapters, on 
which limitations of space prevent further 
discussion: there is Livio Dobrez's essay on B. 
Wongar's fiction, which "metamorphoses" the 
destruction of Aboriginal life into the contem
porary dilemma of the Every (wo)man; Kenneth 
Gelder's essay on David Foster's "self-contra
dictory" fiction, which acknowledges the possi
bility of difference in its application of the 
"'opposite' processes" of cultural mystification 
and demystification"; Adrian Mitchell's essay 
on the relativities of "competing cultural 
allegiance[s]" which are depicted in Australia's 
literary shift through a nationalist to an Ed
wardian age, with its anticipation of mod
ernism. 

Both in the quality of its individual 
chapters and in their relationships to each other, 
then, Aspects of Australian Fiction is a book 
which emphasises a spirit of extension rather 
than of enclosure. The issues it opens about 
Australian literature invite an interrogation of 
not only the making of meaning through fiction 
but also, by implication, the making of our own 
cultural history. Anthologies already exist which 
claim to be comprehensive histories of Austral
ian literature. This volume, on the other hand, 
heightens aspects of a field that resists ready 
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categorization and, perhaps most importantly, 
allows the reader the opportunity to weave the 
threads between them. 

Amanda Nettelbeck 

Livio Dobrez, Parnassus Mad Ward, UQP, St 
Lucia, 1990, 455pp. 

"Easy reading requires damn hard writing."' 
Nathanial Hawthorne 

"Around the throne of God, where all 
angels read perfectly, there are no critics -
there is no need for them," 

Randall Jarrell Poetry 
& The Age 

It is an old adage that "clear thinking leads to 
clear writing", In Parnassus Mad Ward the 
writing does not present the thinking clearly: at 
times because the thinking is manipulative of 
the subject, overlaying doubtful meanings and 
caging various poems/poets where they may not 
belong to make the argument fit; other times 
because the writing is tangled, clause after 
clause tying the central thought into knots, The 
book is a struggle to read because of the 
excessive wordiness of the text and the constant 
interruptions from quotations and their sourcing, 
Unsubstantiated interpretations are put forward; 
theoretical structures are created and poets are 
caged within; subjectivity is refashioned as a 
straight jacket with three arms and Adamson is 
forced to wear it (with some apologies for its 
awkward fir) after a rollcall of recent Australian 
poets have tried it on but only allowed one 
sleeve at a time, The change room smells of 
discontent... 

But I digress, It must be catching. Too 
much of this book is spent on tours way beyond 
its definition, There is a chapter on the 
similarity between Brett Whiteley and Michael 
Dransfield, an okay idea in itself for a magazine 
article or a seminar paper, but it is a quirky and 
out-of-place approach to begin a book when the 
rest does not continue that format or theme, or 
even echo it. Likewise for the later chapter on 
Slessor and Dransfield and the "Visual Equiva
lents" - this one really takes us out of the 
ballpark! Yet Livio Dobrez is obviously a man 
well-read in his subject matter and a keen 
supporter of "the generation of '68": he is an 
intelligent, contemporary thinker. So what went 
wrong? My opinion is that he tried to cover too 
much, confusing volume with content. His 
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various points can be untangled from the web 
but no reader is going to go to all that trouble, 
and neither should he/she be asked to. 

But what an exciting project it was, For an 
ardent admirer of Tranter, Adamson, Frobes, 
Roberts, Harry et al this book was an exciting 
proposition for me to review. The backpage 
blurb spelt out the promise 

Avant-garde Australian poetry from the 
sixties to the eighties is explored here by 
Livio Dobrez with flair and originality, 
This is the first book to place in perspec
tive the New Australian Poetry, product of 
the extraordinary generation of '68, 

Hmm, The extraordinary poetry of that 
'generation' included some amazing poetry by 
Michael Dransfield, much of it published during 
his lifetime and then a lot more after his death, 
collected and edited by Rodney Hall. The 
Collected Poems of Michael Dransfield was 
published by U,Q,P. in 1987, and presents the 
depth of his work in a way which is a tribute to 
his talent. Unfortunately Dransfield died before 
his promise could be fulfilled, In this critical 
work, Livio Dobrez does him a disfavour by 
printing and praising "unpublished" poems from 
mss in the National Library of Australia, These 
poems are of uneven quality and do not serve 
any better purpose in the text than would have 
been achieved by better-known Dransfield work, 
To give you examples of these lesser works 
would be to compound the problem, The sub
title of the book reads: Michael Dransfield and 
the New Australian Poetry. However a reading 
of the text shows the area covered to be at once 
broader and more restricted than this definition, 
Broader in as much as it covers a lot more poets 
than Dransfield and his group; more restricted 
in as much as it only covers some of the area of 
the far-ranging 'new Australian poetry', The 
libraries will file it under "Dransfield, Michael 
(1948-73)" and that is a misnomer, The second 
interpretation is more accurate: "Australian 
Poetry - 20th Century - History & Criticism", 
The poets discussed as "the avant-garde" for 
those two decades are all included in Tranter's 
The New Australian Poetry anthology, This 
may be an easy grouping but it is not 
necessarily an accurate one - besides, it is 
Tranter's grouping and not Dobrez's, How 
about Dorothy Hewett, David Brooks, Phil 
Salom, pie 0, bill jones, billbeard? They don't 
fit the mould. I would say it is often the 
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mavericks and 'misfits' of their time who 
remain after the anthologies have faded into 
history. 
Australia's writers have been conservative for so 
long, the conservatives are often seen as the 
mainstream and the contemporary writers are 
then defined as 'avant-garde'. Personally, I 
would place many of these so-called avant 
garde poets in the mainstream and send Kris 
Hemensley out to expose and publish the avant
garde! Peter Spence is doing a job towards this 
in Melbourne, but he is the only one I know of 
way out here in the child-eyed West. 

On the pOSItive side, this book did send me 
back to the source material, and I did gain a 
better knowledge of Slessor. The Adamson 
chapter was clearer than the rest perhaps 
because Dobrez had a clear picture of what he 
wanted to say before he wrote it. Clear 
thinking, clear writing. Where was the editor 
when this book went to press? An editor could 
have saved Livio Dobrez from this embarrass
ment. 

Andrew Burke 

HAL COLEBATCH 

Grass stems at the Zoo 
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In grass stems a white butterfly 
flits back and forth, hovering, turning, 
dancing in aerial figures-of-eight. Sunlight passes by 
to yellow ground beyond, shadow cross-hatched 
upon a colour of sere earth burning 
in hot sunlight. The grass stems bend 
invitingly lush and green. A few steps closer show 
the yellow ground move, and the white tip grow 
a tail that at the other end 
has a tiger attached. 
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS 

ALAN ALEXANDER - Irish-born West Australian poet has published three collections of poetry: a 
fourth Gondwana Dreaming is due out in 1992. 

GAIL BELL - is a phannacist who lived in Holland for five years and now lives on the Central 
Coast of N.S.W. 

CARMEL BIRD's novel The Bluebird Cafe was published by McPhee Gribble 1990 and by New 
Directions (New York) in 1991. 

PAT BORAN - was born in Ireland in 1963 and lives in Dublin where he is administrator of Poetry 
Ireland. His poems and stories have appeared in many periodicals. 

LAWRENCE BOURKE - is currently living in Wellington, New Zealand. His book A Vivid Steady 
State: The Poetry of Les A. Murray is to be published this year. 

DAVID BUCHANAN - is a playwright, musician/composer. His first play Naming The Waves was 
produced for the 1990 Festival of Perth. 

ANDREW BURKE - has worked in Perth in radio and as an advertising copywriter. He has 
published a number of collections of poems. 

ALEC CHOATE - has published three volumes of poetry, the most recent being Schoolgirls at 
Borobudur. 

DAVID COHEN - studied Creative Writing and Film and Television at Curtin University. This is the 
second story he has had published in Westerly. 

PATSY COHEN - is a member of the Arrnidale Aboriginal community, and believes Aboriginal 
children should be taught Aboriginal culture as well as white culture so they can have the best of both 
worlds. 

HAL COLEBATCH's fourth collection of poetry, The Earthquake Lands, was published by Collins/ 
Angus & Robertson. His fifth The Stonehenge Syndrome, has recently been completed. He is a 
journalist and lawyer. 

CATHERINE CONZATO - is an Australian who has lived in Somalia, and is at present living in 
Italy. 

FAYE DAVIS - writes poetry, fiction, essays and reviews. Her collection of short stories Paisley Print, 
was published by Fremantle Arts Centre Press. 

BRUCE DAWE - teaches at university College of Southern Queensland. Most recent publications: 
This Side of Silence: Poems 1987-1990 (Longman Cheshire) and Bruce Dawe: Essays and Opinions 
(Longman Cheshire). 

ANN DOMBROSKI - is a Sydney writer, born in Wollongong. She has had stories published in 
various literary journals. 

LAURIS EDMOND - is one of New Zealand's most highly regarded poets. 

ANNE FAIRBAIRN - has visited Vietnam, Burma, Kampuchea, Pakistan, the Middle East and 
Ireland and has written about these places for newspapers and journals. 

BARBARA GILES - is a well known poet who lives in Kew, Victoria. 
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PAUL GILLEN - teaches history and cultural studies at the University of Technology, Sydney. He 
is working on a biography of Jack Lindsay. 

NIKKI GEMMELL - is a radio journalist, actor and writer based in Darwin. 

SUSANNE GERVAY - has had stories and poetry published in various Australian literary journals, 
and has just completed a novel. 

MARTIN R JOHNSON - is a wood cutter at Mount Crawford Forest in South Australia. 

ANDREW LANSDOWN's latest collection of poetry is The Grasshopper Heart (Angus & Robertson, 
1991). 

ANTHONY LAWRENCE's first book of poems, Dreaming in Stone, was published by Angus & 
Robertson in 1989. 

YVES LOUIS - has published poetry and prose in Australia and France, and her first book of poems 
is due out in 1992. 

ROSALEEN LOVE - is the author of The Total Devotion Machine, the Women's Press, 1989. 

BRIGID LOWRY is a New Zealander now living in Perth, and is presently completing a BA in 
English at Curtin University. 

STEPHEN MAGEE - wrote Bondi Beach after attending an exhibition by Victoria Minton at Bondi 
Pavilion. 

NICHOLAS MANSFIELD - is a Harkness Post-doctoral Fellow in the Department of Comparative 
Literature at Yale University in New Haven. He previously taught English at Macquarie University, 
Sydney. 

P.M. MARSH - is a writer who lives in Wahroonga, New South Wales. 

AMANDA NETTELBECK - teaches Australian Literature at the University of Western Australia. 

DAVID REITER - is a lecturer in professional writing at The University of Canberra and has 
published in a number of Australian journals and magazines. 

HUGH ROBERTS - is a Welshman, and a Cambridge graduate, now living on Sydney's Northern 
Beaches. 

PHILIP SALOM - has published four volumes of poetry, two of which have won the 
Commonwealth Poetry Prize. His most recent book is Barbecue of the Primitives. 

MARGARET SOMERVILLE - is particularly interested in women's stories and their relationship to 
place/landscape. She teachers at the University of New England. 

JAMIE STEWART - is a young West Australian who is a graduate of Murdoch University, and is 
keen on cricket. This is the first story he has had published. 

CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE - is one of Australia's best-known poets and critics. He heads the 
Australian Studies Centre at the University of Melbourne. 

GRAEME WILSON - was born in London, has lived in Hong Kong and now lives in Devon, 
England. He has published a number of translations in Westerly. 
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